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CRISIS IN SCIENCE AND MATH EDUCATION
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1989
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met. pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn, Chairman of the Committee. presiding

Present Senators Glenn, Nunn, Bingaman, Kc,hl, Lieberman.

Roth, and Heinz.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

Chairman GLENN. The hearing will be in order.
Twenty-five years ago Lyndon Johnson, who had been a former
in
school teacher himself of course, said, "We have entered an age
advan-

which education is not a luxury permitting some people an
tage over others It has become a necessity without which a person
society
is defenseless in this complex, industrializedbefore.
In fact, I believe
I believe that is truer today than ever
has
a
role
to
play in, as anthat science education in particular
other educator put it, "making it possible for children not to be foreigners in their own culture."
States devoted
Interestingly enoogh, the last time the Unitededucation
was in
quality
of
math
and
science
any attention to the
And now, 30 years later, the
the wake of the Sputnik launching science
and mathematics eduUnited States again face., a crisis in
cation.

Now, why should this concern us? I suppose we think the answers are obvious, but the United States now operates in a global
market that plaLes a high premium on technological innovation

When i he United States was a colonial village, as it once was back in

anybody
the earli?r days, it made little difference whether or notthe
other,
that
particular
t
iwn
from
one
year
to
e en came thuough
the
buggy
maker
was
on
because the ,obb:er was on one street,
anothe.i, iiffd the c-Abage ,;-1.:,-x(,-r was Just at the end of the village
Then we went to where the cabbage grnwers were in the Imperiwere in New England and
al Valley in California, the cobblers
parts of the South, and the buggy makers were in Detroit And now
we havo gone to where the buggy maker is 25 percent Japanese.
We don't even make shoes to speak of in this country any more-they come from Korea and Italy, and we send hundreds of millions
of tons of food all other the world.
h

9

The United States exists in a global community now. We may
not like that sometimes The long term competitiveness of this
cow 'Ty will require that we utcompete other nations aruund this

world in education and in Lasic fundamental research. Those two
things were hallmarks of why we developed the way we did.
More than 70 percent of the goods manufactured in the U S. now
compete with merchandise made overseas. Consider also our staggering trade deficit, the very measure of U S. competitiveness overseas. How is this country going to be able to compete with our trading partners if we cannot pr.-duce the scientists, the engineers, the
technicians necessary to make internationally competitive products? And if we cannot compete in the global market. how are we
going to provide good jobs for our citizens, or generate the tax revenues ,o help dean up the environment, fight crime, provide health
care, or defend the country.
Today you are will hear that too many of our young people are
illiterate in both science and mathematics You will also hear that

this country may not produce enough scientists, engineers and

technical personnel tu meet the demands of our industrialized high
technology economy Eery new repurt un American education produces another horro story that has to make you wonder how did
we ever let it get to ,his9
The same Nation that landed a man on the moon and returned
him safely to earth educates fewer than one out of every five high
school graduates in the law.; of physics The same Nation that has

produced more Nobel Laureates in chemistry than any other
Nation lets half of its young people graduate from high school
without taking a single course of any kind in chemistry

And finally, American school children are routinely outper-

formed in international comparisons of science and .nath performance by students from our chief trade rivals In fact. this country
graduates 700,000 young people eery y ear that are functionally iiliterate.

Declining birth rates and interest in scientific careers among

young American people, plus increasing numbers of students from
groups traditionally underrepresented in science and engineering.
namely minorities and women, portend an almust certain shortage
of scientific personnel
Science and math education is critical to LI S economic prosperity Our factories and laboratories will need a first rate technical
work force, and we must overhaul science and math education in
this country if the next generation is to prosper in an increasingly
competitive world.

First, we need national leadersh:r to focus attention on the quality of science and math education That is why Senater Hatfield

and I introduced Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 that declares sci
ence and math educatwn a national priority. Moreover, the Presi-

dent and uther public officials should use their bully pulpits to
raise the steure of educators, scientists and teachers in our society.

Even modest k,estures, I think, are called for They may bear

fruit Just as an example, I think the public would begin to get the

message if the Presicentany President, Democrat or Republi
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canspent as much time appearing on television with teachers and

Nobel Laureates as they do with Super Bowl champions
For my part, I have roposed that the National Science Foundation award Congressional scholarships for science, math and engineering to two high schbol seniors from every Congressional district in the country. My bill, S. 134, is important not only because
it would produce a thousa;Ai kids a year better educated in the sciences and math, but it also sends a very important symbolic gesture. These scholarships send a message a, our young people that
scientists are important to our economy and our national security
Scholarships, or even trips to the White House, by themselves
will not eradicate science illiteracy or close the leaks in the technical pipeline.
To accomplish that we rruA look to the beginning of the education pipeline for the source of the problem as well as the solution
One of the greatest obstacles to getting more young peopleespe-

cially female -md minority studentsinterested in a technical

career are the science and math courses themselves. Luckily, private efforts are underway all over this country to rewrite, reform
and reumgorate science and mathematics curriculum It is my
izoal to make these deyelopments available to all schools and all
teachers
This month Senator Hattie ld and I will be introducing legislation

that would bridge the gap that now exists between the Ivory
Tower, laboratory-uke settings w here science as math curricula are

frequently deeloped, and the real world out there where

it is

taught Our regional t.onsortia would bring state of he art science
and math curriculum to the attention of the Nauon's classroom
teachers

Senator Hatfield and I will also propose the establ,shment of a
ion
National Clearinghouse for science, math and technology edt
databa.ie
of
materials Its goal to pros ide a central hbrary and a
the Nation's model scit nce programs
Now. I'll close my opening remarks by quoting one of America's
1,-reatest writers, and interestingly enough, a person who had very
little tor mal schwfing Ili airl. Out of the public ,chool grows the
41 eat nes, ot t he Nat ion
It wak, no joke he was trying to make at that ume I he man was
Mark Twain, of all people "Out of the public school grows the
greatness of the Nation.-

It that isn't as true toda.), as it once was, then we have let our
young people d9wn Soniewhere along the way our generation
forgot what made this country stand apart from others We now
have the responsibility to prepare succeeding generations to be able
to excel in an increasingly technological culture, and it is our
burden to fermi, the choolSo, that is a rather lengthy opening statement, but I think it sets
the stage for the experts that we have here today
Senator Kohl?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KOHL

Senator KOHL Thank you, Senator Glenn We all commend you

ior calling this hearing, because we ell care deeply about the

4

future of science and math education in our country. Obviously,
there is nothing more important to our future than the education
of our young people. The failure to reach our young people through
education has reached nightmaie proportions right here in our own
c;ty of Washington, D.0

What do we i-ead about our young people twist? That they are
dealing death to each other with bullets and with crack. And yet
the economy of the Washington area is booming. There are thousands of jobs available out there. Unfortunately, these kids just
aren't being prepared to get these jobs. They don't have the math,
science or technological skills They aren't learning the skills, and
saddest of all, we are losing out on thAir potential

Thcre are young people out there cutting raw cocaine with

chemicals from the local hardware store They are manufacturing
new highs and new products by soaking marijuana in ever changing agents, and each of these new drugs is n-iore addictive, more
deadly, and less costly than the last.
How is it that we have failed to tap that ingenuity, that sense of
experimentation F IS it that these kids who can measure grams
and kilos and zan figure out complex monetary transactions cannot
pass a simple math or a simple chemistry test?
With the right kind of education, these streetwise kids who are
pudding marketplaces out of their neighborhoods could be contributing to cleaning up our emironment They could be developing
chemicals that sai,e life instead of chemicals that take lie. And
thel, could be working w iih large database computers instead of
dropping quarters into arcade games or pushing cartridges into
Nintendos
With jobs in high technology firms they might even lead the way

to a new future for themsekes and for our country With thE right
skills there is a whole world of opportunity that doesn't involve tne

life and death rtsks of the drug market, and

,

ey can make a

decent and honest living

But this is not a problem that is limited to urban areas like

Washiagton, D C , nor is it confined to any socioeconomic group

The stats e hae all heard so much about tell us that the problems of math and science education goes beyond the issue of the
disadvantaged Evin the high school students who do best in the
United States rank poorly compared with other countries, so it is
nut just the poor kids, but all of our kids who need better science
We have o boost our best to meet the increasing demands of a
changing global sooetN, and the classroom Is the best launch vehicle available to lift our kids and our country into the future
And so it is e,y appropriate, very meaningful, very important

that we hae these hearings here this morning, and I'm looking
forward to hearing testimony and asking questions.
Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
Chairman GLENN Thank you Senator Bingarnan, do ou have
any remarks')
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN

Senator BINGAMAN Thank you, Mr Chairman I do have a statement I will put in the record

5

Let me compliment you on holding thLs set ot hearings We are
7 weeks from a new decade, an,' it is entirely appropriate that
onre again we try to reinvigorate Lae Nation's attention to education, and in particular, science and math education Your com-

ments about how public officials, the President and others could do
a great deal by merely highlighting the importance of teachers and
Nobel Laureates in our society, rather than Super Bowl champions,
was excellent
My fatiler taught college chemistry for 45 years, and he always
liked to say that "Football is to education as bull fighting is to agriculture.- And I think that is another way of saying the same thing
I appreciate the chance to be here and look forward very much to
this excellent testimony
[Tlw prepared statement of Senator Bmgaman follows ]
PRI.PARED STA I

MF-NT 14 SENATOR RIM.AMAN

\lr e'nairman, I want to commend you fen holding this hearing today and for
bringing together ,u,.h a o unpressiye end knowledgable group of witnesses The ex-

perts see will hear from today hay e much to teach us. and we in the Congress would
do well to listen caretully to (hem and heed their ady ice
We must listen and, more importantly we must take action We must take action
because if we do not if we continue' to ignore the warning shots that are exploding
around usour nation will suffer such damage that it likely will never recover
math education
Without question the need to impr(e our nation's science and
s..aem is wont and impertant We ,Inipl% Inu,t gie a higher priority to remainand tee hnology And we cannot do this
ing a world ieader in science engineering
ithout giing an «mall% high pi writ% to the. education of our children
THI:

t AND MA I H HAI

N4

I he importance ot ien,e and technology in our modern world is indisputable
1% hen the history of the( 20th cent y i a at en I beliee it will be recorded as the
Win% ill VN U ii h ,lence and technology di amat 'catty and permanently altered the
Lye's ()I all of inankmd
aggelates (% hen we say that the nations that lead in seien(.0 and
None ot
teLhnoloo ii II inpitabi% lead ptomain. ilk and militarib, as %%ell lt follows that

the nations which tals behind ii s( len«. and technoloo ako ill fall behind economically and militarily
But it is important to remember .s count that leads in science does not simply
of success
procure Nobel laureates that enk part of the measurement
A youritre that leads in seicroe risut also lead in applying new scientific knowlin applying seaedge' in putting new technology to use) And for ti count r.), to lead
ens e .t must flase a reas(alabie ley el of general selentific competency within its
entire population
Mr Chairman gisen that we all agree (as t be IMpert ti& e of (wiener and technologY to our nation future e«momy and futuie security I bdiese that we must Ir gm
eo seriously, address some obs mos questions

flow are we doing'
Are we still preeminent a these fields'
%re we doing what we should to maintain a leadership position'
nfortunate,y, the answers to these basi«luestions are not encouragink.
We are no longei preeminent in many key fields of science We- are not taking the
steps we need to take to maintain a leadership position
In his book. 'The Business of Science,- Simon Ramo trae es our loUllt ry performance' in science and technology over the last three decades
In the 190s, Ramo writes, scientiric preeminence was a major national goal By
the end of the decade, few doubted that the US led the world in virtually all areas
of scientific discovery and InYention The launching of Sputnik by the Soviets and
the national commit:1i (lit to :send a man to the moon were major factors in our
drise for preensi nee
Throughout the 1970s we continued to lead But by the bepnning of this decade-the 1951ls---our lack of priorities anel our complaLency with previous successes began
to take their toll

And as the 10. draw to a I. lOSi ',anon Ramo s assessment of our nositi in is
be, ing lie states Is so ii ian. others have al o stated
In retort d..tades the United States has lost as position as global hamplon in
tot hrwl s intl has bet onn itt /1%of agl performer .kinnini., some contests but losing
e

What has happened'
Part of what has happened is that tau focus on ....write engineering and technologt , which Lharacterued puolic sent ni nt in he Pthns, has beer lost
We hat r an inherent belief as Ronald Reagan said so often during his president.
thten a letel plat Mg field Americans Lao out pt dor iii tad oat totnpote am.une iii
t he world

Unfortunatel., we ha, allowed this sell-Lonfidente to persuade us that, unlike
other nations we do not need to set national pr lora ws or goals We du not need to
make plans to de tile% 0 our object it es

We falselt behete that being Inc world wader is our hi thright We leate the

planning and hard work to others
It is time to forget about birthrights and to %cm", lor what we desert e Just as our
parents and grandparents worked to make this countrt great so too roust we %cork
We must or.te again lot us on creating and improting the tet hnologn al his( needeu
to be a world I. lass economic power
II

I

in- ..01

I am hopeful Mr Chairman that todac s witnesses will help us sharpen that
ongru,s Peed, thi. assistarite because I beuece it will fw left to us the
members of the Hout and tht Senatt together cc ith the states- to take up this
lot Us I he
tolSk
t pet t the admanstra
I hope I .1111 %I. rung but I do Wit twiltriet iAt'
tion to do much of what needs to be done
In fact, during this detadt the greatest failure .4 leadership we hat e tAperienced
in stience aril math eduL.Mon has been within the administration
1, toil retail, this dot ade began with Ronald Reagan s pledge to abolish tht I S
Department of 'A-filiation
The position learit was that federal intolt ement in educatioa should be terna
nated, or at least substannail. imminished And a was

I hope that cce Lan turn this trend a. iand With tour guidante, Mr Chairman

and with the help of experts like those gathered in this room today I beliete we lat.

turn this trend around We Lan retreate i ststern wlwre tht federal goternment
will once again work in partnership w ith states t help meet the .. hallenge to suc

coed in the stien es
cf we can alreadt point to un it sut I esses In nit home state of New Mexico
'
for exampw i Science and Tot hnolow. \lhance has been forged lit tween eduta
t tonal instautittis and our national laboratories

Through the A,',an e New Mexko s Highlands Unicursa and Luna Vocational
e joined with Los Alamos and Santha National Laboratories
Techratal Institute
to pursue a program nonsured bc the Department of Energt that will help int ream!
ruud11)-needed mow, .1. representation in the Depart. ient's s-ientifit and engi
neermg programs

Another suitess III NVIA NICx/t o is the esli.olishment and in, worming confirm
ation of the Centers of I e.hni,a1 Extellente at three of the state'?" unitersaws
But tlearl;c, we t annul stop the.e We must strite fur more I hehete we all should
be working toward four bask steps, and I IAlluld be Int, rested in the witnesses con,
ments about these core steps
First

1,Ve need to dot elop a better method for measuring and assessing the condition of
st iente and math edut at 11111 nationallt and among indikidual states. from kear to

taar

Throughout a retent set of hearings un the quality of our nation's eduLation
Illation and statistics gathering efforts, a Inth I t haired in niy Lapatat as thairmar.
of the t,oternmental Affairs Subt orramttee un Got ernmint InforrIlatIJII and Regula
lion, I trete been strut k bt bock incomplete and fragnientao our informe'ional base
Is

We need to know the let el of effort in each school
We need an objettite appraisal of how mut h our students are learning from ;cear
to ;cear

Most importantly, we need to know the tundawn of our teat hing fchte, which is
giten the difficult task of instructing our children in the e subjects

Seiond

We need to set orne reahstit but anthit loll, goals lot the next 10 ,eats and

sse need to set goals -not onl, to
increase basis knossledge of math mid IcOL e but to realls ht lp students Aho
these Indos
pursue careers
\,itioriv.ttit of esers I 000 soung people sibo :II graduate from tollegi this %ear
Ord% about seien %sill pursue o kareer in sLiente or ciatlneering
In German% the figure is .2", out of 000
In Japan It is 10 out of 1 ono
14,s114....:tolind In our i ompoition s% oh thost nation
It is no %sonder that sie
besond Atte: determining %%here sse ale toOas

rhird
We need to improst tundini. ft-

la

teat lung of these vtal su'utLts We neM to
silo, de that teak fling

t nsore adequate salaries tor the I

ourt h
We need to kontinue des eloping 1000% at

viaN, to, olir student,. to benefit from
th. stientifu talent aud the tremendous reseat h aLt.s its that exists throughout our
ownr% in WWI% state

rho leglilattliti son prtipose MT Chairman A I .0 a long ssas tossord rea,hing
this goal We simpl% must ()ordinate hderal edmation ttorts and ruMork our restrongls support sut legislatisre suggestions to 10nNene on interagency
sources
.ommatee lel'Ittral Intrisnl akent les to L oordin.itt si true math and tmhnologx
let I ,md to establish ri giona: netssorks of k.onsortia to pro
etio,,it ion at flu tvdcr
tded issistame js the% undel take I. ntIL.11 reform efforts
di%
s,f,
1

III

Ni It

I

o,tis Ind pi ionto s sparks argument
rbed Others vs ill disagree
Rat the oil' r-latist IssettiTO, these pi iorities is unthinkable It is to tontmue to
It is to ont Mlle Ii tssts me that sit, %%ill remain 0 i.korld leader tilthont makung
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Chairman ( I I.N7s Thank you Senator Lieberman'

OPENIM. ST IF:11ENT OF' SEN %TOR LIEBEINAN
Senator Lii OF RMAN That's a tough one to follow, Mr Chairman
I also thank you tor consening these hearings, and may I say it
seems particularly appi opriate, historically, that you are
the lead in directing the attention of the Congress and the people
ot the United States toward the gaps that we have in science and
math education The last time we v ere faced with this Sense of a
technical and scientific gap in our knowledge was after the Soviets
launched Sputnik And you, oly.iously, were at the lead in Amenca's response to that challenge.

Today probably for the first time since then I think we have a

growing sense of our science and math illiteracy and the way in
which it affects our international standing When Sputnik went up
we were terrified because of what it said about our ability to com-

pete with the So lets militarily Today we are beginning to be
alarrnedaltl. 'ugh there has not yet been anything quite like
Sputnik to jar us ato actionabout our ability to compete economically in the world. part.cularly with the reborn nations in
Asia and Europe

I thank you for your leadership and I hope as you led us out of
that crisis you will :ead the Nation from the United States Senate

out of the one we are in now. The reality is that the American
people understand the threat. I'm sure you saw the poll that came

out this summerI. frankly, forgot who did itthat said that more

Americans were worried today about the threat of economic compe-

tition from Asia than they were about the threat of military competition from the Soviet Union

While there are many things that we have to do as a Nation to
better compete and maintain our economic predominance in the
world, such as increasing new ins estment and increasing sayings
and increasing motivation. clearly one of the things we have to du
to compete economically in the world is to increase our level of science and math and technological awareness

I have a statement that I would like to include in the record

which documents the various sad statistics of how poorly we do
relate to the other industrialized nations of the world in our science and math ability I'm reminded of something that President

Johnson said, Mr Chairinan. which is that 'We must open the
doors of opportunity but ,Ae must also equip our people to walk
through those doors

I think Senator Kohl has very accurately doLurnented the fact
that there are many doors of opportunity open in this country but
we are not equipping our people to wail( through them I hope out
of these hearings we can come up with some ideas about how we
might better accomplish that and better maintain our economic
-.-rength and thereby the basic standard i ii\ ing of most American

tamilies
Thank you

ilhe prepared statement of Senator Lieberman foiio
ARF1) STAT? Mt NT ,F "It

,

A.ToR LIEFIFRMA,N

Mr Choi-man not -ince the post 19-c7 launch ot the Societ Sputnik hai. there
bet r. suc.h an Intense focus nla,ed on the decreasing tethmcdi and scientific liter
acy
of this (wintry s young people In :977 the focus was the result of a contenFind ourselces with a
tious cold viol- relationship with the Soc.et Union In
sinular focus, but this time as the result ot the declining abihty of the United States
to coinpete in the glooal marketplace
Mr Chou-awn economists and economic indicators suggest that the United Stateb
rni .
losirc; its global economic predommonce. and many associate this deteriorayears the United
tion with the decline of our educational system For more than
States ha.s experienced a iower rate of producticity growth in manufacturing than
Japan West Germany. the UnItea Kingdom and other European countries Similar
ly in recent yeors U S students hace been out performed by students from Japan
West German.,,, and the United Kingdom in cirtually ecery major assessment of sci
ence and niathemaucs educational achiecement
We must recognize that excellence in education is the foundation of econ crnic
growth I cehemently agree with thobe who argue that a greater commitment to re-

search and decelopment. on increase in the ..ational savings rate, and elecated
lecels uf incestment ore all indispensable components of expanded producticity.IC,ut
,s,e cannot hope to improve our global competitiveness without first addressing the

training ond preparation of our future scientists. physicists chemists. and engi
neers

A recent surcey by the Notional Science Tt. achers Association. which is represent
ed there today. concludeb that of the 2000 high schools in the U S. 2.) t; percent
offered no physics courses, 17 5 percent offered no chemistry, and approximately s'
percent offered no courses in biology Additionally, surceys suggest that only 60,
of US students take bwlogy, 31r-r, take chemistry, and only 15(w, take physics'

.J
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In mathematics. the Nati.na: Research Council reported that non-US citizens
who take the Graduate Rekord Examination in mathematics akerage 100 points
higher than US stuuents. and that the ma..hemati achie%ement to the top 59- of
tv.elfth grade students is limer in the United States than in other industrialized nations The aNerage tv,elfth grade mathematha student in Japan out-performs 95°1of comparable U S twelfth grade students
Although not directly relater. I recently read an article in m.hich the author commended a high sshool for )-..ing the first publik skhool in Connecticut to add a sequential Japan-se program to they- permanent curriculum Next year, according to
chP ari:Jt off culls hope Cu expand it to a two year program Programs like this
are to compete in the global economy
the exception. if
hould be the norm.

In order to improk

uu- ,,tudents educational achieveinent. particularly in the

areas of science and math. vke must look dt our entire educational system We must
re,.lev the curriculum. the instruktors and the u.ays in uhich we motivate students.
especially those stadents v.hu are mckst likely to drop out or otherwise ignore educational opportunities
It is alarming to think or %hat is in store for the future sshen estanates suggest
that only .1°-, of the s.lass of 4 million high school sophomores fron, 1977Just 9 700
sta.-lentsv.111 recel.e &moral degrees in skienke and eneineenng, in 1992 There
if our students In the scienc- and engineer-iust be a Aay to keep more than
.ne pipeline as it i often caqed
Find .k Mr Chairman President 1 ynclun Johnson orke said that Ixe must open

doors 3; ,vportunity But we mu-t also equip our people to u.alk through thie
groth and opportunity but v.e
We spend a ot of time deliberatine:

d.xr

v.
.-aret t. cur.der the n-q..1.-te owavonent: riec-.sar tu t. hiee ttich grovth
. an indispensable part of
ti.:.neerim; trd et hr .)
-v.eilence

Chazrman GLENN Thank you much Senator Heinz. any corn,nent '
Senator

Mr Chairman. thank you I have a statement

which I would ask unanimous :onsent be put in the record

Chairman Ci:NN W,tbot.. lbjection :t will be entered in the

record
o pEN I \ (, ST kTEME',T OF SENATOR HEINZ
Senator HEINZ I certainly join our colleagues. Mr Chairman. in
ommending you on holding this timely hearing I will not take a
lot of time except to obser NE. that most of us share the concern expressed by the Senator fium Connecticut, Mr Lieberman and
otheis about the ability of this country to corn,lete To oversimp.ify

it somewhat. there are three factors above allan economist will
youthat are going to determine this country's ability to be
(ompetitie They are labor. management and capital. These three
'A--11

tak.tors when multiplied together give you economic success or fail,..rP depending on what the particular inputs are

In terms of laboi. there are really two components that determme producto.ity One. of coun,e. is intangihie motivation or attitudeand the other is education In our increasingly technical
urld there is nothing more important than having technically
trained minds In order to make :t possible for this country to be
for all intents and purpose:, effective in international competition,
we must begin educating our young people. technically. at an early

ageif not we are at risk of losing a great deal of human capital
potential

So I think this subject is essential and %ital and I am dehghted

you are holding it
iThe prepared statement of Senator Heinz follows
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PREPARED STATEME'

F SENATOR HEINZ

Mr Chairman. I cirll pleased to join you this morning for this hearing a science
and math education

It is rather sobering, Mr Chairman to add up the recent findings from a xariety
of studies and reports assessing the critical thinIcing and technical skill level of
today s students All of us here undoubtetily concur that we have oefore us an
alarming scenario

The numbers discouragingly illustrate our Nation's deficit in the critical technological areas reflecting most Americans are mathematically and scientifically illtterate
NATIONALLY

More than une-quarter of :3-year-olds fail to demonstrate an adequate understanding of the content and procedures in elementary school math ,Crus,,rixid,s tri
Amencan Edwatwn 2 N9 Educational Testing Service!
In science classes. 41cI of llth graders and 60(ce of 7th graders report nexer being

asked to write up a science experiment independently ,Crossnuds In American
Education, 2 9, Educational Testing Servicel
Of *he Nations 24.4041 high schools. 29

did not offer physics courses. 17 5''' did

not "r chemistry classes, and 'C'<" did not offer balogy course 'National Science
Teacher Association 19'4/
I out of I Americans stop studying math be-tore completing career job prerequi
sites El erthoc: "ourifs 1:1,9 National Research Council
Few youngsters can use math to sole ery day protlems The Matheniatk,
( Ord Nallonal kNsessinent rtf Educate. :al Prwres., N.AEP , tl ss'

The

q.

t

lim-t- ar 'no'!" students score at :he Japanese awrage T e for
P Do:le 1-4 nme,, -septemFd'hat,oh Norms

imer,a ,, Se' NO:

her :" .4St4
In Korea

to ^01,, C ts:o-step
ot ,)-:ed,'" olds can use intermediate math
S A W wid f i> tier
; ot their ,ounterparts ,n the
EdUcatIOrta Testing Ser:ice Januar:, :904'
eq<
44v", of Korea s 1..-ear-old students understand measurernt and geometry con
kept, and are succe..slu at sol:ing ewn mire complex problems Less than loe', ut
hose from the U S ha:e the same ski!' exei ' World f Difference, Educational

proniems ...ompared to ,,ni:

Testing Ser:1,:e Januar%

yeat--01-1- in Brtish C mhia and Korea can use scien
More than 71'7 ot the
tly 17-10,7 of their peers in the
:al, procedures and analy .s,Aentifi: data hi
W,r:d f Ihnerem es, Educa
I'S demonstrate the same degree ot comps tence
*ionai Testing Serx lee Januar \ Nt
Students in the I_ n.ted Kingdom report the most 6 mds-on skieme expermwnts
rld of Ddjerom es EducaInd those in the U S report the least in:.1:ement
tional Testing Ser. ice Januar% Itisti
This situation is onk exacerbated bx the tact ot our astly chungtag. high-tech
global market place The future of prowerons economic grot:th and our Nation s poto pro:ide intelliennt lead,iItsr in v. urld markets will be determined by our
ership in anaktical and technological fields
Lontinue to
In nicht ion to this America demographically is wcpc riemino, and
1%

eweriente a 'erninu4tion of ou- ::orkforLe Immigrants and minorities

ill also

ike up a greater share of the labor pool In light of this transformation our educa
tional sdstem must be equipped to meet the challenge of prodding the necessarc
skilts m reach all those to be integrated into our workforct
Responding to our Nation technologx skill deficit will need a multifaceted ap
prod h on all fronts in, ,(iing Federal state N. hool district leaders local schools,
and educators

Within Pennsckania I haw cliscocered one such math inttiatke which I want to
highlight this morning for the.r fine efforts
Dr Regina Brunner and Charles Chapman math educators at Cedar Crest Col
lege in Allentown. Pennsykania have designed t. ti rr successful grass roots pro
gram to encourage sewnth and eight grade girls to -tudy math and to assist their
teachers in dealing with the technological e.+plosion in thi lassroom
t edar ( rest an independent liberal arts college with a prmo-n track record in en
couraging women to pursue math eldted careers became rn.,htb, concerned with our
Nations o:erall declining interec4 in math This decline is lfustrated by the fact

ii
doctor.des in math By 1988, the
that in 1970 more than 1.000 Americans earned
figure had plummeted to les than 400 Also, between July, 1986, and June, 1987,
fifty-one percent of the doctorates in math awarded in the United States were
awardeu to foreign students
"Math Conn" is the innovative plogram developed by Cedar Crest College "MathConn represents a mot prong solution to focus on the changing teaching methodology I-) math, and to bring more women into the equation C,edar Crest College is an
record it has in the area of math and
ide.. Institution becuu.,e of the proven track
related studies While the number of students majoring in math and related fields
has declined nationally during the last 10 years. the number of math and computer
science majors at Cedar Crest has increased.
"Math Conn 8')" was successful in reaching more than 200 seventh and eighth
grade school girls r.nr1 their teachers from 36 schools The students met in small
improve their skills through robgroups to learn about meth-related careers and
lem discovery sessions During the same time, their teachers learned about the u.o
of technology in the classr-vm and motivotional math techniques for use in the
classroom
well underway for Math Conn
In light of the success of 'Math Conn Sr. plans are
Community ininatives, sueh as
90' with ar. increased number of oartictpants
MathConn will contribute greatly o increasing the math and :elated skills of our
oung people I complement and commend Cedar Crest College on the responsible
leadership v, ith this pt ogram to adnress the needs of our ever expanding technologyoriented learning environment and workplace
Educational reform efforts supporting our scientific enterprise need to occur at all
leels. Federal state aria local Such initiatnes must prove equal to the challenges
of our high-tech. information era
Mr Chairman. I look 0, the comments ot our distinguished panelists for the r
expert Int:tight as to h , cce can energarc ur learning enterprise for the education
this Natirms futa-e pool of scientists and technicans

Chairman GLENN We aiso hae a statement from Senator
Sasser, who could nof attetid this morning, to be placed in the
record at tills time
`The pt opal ed statf niet,t of Senator Sasser follows
MI-NT a ! ".45A1oFt SaVSSER
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Chairman GLEN: ,. Thank you much Our first witness this mor ling c, ill be Senator Hatfield.

Senator, we welcome you at the hearing and, in fact, after your
testimony if you wish to join us up here on the podium and be part
of the Committee, why we would welcome you to do that.

I want to thank Senator Hatfield for appearing. If it sounds,
from what I said earlier, as though he and I are singing from the
same hymnbook, I think there is a reason for it. We have been
working together on this issue since last spring. i am proud to be a
original cosponsor of his resolution declaring science and math edu-

cation a national priority. And even more important than that, I
feel we have been working very hard on our major science and
math education initiative. And he and I both feel that we 'lave a
proposal that could make a real difference.
So I want to commend him for his very interest in education and
his leadership on this issue. Thank you, Mark, and we look forward
to your teszimony.
TESTIMONY OF HON. MARK 0. HATFIELD. U.S. SENATOF. FROM
THE STATE OF OREGON

Senator HATFIELD. Thank you very much, Mr Chairman I would
like to have my statement placed in the record '
Chairman GLENN Without objection, so he it
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Chairman, Senator Kohl, Senator Bingaman, Senator Lieberman, and Senator Heinz, I think that the presence of each of you here today demonstrates the keen interest tha':
you not only have in this subject. but certairily recognition as well
of the fact that we are facing a national crises, and a crises that is
further upon us than perhaps many people wish to realize.
Mr Chairman. if I could be given just a moment or two to give

an example, an illustrauon of the material that I want to cover

this morning Back in 19,7 we had one of those seasonal recessions
in Oregon The following year I was elected Governor of my State
to try to lead the State out of this recession, which was based on an
over dependence of a natural resource base of timber production
1 called together, first of all, a group of educators, and we came
to the conclusion there were two major gaps in the State's educational program. One was at the community college levelOregon

had only one at the time with a heavy emasis upon technical
educationnot just the traditional vocationa education, but more

than that, a kind of education that would lead to paraprofessional
programs and paraprofessional graduates
Secondly, we found that we were very, very weak in our post-doc-

toral programs. Even though we had three statewide universities,
we were diluting our educational dollar by duplicating and overlapping our programs. So without the kind of revenues necessary in
our public treasury, we called upon Oregons industry to invest in
the technology necessary to maintain the progress in their industries. We launched a graduate center that celebrated its 25th anniversary last year, the Oregon Graduate Center And it has been
very successful.
p
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The community college program, with both its transfer and its
technological curriculum, gave us the opportunity to expand our
technical trainees and the person power pool necessary to meet ot r
efforts to diversify the state's economy Mr Chairman, the area of
Portland, Oregon today is now the second hottest area, next to Silicon Valley of California, in attracting and in establishing technologically oriented industry And in partand I would be less thrn
hunest if I claimed the full credit for these educational resources
that were developedbut a major part of the success of this diversification effort for the state's economy tracks back to the establishment ef those educational institutions.
The crit:es that I want to share today with you is not an either:
or shuati,m I am proud to be a product of the liberal arts education I did my undergraduate at a small libel al arts university I
did my graduate program at Stanford University in liberal arts
programs. and I taught in the field of political science in the university for 7 years of my life and I am here to say that it is not an
eitheror crisis.
But I am here te advocate the kind of action we should take to
strengthen our math science program, certainly not at the ,.xpense
of .b ral
-s, but as a necessity in so many areas of our national
life that we we neglected for far too long.
I happened tu live with graduate engineers during my Stanford
days in political science. and they NA, e r e puzzled. My roommate was

from Dartmouth He could not understand why the graduate school
of engineering at Stanford required a course in public speaking and
Lourse in political science, because to hurl as an engineer, it had
nu relekance And y et, as school officials explained, in the years
k4 head .,ott are going into the practice of engineering and you are
c,oing to find the big contracts are going to be those issued by counties,
lk- St at and the Federal Gover nrnent You better know a
little bit about how the Gokernment functions and you betisT be a
little more articulate than Her bert Hooker NA, a s when he graduated

in engineering at Stanford University So consequently. it was a
rounding of our education It was addressing the weakness in our
educational program

Now. I want tu stop and milk e into the noneducational areas If
you talk to Mr Young today, who heads up Hewlett Packard. one
of our great industries in the technical field, he will tell you that
710 percent of their products today that they sell un the world
market hake been the result of the last 3 years of R&D The last :;
.s,ears And the trend is escalating More and more of our private
,t-t.tur industry is dependent upon R&D coming out of our scientifically trained personnel And part of our lack of competitiveness
today can be tracked back to the lack of personnel in those fields
Second, let me take Lhe area of medical resources I see many of
these things from my prisition on the Appropriations Committee
We appropr iated about 2 billion for medical research the last few
years In FY 1991 we appropriated about $2 ballion for nonmedical
research

Now, in tht field of medical r.!search. I can give you an illustra-

tion that it is, again, not dollars alone that makes the difference.

We hake escalated our attention-4 years ago we appropriated $300
rnilhen for the research of AIDS The next year it was $600 million,
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the next year it was $900 million. FY 1989 was $1.1 billion and FY
1990 will be $1.6 billion

Funding is now equal to what we are appropriating for cancer
and cardiology, and other diseases in the field of cardiology In ad-

dition. the demands of orphan diseases are great. The need for
medical research today is greater than it was 20 years ago plus
when I came to the Senate. We findand the report will be released tomorrowthat instead of estimating 21/2 million Americans
with Alzheimer's. It will be 4 million under a new analysis, double
what we thought in the incidence of Alzheimer's Disease. Today
Alzheimer's patient care takes $40 billion out of our GNP, I could
go on and on indicating to you that the most productive, highest
multiplier dollar that we spend in the Federal Government is in
the field of health and health research-1 for 13 back into economy
And we are not keeping pace Why? Personnel is one factor But
it is not the dollars alone. We may reach a point where we can appropriate dollars for certain disease research and we cannot get the
people to do the research
We have 11,000 t:aining grants that we established a few years

ago in the appropriations process to encourage young medical

people to conduct medical research Last year we had to reduce the
100 to 10,000 in order to raise the individual stipend because we
are competing tor those young scientists with the private sector
.ind all the other sectors that demand this increasing influx of scientists and other people who are willing to do research That is the
medical field

Now. list me take one other field One of the Stockholm meetings
a few years ago indiLated that half the scientists in the world today
are imoked in militorN research We have 100,00G scientists today
proje,:t
in and out of Go ernment that are addressing the SDImilitary
alone Now ou don't ha\,e to agree with my view on
spending, to recognire the growing demand for personnel to maintain the pace of militar,v researkh, not only in our part of the w orld
but ot lief parts of the wot Id
So, these are three areas that I wanted to raise to oUr atteffi
which demonstrate the demand side rising
Now, let's look at the supply side We hae about 2:,000 public
high schools in thi, countr, 7,000 of them have abandoned teal-1iing physics, 11100 hay e abandoned teaching chemistry, 2,000 have
abandoned teaching biology, and of those that are still teaching
any of those science courses, onl3, a little more thah one-third
a labora* ry experience
Our hiseline is eroding It is diminishing at the same time the
demand curve is rising Lets take this one stop furtherto me,
most alarming of all It I had no other statistic to give you today I
would want to give you this one. Fifty percent of those who are
now teaching those coursei- in our secondary school are not certifiable by their own certification agencies Seventy-live percent of
those at the middle school level are not qualified to be certified bY
their educational certification agencies
So when you look at the diminishing numbers of schools that are
offering the courses, the diminishing opportunities for hands-en
laboratory experiences, the diminishing number of thm,e teachers
ha;,'i .
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who are in classrooms supposedly teaching these subjects today,
not certifiable to teach the subject, I think it should give us great
pause.

We have a demand for 300,000 teachers in our public schools be-

tween now and 1995. That is just a little over 5 years from now300,000 And if we don't get those 300,000 new teachers, qualified
tu teach those subjects, we will have a shortfall in the labor market
in all of the areas of 700,000. We could employ today and for each
year between now and 1995, 138,000 degree holders in the field of
engineering alone-138,000 per year.
We have been drawing demographically from our white male 22
year old group. ,he basic supply for these increasing demands. My
friends, the Ahite male 22 year old is a flat line in our demographics And even if we employed more dollars and more dollars, there
-en't enough white 22 year old males from which to draw the
ne,.

supply.

So . e are going to have to have special programs going out there
to attract women, minorities, because now 67 percent of the popu-

lation at 22 is not white male The demographics are working
against us Eery aspect of this whole problem as you look at it will
find a down LurNe as far as being able to meet the demand increase
curve

About January of last year I started a series of meetings, and
had 21; now, last yeai and this year, meeting with national

association:, in the field of education, elementary, secondary, gradu-

ate, research uniersity people The so-called military 'industrial
complex We had a meeting with those who are today producing
the instruments for uur military that are highly skilled, highly

technical industries
I haw met with the directors of the 13 institutes at the NIH, the
National Academy of Science, the National Science Foundation,
the National Science Athisors, on and on and on And all of these
people will give uu basically this kind of picture It is a national
emergency of great proportion, and I feel that, unfortunately,

President Reagan gae just the v, rung signal when he said to the
American people and to the Congress, let's abolish the Department
ot Education

Instead of gettnig positiNe leAership from the Federal Government, we were getting the most directly opposite kind of leadership. or the lack of leadership It was not just a lack of leadership,
it was undermining the very base upon which we were trying to
expand and build The Congress said nu, anu fortunately, of course,
we maintained the Department of Education But you can imagine
the kind of signal Senator Glenn and I introduced resolution basiLally to say Here is a nev, signal. Instead of abolishing the Department of Educatwn, saying the Federal Government has no role to
play, we are saying this is a national priority
Now, we are here to follow that signal up with somethmg more
-Ignificant Last year Senator Nunn arid I introduced an amendinent for $10 million add-on to the Defense Department budget for
graduate fellowships in engineering and science, 150 3-year fellow
ships
My colleagues, I believe, \eery serously, one of these days we are
going to haNe to put a surtax on every appropriation bill that uses
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research people, a surtax that says as we draw from that persk.n

power pool, we have a responsibility to help replenish it. This year
the Military Affairs Committee of the Senate made this a permanent $10 million contributien for another 15( 3-year graduate programs, fellowships. But we should have it in agriculture, in terms
of agricultural research. We shmIld have it in the natural resource
bills, in all of tlle areas that have research involved
I have two charts that illustrate the competitiveness issue.' You
see the red bar there on this first one. This is the age 13 competitive or proficiency levels in the sciences showing the United States
low in relation to Ireland. Britain, Spain and South Korea. Other

nations are low er than we, but it is worldwide, and that is on a
scale of zero to 1,000.

The bill that we are now proposing and which we have circulated
to our colleagues and to other people to invite their contribution is
to establish 9 regional centers in math and technology, consortia in
the truest sense. If any of you are in Kalamazoo, Michiganthis is

just one examplego to the Upjohn company and let them show
you what they have done in drawing out the math/science potential of 12 of the high schools in that county It is a private industry
effort--and they over turn role models. It is a fantastic thing that I

have visited. and that would be a part of the consortium, of the private sector, elementary, secondary. higher education centers
We also feel that we would bring in. in that third point, the Federal support for informal science education. There are a lot of resources out there Th s Oregon Museum of Science and Industry It
is a public body It is a fantastic place to go and watch the exciting
things of science A little girl in Missouri. I think it was, said "Science class is where we go to see how tomorrow happens.And you know. our tomorrow is a little bit uncertain at this
time, but I think there are so many of these independent. noneducational. institutionaleducetionally speakingorganizations that
should be part of this overall consortium. We would provide monies
for role models played, for expenmentation on how you get the
teacher manpower person power pool increased, how you get the

student interest The students leaving our high schools today,
within the last 5 years their interest in majoring in science or engineering has dimmed 21 percent, almost a quarter of a percent, 25
percent
So consequently, we have got to do something to reverse that
trend as well. We feel that there is a need for a National Clearinghouse for science. mathematics and technology resource materials
We have many ageneies of Government that have a part of the

action, but there is no coordination. We think the National Science
Advisor to the President at the Cabinet levelPresident Bush has

now established that positionshould be the coordinator to all of
the agencies of the Federal Government involved or having an interest in this field.
All of this means that we could provide resources through the
appropriations processand Chairman Glenn and each one of you
appreciate this fully We cannot just lo:? satisfied with authorizing a
I I tt.r Litid -.tart

p 11.
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programwe have authorized a lot of programswe have got to
fund this one. And that is the key role of coordinating this with the
Appropriations Committee. Because we have got to get out of the
Appropriations Committee, as well as the agencies of Government,
as well as the Senate and the House a priority of such significance

that, unlike the Homeless Act, unlike a lot of these other things
that we have authorized but then not fully funded, Senator Glenn
and I and others are very serious about moving this beyond the
action of authorizing. We want this funded, because these regional

consortiums need not only paper and material and ideas, but the
resources necessary to help set up these experimental programs.
It is not going to be one national program. Every region has dit-

ferent characteristics, and we have to addre' s those individual
characteristics.

Well, I have taken mcre tinie than I intended You have a very
distinguished list of witnesses, I greatly appreciate the opportunity
to be here this morning aild share these thoughts with you
Chairman GLENN. Thank you Mark thank you very much
Does anyone have any questions r Senator Hatfield?
Our first wit ness this morning is well known to mcst of us from
radio, and television, Dr Carl Sagan
Carl, I understand that it would be in order to wish you a happy
birthday today So we start off with that today. Dr. Sagan is from
Cornell University and is, a strong advocate for improving science
education I read his article in Parade Magazine a short time ago,
ann he talked about not only the problem at the university level,

but also the importance of science education at the elementary
school level

Carl, we look forward to your testimony
TEFTIMON1 OF CARL SAGAN, PH.D., DIRECTOR, LABORATORY
FOR PLANETARY STUDIES, CORNELL I NIVERSITI. ITHACA, NY

Dr SAGAN Thank you, Senator Glenn. In the interest of time
maybe I can put into the record the article to which you referred '
Chairman GLENN. It will be included without objection.
Dr SAGAN. Let me try to give a brief sense of my approach to
this question and try to leave some time for questions.
We are eating the seed corn, and it is well known what happens
you do that You might get through one more hungry w:ntei., bi
you are in the deepest trouble the year after.
The idea of saving money by not supporting education is the
most astonishingly shortsighted and frNolish attitude that it is possi
ble for a nation to have. We are depriving ourselves--in a highly
technological, competitive and rapidly changing worldof precisely
the resources that are needed in order to accommodate tc, change.
We live in a world that in many respects is based on science and
technology, and at the same time we arrange a society in which
hardly anybody understands anything about science and technology. This is a clear prescription for disaster It doesn't i Nuire deep
analysis to see that.

Let me say something about the reasons why better understanding of science and technology Is important I believe it is not just a
question of prOducing more professional scientists and engineers
Certainly there is such a need. But the need runs much deeper We
need much more widespread scientific literacy in the population in

generalIn part because that is what is necessary to produce pro-

fessio-el scientists and engineers, but for other reasons as well
There are four categories Df reasons, it seems to me. One is the
absolute bread and butter issues of jobs. profits, the health of the

aational economy, all of Nhat is sometimes summarized in the
phrase "international competitiveness If furniture companies

cannot make furniture because entry level applicants cannot do elementary arithmetic, then furniture companies will close down and
the furniture will come from somewhere else If a leading American electronics manufacturer finds that 80 percent of applikmnts
cannot pass a 5th grade arithmetic test, then the competence of the
work in that company, and the quality of the products will decline
and jobs will migrate to some uther country where they take greater cal e with science and mathemata.s education These are simple
bread and butter issues
Ameman industry recognizes that this is a problem at the
present time Estimates are that something hke $25 billion is spell+
innua11 by Industr un renwdutl education of their workers and
on lost productiit, kind my guess is that this is ci very low estimate of the cost

The trouble is that Indust ty generall, especially in this country,
is interested in short term profits And for economic competitive-

ness, vou have to make the Inv estment now to get the benefit 10 or
20 years latA- In many American industries the compkte board of
directors turns ov er in that period of time The individual motivations of the exeLuthes to do something that will benefit their successors a decade or two hence is not impressively large
In other countries where it is common to have longer-term planning, it i more common to plan things for ten or twenty years in
the fLture All this being the case, what is the American institution which, at least in prmiple, can plan over those longer periods
of time') If a is not industry. might it conceivably he Government'
The second reason for much letter science education has to do
Moan a NN ide range of key, in some cases unprecedented, problem
that face the United States, and many other countries as well, in

wh,ch finding the solution requires understanding science and

technology And that applies to the citizens who must vote for legislators and p esidents, and the kgislators and the members of the
Executive Branch as well

It is certainly a very lung list It certainly involves all sorts of
military activity Senator Hatfield nwntiuned SDI That is an excellent example N'ke here elementary understanding of science hely, to
understand what is practical and what is political hype
Or let's take issues of the global environment Here a set of extremely grave problems face the world Our technology is now so
powerful we can alter the environment of the planet Greenhouse
warming is one example. Depletion of the ozone layer and consequent increase of dcadly ultraviolet light at the surface of the
Earth as a result ts another, The solutions are complex They in-
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Nole an understanding of the underlying science It is necessary to
be able to make intelligent judgments are this Just a cry 01 doom
and gloom or is it a real looming catastrophe'
How can you make that decision if you don't understand the underlying science and technology How can the Noters decide which
representatiNes to represent them if they, the Noters, don't understand he issue This seems to Ire an extremely important reason
why we hat tu understand science and technology better the solution, tu su,h problems are going to inoke sciente and technology
in the dcepest wa
Likewise, for the apparently emerging era of massiNe arms re-

ductions, there are important science and technological issues
there about how to find a safe path to much smaller arsenals

There 1- a third reason which you can find readily enough in
first graders, but much more muted in, say, high school seniors

the thrill of understanding the um\ erse, which I behese eNerybody
as born with I think It is part of being human
Eery one wants to understand our originspeople, life, the

Earth, the Sun, the Galaxy, the Universe Science has a range of
answers and a range of deeper mysteries uncoNered in those answers and my experiente is that almost eNeryone is ignited with
excitement when presented with those findings Understanding the
world we liNe in is deeply satisfying It is the birthright of every
Lauen If v.e don't know anything about science and technology,

1.,e are unequipped to that joy Hi understanding experience
And then finally, and maybe most important, is the fact that science is not so much a body of knowledge as it is a way of thinking

There is a generally .'cepted scientific ethos, sometimes not perfect'y adhered to because scientists are human beings like everybody eke Ne..ertheless, it is recognized worldwide throughout the
community as at the er least what we should aspire to
It InNok es the idea that experiments must be erified, that argument, from author It

.11 1

/ero weight- people in ,:uthority ha% v

made mistakes before and they will du so againigurous substantiNe debate is healthy, quantitatie thinking is an important way of

distinguishing the wheat from the chaff This kind of thinking
works, and is responsible fur the success of t..cienLe But it is nut

widely used in other areas uf human endeallor, partkularly in

social, economic and political areas
Too often 'here is a lendency simply to accept what we are told,

only later do we discoer that the people in iluthority did nut haNe
the foggiest idea of what they were talking abuut There are many
examples of this sort readily aNadable, especially from reLent presidential politics

I think that the ery existence uf a democracy requires a citizen-

ry well versed in substantie argument and in the idea that you

Larry alternatiNe working hypotheses in your head and see which

bes' matches the factsnot that you uncritically apply a doctrine
whi:h has been handed down to you The world lb changing too
quickly for that
Any one of these four items would justify much more thorough
anct Lonsistant support fur cient,e education un all loels The combination uf all fuur uf them I think makes an absolutely compelling

Lase It is a pity that it is een necessary to haNe hearings such as
)

A. '2

this The fact that the problem is being urgently addressed now is
a rebuke to us for %%hat we have not done in previous years

WI,ot should be- done.' I would like to stress that the problem
once. It is not pist a question of'
teaching
or fellowships for universiimproving elementary school
ties or regional centers for the improvement of science competency
in high school teachers All those are certainly necessary. but this
has to be done at many different levels simultaneously to address
the many different timeframes invol ed. because we have to worry
simultaneously about next year and 10 years from now. and 20
years from now
must be attacked on many le% els

Senator Glenn mentioned my art, ie in ParadeParade has a

ast audience, t;:i million readers eery issue and so I tend to get a
lot of mad, not all of which I can anser But the mad certainly
gives a kind of sense uf the pulse of the nation, or at least of those
concerned enough to %%rite back There are %% ide range of oprmons

The most common letter that I got complained about the inadequate training of science teachers in the school system And worse

than that. tile UllWillingnes, to answer questions, a kind of rigid
doctrinaire nen.ousness about haN mg t heir ignorance exposed
fhat clearly is the %et.% antithesis of what we need to teach science to encourage science to make kids comfortable and enthusiastic alio."( science

We want teachers who .0,, honi,ck es (orntoctable with science.
who understand it who can ar,wer questions So surely there must
to better teacher training. renwdial odu,ation for science teachers.
making the content rather than the method of teaching important
tor teacher col tification rewards int Millpetence If the kids do
the teacher-. ought to be rewarded
natronal
t
well on
fl "01110 le N. el

There is the question of laboratories Laboratories are .xpensive.
hut it you don t haNe laboratories in teac lung science then all the
kids get is science out of book,. St len( e out of books, if the books
are good- many of them aren t --is terrific But it is very different
from understanding how science realk works And many school
districts. be cause laboratone, are e\pensive. INe cut back or
abandoned labor atones What results is teaching a k rid of
troll ot science a summary of the r dings but not the me.bods of
science. not science itself
Scientists need to be encouraged to spend more time teaching sci-

ence There ate a large number of scientists who find it extremely
exing th%en to haNe to explain what it is that they do in terms that
are reldily comprehensiblemuch less spend some portion of their
time talking science in the lecture circuit or in school rooms or on
tele% ism or' radio or writing popular articles There has to be a
wayand It need not necessarily invole money, humane or patriotic mon\ es might do it for getting professional scientists much
more heaily irr oked m the teaching of science on all levels
There is a %er serious problem with the media The media are
the

quickest wayespecially television,

a

visual mediumof

changing attitudes, of increasing the respectability of intellectual
discourse in general. and science in pc.rticular It is remarkable to
me that virtually ecery newspaper in America has a daily astrology column but few have eve i a weekly science column That says
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something about what we %alue and hold dear, \skit we consider
inikrtant A isitor from somewhere else just reading our newspapers would get, I think, a \cry negative \ leV about our seriousness
about st.lence and engineering and therefore oui prospects for the
future
Astrologyas I know I don't have to say hereis bunk It is a
fraud It doesn't do what It portends And yet it is there, in eNery
newspaper, with one or two exceptions, remarkable
Or consider the world of television There is a fair amounts of
pseudoscience on telex ision, occasional stories un medicine and
teLhnology, but almost neNer anything un science Science clearly
has to be distinguished from medicine and technology Not threats
to our health, not iww machines, but understandim, the world, iww

discoNeries in figuring out how the world works We neer see
thatalmost neveron television

In the whole world of television drama, there is not, as far as I
know, d single program in which the lwro is onwone who is passionate to find out how tlw world works There are no role models
It is not surpii-ing that kids don't tumblo to science if they haNe
nothing in tlwir tweryda% liNe, which encourages them to go in
t hat direct ion

And that rtniz mt to my last point. and that has to do with the
ue of promot 10r and ,alaries There are statistic, which show for
the fir,t year, onto high school most Anwrican males get no targible reward, from COmpetence If they know how to read ind
wide noter t ILin t\eiage. if they know how to do elementary
at it hmt tic or algebia belle! han aNerage. this i no way reflect
1/1'0/notion. or higher ,alaries In part t hi, is due to the fact
man% young Iwo. a go into sei% ice job, where it is not rethat
quired to do too much milking

In the produttiu. ,ettot of th

ut tout,e the ,tort.

11I1

%el \ different did th,it et urn, ine to what I wa, ,,t%ing at the b(,:anung about all the industues that find entr% liwel applicant:.
annot pa,, the inost t lementai% tests
If it welt, true I mean Am& .! a.an kid, aren t ,tupid- -if it w(
rut t hat d()IIIg sAtAil in the,t. -4thjects make you mole money then
And 11 it doesn't, the
i think the% would do well IH Iii't ub
d there 1, no encourage
1, now
wa% the edutational
ment tor them to do well
e tried to gL\ i \ el% brh.f ,ummai f the situation It is an
11:-.

tiernely important issue It fits into tlw gcnerit. o ,hurt quandaissue..., which are the most ,erious and
the ino,t hallengnig itegor:, ol issues wt. fake I %ery !huch hope
it the t'ungre,s will not only authom i,t. but fund major step,
sdur! tht.e !Mt ,ine-A-tent v i h I he leading role of the states in
,upporting ecta t.tdi

r term er,us

Thank you
Chairman (i71,F.%

"Bank %ou

r% mut h You hae gien us a

h otw
of those particulai areas
We will follow the nunute rule this morning
You mentioned low tetwher salaries. antiquated lab equipment,

lot to think about and

t

uld ,ptmid a lot of time of on

too little homework, and parents unwillmg to pay for quality sci
ence education Those exist at Ole local liwel 1 wy imulve elemen-
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tary and secondary schools, which are under tile province of the
states and the local jurisdictions.
We have had a number of things suggested cnat we might be
able to do at the Federal level. It has been suggested that we set
national standards of rating high schools, w: ich would let each
community know how their high school meaures up. Alsn, there
are proposals for national standards for graduation. W ire the
only major industrial society that does not have some sort of standard like the French Baccalaureate.
Before you came I mentioned the Ross Perot tudy. He spent a
year studying their system He found out that 1.'5 percent of the
high school principals were coaches Now. I don't ha-a any problem
with coaches Most of them are very highly qualified academics
But t35 percent may show an over emphasis in a direction that
doesn't necessarily have anything to do with excellence in education. Thirty percent went to good solid academics. 30 percent of
their money went to soft electives, as he termed it. and 40 percent
to extra curricula and administrative functions.
Dr SAGAN I know it is in some circles customary to sa,v that you
cannot solve problems just by throwing money at them, and that is
true But a lot of problems also cannot be solved unless you throw
money at them Money is not all that is needed. but there is no
question that money is needed Money is a necessity. hut not a suffkuent condition

The point about coaches is very interesting Look at the recognition that. let s say, high school students who have great competence and excellence in sports receive i hat comparable recognition is there tor high school students who have great excellence
and competence in science or engineering or mathematics'
out talking about notices in the home town new,papers That
wth.ni.; h.it Mchiher,

,..an do something about I am

talking about recognitions in assemblies and group activities inolving the whole high school There is an ethos which says that
competition and xcellence in sports is de-ired, is encouraged at all

'o% eit of the community. whereas o)mpetence and excellence in sciincluding, often, the students
- in some circles
ence. let n

themselvesa t. 'Ise of embarrassrient in tbe student culture of

.he high schoo, there is pressure not to excel in academics You
" embarrass y ,ur fellow students You will force them to work
halcit. More w.! be expected of th-m So there's peer pressure for
those who art- s;iart to pretend to be dumb, in aii areas, except
no peer presstoe for excellent athletes to pre,uhletics There
tend that ther lie not excellent sc they on't embarrass their less
competent colleagues, we never see any of that
It seems to me th,a on issue of what ve encourage and what we
dIscourage the Congress of the United States might have :,ome leverage
Chairman tit,i.NN

Do you think we ought to set standards"
tkould that v,ork if we put rating systems out there or required
that we have ->ome standard of pass/fail for getting out of high
school, as the French Baccalaureate or other systems do9
Dr SAGAN It Is a tough issue, and let me sav why. There is a
danger of abuse And this is, to my understanding. the rea -n that
the framers of the Constitution put education primarily at the torf.!
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lexel A wise and prudent and far-sighted national commission establishing standards might do an excellent job, but there is a po-

tential for abuse There is a potential for nationally mandating
particular political or religious points of views. If you can walk
your way between those two shoals, my hat is off to you.
Chairman GLENN Perhaps. the courses taught could be a measure. In other words, if a school offers certain courses and qualified

people to teach them. that is one threshold to get past. If they did
not even come up to thi..t minimal standard, then they obviously
aren't qualified. I think you could Let up 4 or 3 different gradations
along that line of what schools are even offering.
Dr SAGAN There I agree with you You certainly could set

standards for teachers which don't run afoul of what I just was
talking about But think about the idea of mandating curricula

there', a bunth of people in Washington who tell people in a small
wwn in Meksouri. say. what their kids should learn and what they
,hould not There is something potentially dangerous about that
I think the idea is to encourage the highest standards of excellence and people in loca. communities will e%entually understand
what it is that their kids should learn
Chairman GLENN My time is up but I think at the Federal level
%Ne have taken the lead since World War II in supporting college
educauonthrough grants in aid and all sort, of programs you are
familiar withand supporting our young people beyond the high
sthool level That has been mainly toe Federal role
At the elementary ind secondary level I think we got up to
Arisund .4 percent I think we are down around t; percent right
our supoort for elementary and secondary We till look at
!hat
the pro).ince of the states and iotal c) mmunitie, yet That
here our problem isstarting
Dr SX,,AN Ma I luz.t make one response to haf '
rrnan Geit.); Certainly
Dr SA(,AN

A very important thing at is a long leer armbut

).ery important thing the Got ernment can do is support for program- sat h as Head Start and program, alleiating perinatal malnutrition If you are a fetus and your mother doesn't have enough
t, eat rw matter hov. good your genes are. you are going to wind
v.:th an intellectuall: tILF,cit later on An excellent use of Federi! mono% is to mak., -ure th, t eery infant has enough to eat and
ent,urage kids t ) get going on education early before kindergarten

-hairman

'"

Senator Kohl.'

Senator Kum Dr Sagan. I would like w pursue this question of
tne need. the ofAious demonstrated need xersus the lack of supply
You saidI think we all understandthat people ravitate in
term,- of their hfe pursuit where they can do the best And you

talked about exaltation of sports and things of that sort. that's
true But it is a clearly demonstrated axiom now that we need

people in math and science. that that is where excellence is going.
that is where xocational opportunities are going That is where you
can be sure. if you are a young person and educate yourself, and
prepare yourself. you are going to make a good In ing and are going
to he in demand You are going to succeed vocationally
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cerI mean, if we haven't made that point in this country, we then
that
point.
Now,
given
that,
tainly are on the way to making
illeteracy
why aren't we seeing the vacuum of science and math direction?
beginning
to
nove
in
that
being filled, or are we just
And are we on the right track?
understand this issue I also had to wres-

Dr. SAGAN. In trying to
tle with that question. It seems so straightforward. If we desperateought to be rewarding competent
ly need competent people then weought
to see that if they learn scipeople, then kids in high school
reap those rewardsso they'll do
ence and mathematics they will that
there are lots of jobs for kids
the learning. Sut the trouble is
which
this is not the case, in which
who graduate high school for
through
all
that
effort
to understand the binomial
you have gone
about
it in the serving of hamtheorem and they don't at all care
least.
burgers It hasn't helped you in the
is a simplificationto the distinction
It has to do in partthis productive
parts of the American econbetween the service and the
doesn't
need
that kind of stuff, and
omy. The service economy
high
school
graduates?
where are the bulk of the jobs for
Senator KOHL. But these, as has been demonstrated ov,r and
jobs, and
over again. these service type jobs are the lower paying
high
paying
about
are
the
more
exalted
the jobs we are talking
information,
jobs Now, if it is just a question of disseminating that
we can do -hat That is not something that cannot be done.
So I am still missing in my own mind the understanding of how
in our societyI want to
we get to where we are going If it is true
exemplary
at math and scisa.7, it againthat the people who are
paying jobs
going
to
wind
up
with
good
ence are the ones who are
misstalking
about,
then
what's
versus those service jobs you are
ing') What is missing')
Dr SAGAN I think part of what is missing is .ehable information
is in fact
provided to the students that what you and I are saying
with the ethos of
true And another thing that is missing has to do
for let's say science
the society Is there a sense of great respect
Teachers. as there w as, in the 19:30's*)
science
Is there a sense of respect towards kids interested in there
a
I
was
saying
before,
is
from their high school peers? Or as
factors
science?
There
ar>
a
lot
of
social pressure not to excel in
that influence kids, especially in those immediatdy post-pubescent
vears when peer pressure is a very important issue
they are not easy either I
These are not insoluble problems, but
interested
in science in a sethink if you talk to anybody who was
American
high
schools,
except
for the ones that
rious way in most
this, I can
specialize in science, you will discover something likeNew
Jersey
school
days
in
Rahway,
tell you from my own high
that there
that there were many who were less than delighted
were a few pf ople who were extremely interested in science There
have to be worked.
is a set of strong social factors that
are the ones who are more
Is it true that better prepared people
rapidly promoted and get swifter salary increases? If that is true,
be making that clear
the industries in question ought tothe
problems with respect to the
Senator KOHL. You mentioned
large
success in your Cosmos
popular media. Yet you have had a
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television show. Why do you think we don't have more popular, exciting science programs on TV?
Dr SAGAN. I wish I knew, Senator Kohl. "Cosmos" was the most
widely watched series in the history of American public television
at the time it was shown. It has been seen in over 60 countries by

more than 300 million people. It has just been released in video
cassette by Turner Home Entertainment.
It has done phenomenally well, and it is a demonstration, if one
were needed, that you can get real science out to a broad publ 0
and have people enjoy it and even ask for more. I am not sure wh.;
more of this isn't done I think it is completely clear that more of
this could be done
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you Whatever happened to Mr. Wizard
too, at the lower level?
Dr SAGAN. Yes, absolutely
Chairman GLENN Senator Bingaman?
Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman

Dr Sagan, let me compliment you on all that you do to make
this issue important and prestigious in our society. Your work is
very important. I would like to get back to your comments about
how we snouldn't have a national curriculum, that there is a lot of
,alid concerns about that. I agree. But I also think there may be
some subjects w here we really don't have a valid argument against
having national .3tandards, for example, mathematics I think you
cited in your statement that many of our high school graduates are
not able to pass a 5th grade mathematics exam

I am not talking about Congress passing a lax saying this is
what you need to know in 5th grade math. But why would it be
in-proper to hae know ledgeable people from around the country
come together and say this is what we in this country would expect
the students to know in math when they graduate from 5th grade.

And if you are teaching the 5th grade in my home state of New
Mexico, or Florida, or New York or wherever, and your students
aren't performing at that level, then you would hae a very strong

signal that your students were below average.

Now, some people say, no, that's a national curriculum. In my
mind, it only makes sense. If we are going to criticize students

when they graduate from high school for not knowing anything
more than 5th grade math, why don't we tell their teachers and
their parents and, in fact, the students what we expect of them at
each grade and then help them reach those levels of performance?
Dr SAGAN I personally have no objection to what you just suggested It makes perfect sense. There is no serious religion, as far
as I know, that has objections to quadratic equations the contention that the Earth is round.
But the trouble is when you get to other areas. What happens
when you get to physics? It turns out that there is excellent evidence that the Earth is about 4.5 billion years old, but there are
religions that believe it is only 6,000 years old What happens when
you get to biologywhen evolution, the central idea of modern biology, is considered anathema by a number of religions? Then what
do you do?
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Senator BINGAMAN

I understand that you can get into areas

that are more controversial, but I think that we do have agreement
in some areas and we need to move forward in them
I agree with all of your suggestions about the long term we need
to train more educators, we need to recognize those who are teaching in these areas, who are excelling in these areas.
In the short term, however, while we have a deficit of qualified,
certified people teaching in these areas, to what extent can we use

modern technologythrough video programs and computer programs of various kindsto fill that gap and ensure that this generation of elementary school students does not miss the chance to
become excited about science"

I saw something a few weeks ago indicating that most students
Vho decide to pursue science as a career make that decision by the
time they are in the 7th grade, and those that decide not to go into

science also make that decision by the 7th grade So there is a
period of time. very early in a student's career, when we need to
excite them If we don't have teachers in the classroom who are capable of exciting them, can we do it through technology"
Dr. SAGAN Technology is a tool, but everything depends on what
the technology is presentmg to the student If it is cold, remote inaccessible, doesn t answer questionsbecause, you know, much of
this technology doesn't answer the student's questions, it is not
interactivethen it is not clear that it could help large numbers of
students, especially those with science phobia For those who are
already comnutted to science it is wonderful, because it permits
them to go fat beyond their grade level. But as for general encouragement. there is nothink, better than a liv e human being who is in
front of the students and is genuinely enthusiastic and knowledgeable about the subject
Nevertheless. I think some things could be done along these
lines Certainly telev ision--the "Cosmos- experience has clearly

shown that telev ision can cross that barrier, can get a kind of
human contact across, but it has to be designed to play that role
Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much
Chairman GLENN, Senator Lieberman"
Senator DEBERMAN Thank you, Mr Chairman

Dr Sagan, thank you for being here and thank you for all you
have done to increase people's awareness of science If I may bring
any personal experience to this, Mr. Chairman, now having begun
a second family, as it were. and having a 19th month old, I am reassured to find that Mr. Wizard after all of these years is still
growing st rong
Chairman GLENN
though

I

don't thiak widely enough distributed.

Senator LIEBERMAN The closest scientific hero that American
television provides tu its watchers in this age I think is McGyver,
and that is not too close In other words, McGyver gets himself out
of these adventurous dilemmas he is in usually by some clever use
of science or technology, but that is a long way from where we
want to be
Before I ask you a question. I want to see if I am operating on a
correct factual or historical basis. I have been reading all the statistics that you cited n yuur articles, and others have cited, of the
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relatne weakness of American students and graduates when it

comes to science and math and technology compared to other nations And, of course, all of us here worry about the effect that is
having on our international economic competitiveness.
Am I correct in assuming that during earlier times in this century when we were a surging economic power, early in this century, ,
or in the post war period, that if we had taken similar studies they
would have shown our students doing much 1:,etter as compared to
students and graduates on other developed nations?
Dr SAGAN Senator Lieberman, I don't know the answer to that,
in part because of the studies that I know about, the longest ranging only goes back to the late 1960s or early 1970s. So I cannot tell
you about longer baselines.
The National Report Card on Science, which is administered by
Educational Testing Service in Princeton does go back to, I've forgotten, but roughly 1970, and the conclusion there is that we are
no better or no worse now than we were then.
Senator LIEBERMAN That would be interesting I guess the question I wanted to ask, and I will go ahead and ask it anyway, even
though it is not clear But I think when we see these statistics we
assume that our country is shding, that we are going down. And I

anted to ask youand this takes you somewhat out of your

ileldbut what has changed, compaiA to when you were growing
up in Rahway What's different Do you think somebody growing

up in Rahway today would hove been draw n to the career that you
chose') And if not, I wonder v hy

Dr SAGAN Well--

Senator LIEBERMAN Or if you were growing up today in
Rahwav9
Dr SAGAN You have invited me to speculate Let me do so.

The last 10 years seem to me to have been a particular disaster
in this respect In the last 10 years we had an ethos of greed foisted
unto the American people, agreed is what you should be interested
in, the people were told The brightest people were encouraged to
become, lawyers or commodity ,rokers or arbitrageurs and not scientists That is w here the rewards were that the society sanctioned
from the very top
In the same period of time there was not a great deal of intellectuel rigor or intellectual honesty that one could see emanating
from the highest levels of the Government. There were obvious attempts to deceive the people, to lie and hope that no one noticed.

Eventually people noticed. If there isn't a deep respect for the
truth at the top, that attitude propagates down.
There are many -riticisms we could make about, let's say the ad-

ministration of John Kennedy, but in that administration there
was a respect for intellectual achievement that also propagated.
People of a variety of different political beliefs encouraged excellent scientisth to become deeply ins,olved in the Government. There
was a President who actually had dinner with Nobel prize winners,

that included substantive discussion, including his remark that
"This IS the greatest collection of intellectual talent that has
been ever assembled in the White House with the possible exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined alone
Anyway, that is part of my guess as to some of the reasons.
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Senator LIEBERMAN Thank you very much
Mr. Chairman. may I ask one follow-up question It is a fascinating answer in so far as it suggest the important role of Government
and Government leaders in setting a standard.

What about the role f the family? And I know again I am
taking you out of what . _ty be an area of your expertise, but we
continue to read that one of the things that is powerful in Japan,
for instance, which we always compare ourselves to today, is the
pressure hi om the family to succeed Is that part of our problem
here now, and is that different"
Dr SAG 4N I think It IS, :"Ienaior I think in the Depression in
this country mans families recognized that scholarship, intellectual
attainment, was a way to get out of poverty I think many immigrant families recognized that But now that we are economically
better off, except for new immigrant families there isn't much pressule on kids If you look at the recent phenomenal performance of
Asian Americans in suence and mathematicsand it really is
something to beholdpart of the reason may be that the language
differences are such that it is very hard for them to excel in the
literature or social studies or other places where real competence
in English language is a prerequisite
But sraence and mathematics, being an international languages,
are nwre accessible It is very clear from talking to excellent stu-

dents from that background that their parents not just were after
them in a negataye sense, but in a positive and supportive sense, up

with them late at night encouraging them bringing them tea, as
one person who just wrote to me said

The parent, Leed not know the science, they need only understand that it is very important for the success and future of their
children and the natior and the world It can have an enormous
influence

Senator LIEBERMA N Thank yeti Thank you, Mr Chairman
Chairman GLENN Thank you, Senator Lieberman I wish we had
another hour to go Just on that last subject alone, because I think
young people tend to rise to the level of NA hat is expected of them
And yet we are a mobile society, 20 percent of our people move to a
different domicile every year Theie are a number of things in that
area I think we have to look at also
We do have to move along Thank you, Di Sagan We appreciate
you being here this morning
Dr SAGAN Thank you, Senator (nenn
Chairman GLENN I3efore we move on to our next witnessesand
we are going to change the order just a little bit here because of
some other things I wanted to point out that I understand we
have a group of Soy iet high school students that are visiting and

are sitting in our hearing this morning in the back of the ro, in
Would you stand ' +and up, please
!A pplause I

Chairman GLENN Good We welcome you this morning Thank

you very much, and I am glad you could be us this morning
VISITING TEACHER Excuse me, Senator There are 17 high school

students from Moscow They are on their way to Albuquerque
here they will attend high school at La Cueva in Albuquerque,
Senator Bmgaman's home state
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Chairman GLENN Good And I believe Senator Bingaman is

going to meet with them later this afternoon.

VISITING TEACHER. And then an American high school group will

then go over and study at their school next spring.
Chairman GLENN. It should be very interesting. Good Thank you
all very much.
We are going to change the order here just a little bit. Dr. Rutherford has to be out of here by 11.30. We have been running a little
bit late, and also Mr. Aldridge has to catch an airplane, an international flight He's leaving the country here for a short trip and has

to be out So if our other witnesses don't mind too much here, if
they are able to stay, we will have Dr. Rutherford and Mr. Aldridge come up And we welcome you this morning here and welcome your testimony
Dr Rutherford. would you lead off, please
TESTIMON1 OF F. J 1MES RUTHERFORD, PH.D.. CHIEF EDUCATION OFFICER. DIRECTOR OF PROJECT 2061. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD1 ANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. WASHINGTON.
OC

Dr RUTHERFORD Thank you. Mr Chairman I appreciate being

invited hereand Servitor laebermanto comment on these very

important issues My testimony ill be submitted to you so I will
not cover all of liqt '
Chairman GLENN It %Nil] be included m the record in its entirety
Dr RUTHERFORD Thank you What I would like to do is just take
a few minutes to talk abut.. t a major effort being undertaken by the
-cientific community to deal with these very same problems as a
the community look toward the
way of signaling to you that we
Congress and the Administration to work with us in collaborative
ways to achieve these common national purposes.
But I do think I should comment just briefly on the context of
this whole business of reform This is the third time since the end
of World War II that the Nation has come to this same point, and
we hae made these same statements It was industrialization after
World War II It was the space race in the 1960s And now we have
got international competitReness and the rest of these things
You know, during those periods we did lots of things We trained
teachers and we did curriculum over again We had collaboration
with business and industry We did a lot of good works, but it did
not add up to natiunal reform. So when we entered into the proposition back in about 1981 when we became concernedthe American Association for the Advancement of Scienceagain about these
problems, we decided to try and find out what had gone wrong,
why hadn't the Nation solved this problem long since And we
came to several conclusions, and I will just mention without explaining and then turn to the other matter
First of all, is that we haven't treated it as a national problem It
has been treated as sort of a local thing, let the local folks do
NA
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better, let this state or that state. But this is of national consequence, it is a national emergency As a consequence we haven't
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had a national strategy We hace had no way of thinking about
how to go about suhing the problem We do this good thing and
that good thing, but imagine that we had tried the build our interstate highway system that way, or get to the moon that way We
wouldn't have achieved it A lack of national strategy

Our reform has been by, accretiondo this, do that, let's hope

that it adds up. Well, it has not added up.
Ou: efforts have been fragmented, they haw been spasmodic We
are on again off again The fragmentedCongress is that way, isn't
When it looks at science education, there are all sorts of committees and subcommittees that get interested in it and do things
that are of some interest and usually useful, but they come and go

and they are not seen as a part of a total thrust to get things into
order

Consequently we hae had nu coordination within Goernment,
let alone between Federal and state and local activities I can gne
just one exampk In my judgment, there are several dozen Federal
agencies that ought to be actice m science education at th elementary and secondary lord We keep mentionin,r; the Department of
Education and NSF Well NIH and Defense and Labor and Cornnwrce and many others hace an interest and are doing little and
no One is coordinated

Another problem there has been all along is that the magnitude
of our effort hasn't matched the magnitude of the problem Now,
we are talking about 2 million teachers, a business that spends
oer ir200 billion a year, and yet we imagine we can change it by
incesting a few millions of dulhirs, ur a few hundreds of millions

We hae a scale problem here that we haven't faced up to in
many ways. and the money problem being part of it It is easy

enough tu say that, as was pointed out, money won't solve the prob-

lems Without incesting in reform we will not get reform But incesting in r -form is cery different than supporting the status quo,

,ind most of the Federal and state dollars go to operating the
we haw now w hich isn t working well, instead of going in to
transform that system into a new kind of enterprise

One of our great weaknesses is we have:.'t had clear national
goals Senator Lieberman, I think you were heading in this direction If we don't know what we want to achieve, if we don't know
clearly what we want our children to know and be able to do, how
can we organize our efforts to get there? We have to be clear on
these things, and I think there needs to be national expectations
because we are a Nation and because, as Senator Glenn has pointed out, our people keep moving

Finally, let me say that a lot of our solution since World War II
has been to load more on to the schools. Every time we defined a
probkm, we say the schools ought to do something about it. Whether it is bad manners on the highway, or AIDS, or being a good citizen or what have you, let alone the intellectual outcome, when
probably what has been needed is a trimming down so that we Lan
focus in on the things that really matter.
Well, with those notions in mind, we designed at AAAS Project
2001, which is an allusion to Comet Haley, whiLh was around when
we started in 1985, to sort of give the image that the children born
t.)
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when we started are going to like to see the return of tha- cernet
The question is, what will the world he like then?

The answer is, it depends on how NN, el 1 we educate these children

They will determine whether we have a habitable world that is
worth living in So we set up this project to be long term We committed ourselves to 23 years of effort. not on again off again We

committed ourselves to be comprehensive, that our approach would
be across all of the sciences and mathematics and technologies si-

multaneously, not just physics. chemistry and biology, that we

\Noul d focus on all of the schools, not just the ones who respond
well, that we 1% u Id he concerned about the education of all students. Tha: is, you start with a .ommon core of learning as what
e really worr y. about aad buil'' on that That all grades count, as
Mr Sagan said, kindergarten through the 12th grade, and that we
would deal etentually in this period with all c-nrwments of the
system, not just this piece, or that piece, hurly burly But you have
got to deal with the curriculum, ih materials, with testing, with
teacher preparanor.. V t h the structure of schooling, with policies
and more
Furthermore, that we would do this by trimming down this overstuffed and undernour ished sch wl system of ours, and in the proc-

ess reexanone all of our premises about learning, about kids, and
organization and the rest of it
collaborative oh eery level of education,
The project would
but the teaclwrs would have a centra! role, a creative role, and finally that the entire r ffurt would be ba-ed on specifying laying out
the goals that have to be achieNed and that all our work would

locus m one way or another on the tests tha. will contribute to
these national goals
Thanks to the ('arnegie and Mellon Foundations. we were able to
engage some 350 scientists, engineers. philosophers, historians, edu
cators for over 3 years to do this piece of work, which we think is a

central and important contribution It was headed up by people
like Bill Baker. that many of you know, who was chair of Bell
Labs, Marvin MeVicker from MIT And the result of that worlt for
3 years is a staternent of goals and some panel reports and then a
Statement of Science for All Americans
One will find in that what amounts to, we believe, the most thorough sta ement made in this century of what constitute, across science, math and technology, the kinds of knowledge, the level of understandings, the nature of the skills that everyone can and should
possess

We bring that your attention and hope that as you in Congress
work to help find solutions that, you will also look at it in terms of
go a;-. ours ur others, that can be looked upon as what we want to
achw-.'e natwnally During this period of 3 years, 4 years, we are
working with teat hers, panels around the country to define alternative curricula that will reach that We are going to design the
best people in the country we can find to define the specifications
for testing, materials, construction, that wili contribute to the new
curriculum which will lead to the new goals.
So as we do that we will try ar.0 keep you informed to the degree

that you interested in this I would say that in the work we are
doing now. not only have the foundations, such as Carnegie and

)
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Mellon an., MacArthur responded, but the National Science Foundation is providing support. business and industry, IBM is providing a complete electronic network for our people, and the participating state apparatus are participating also.
So I bring this to your attention just as one example of what the
scientific community can do to try and move us toward thinking
long term solutions, a systems approach rather than a helter skelter approach, and one that is fully collaborative between the scientific cnmmunities, the educational communities, and policy makers
such as yourself.
Thank you very much

Chairman GLENN Thank you very much.
Mr. Aldridge, Executive Director of the National Science Teachers Association, your testimony, please.
TESTIMONY OF BILL G. ALDRIDGE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS XSSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr ALDRIDGE Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.
thank you for inviting me here today I would like to briefly comment on a few of the issues that were raised today and to make a
few comments at-out the testimony, but would like the written testimony to be entered mto the record '
Chairman GLENN Your entire statement will be included in the
record
Mr ALDRIDGE Thank you I must say I am reminded by Carl
Sagan's presence here today of the fact that this Nation employs
30.000 astrologers but only 3,000 astronomers. Perhaps that is a re-

flection of some of our difficulties I might add that we produce
more prisoners from our schools than we do scientists That is perhaps a reflection of a problem in this Nation.
Mr. Chairman, you mentioned twice Mr Wizard. Don Herbert is
a good friend of mine I spend a lot of time with him. He is actually
on 130 commercial television stations right now, and he also is on
Nickelodeon My own grandson watches those programs. and I'm
sure a lot of other children do, so as well There are people doing
something besides Carl Sagan in this regard.
I am going to try to just skip around and look at a couple of
topics there were raised, because they are terribly important One
had to do with the fear of the Federal Government instituting
some sort of a national curriculum. Let me point out that there already is a national curriculum. It is the one produced by the publishers Forty percent of the textbooks in secondary school science
today are sold by two publishers. Those two publishers essentially
determine the national curriculum.
There are ways that the Congress can encourage national efforts
without making it a Federal curl iculum There is a difference between a national curriculum and a Federal curriculum The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the National Science Teachers Association both, working with large groups of
teachers and adminiotrators and others throughout the land, have
created standards and frameworks for reform ir iathematics and
' -; p 7
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science education Those efforts are presently being supported by
both the Department of Education and the National Science Foundation, and they L:an be enhanced enormously by the bill which you
are proposing

Let me just describe quickly the curricular framework that

NSTA has introduced We have, through support from the Department of Education and the National Science Foundation, a pro-

grima national program, not a Federal programwhereby sci-

ence will be provided for all children from grade 7 to 12 In essence

what we are doing is spreading out the various subjects over 6
years and then not allowing for children to opt out Keep them in

the h.% stem! We an convinced that when you reach the grade 11 or
12, the makeup of thc group of very talented young people will be

more nearly an equal number of young men and young women.
and will be a better representation of the historically underrepresented minorities We are convinced of' that and we have some
wonderful opportunities to test that hypothesis in schools in Houston and .n the State of CalifOrma and in several other states where
we are beginning this process
But thdt research and development effort, which in some cases is

building upo,i the goals that Jim Rutherford has provided us
through his project. cannot go anywhere without widespread implementation And that is disruptive and requires the regional consortia and the National Clearinghouse that you are proposing

If we don't have that kind of support later, what we are doing
now is wasted And a isn't just our projects. there are many others
Just a couple of other comments I wish I could have commented
before the voung people from t he Soviet Umon left That is where I
am going this afternoon I am going to Moscow to conclude some
negonatIon., V.ith the USSR Acadenly of Sciences on a new student
publication This publication is designed to provide the enrichment
in erades 11 and 12 for these er bright kids It is a new magazine
called Quantum
That magazine

om ng out in about 3 weeks We have asked
the President of the United States to deliver the first copy of the
December 2nd And his
first issue to President Gorbachev
will be as1 ing tne same thing
people in the Soviet I.
This magazine, through the assisn,nce of scientists, leading scien-

ti.ts and mathematicians in the United States and in the Soviet
I mon, is the kind of cooperative etfort that we want to try to int rease between these two countries We see that kind of cooperation as the mechanism by which we are going to reduce exp2ndi-

tures for defense in both countries -.0 that we will have the money
to du what we need to do in education Because that is where the
bulk of the funds are going now, to protect us from a problem that
we need to eliminate
Again, let me stress the importance of the bill that you have pro-

posed, Senator Glenn The regional consortia, in our judgment,
would provide the necessary opportunity for local schools to imple-

ment new reforms, wh-ther they are ours or someone else's

It

gives the opportunity fur teacher training, it gives the opportunity
for additional research, assessments and all of the other components that are needed
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It is that initial implementation effort and the retraining of the
teachers to allow them to make those kinds of changes that your
bill properly addresses. The National Clearinghouse is excellent,
and the idea is superb I've made a comment in my written testimony I want to emphasize here as well. It is important that the
materials collected not just be film and written material, but there
should be a very strong high technology component. That is, it
should be a database and a resource where data and information is
communicated electronically. We need to move into the same

realm as we find in defense and in the private sector, and that
component is very important, and we could
some other time.

mcre about that at

I don't want to take longer now I think the written testimony

expressed our position. and I want to thank you for the opportunity
of coming today

Chairman GLENN Thank you %ery much, Mr Aldridge We appreciate that very much

Dr Rutherford. what is the target date for completing the

Project 20619
Dr RUTIIF.RFORD \VIAL WU hope by 1991 to have this next genera-

tion of resources. that is the curriculum alternatives and the other
guidelines, and that then we would go to work over the 10 to 15
follo%ing years With states aad school districts to introduce radical
Lhange So for us it is a process It is not as though we are going to
deli%er a change at some time We are using this whole first period
of getting ready rather than doing things in the schools, of lining
up resources, intellectual and financial and otherwise, then for a
10 to 15 year camptlign

Chairman GLENN How dues our educational system compare
with foreign educational systems') We apparently put more money
per student into education than almost any nation in the world Do
we try and take on too many other things. like extracurricular activities') Do they lea%e things like that to other organizations or to
family and community groups')
What is the difference and why du they come out better than we
do with when we actually spend more money')
Dr RUTHERFORD Well, in the first place, getting better test
scores is not the same thing as being better educated We don't

knov that For example. DI Miller. ho has done a-4111g here on scientific literacy in this country, has had some of his surveys dupli-

cated in Great Brtain, and in Britain they did about the same, a
tittle worse than we did. There are some problems in the Soviet
Union now about when you can actually test for what people know
I think uur greatest argument is not how we compare with other

people, it is just patently evident that by our own standards and
fur our own needs we are nut producing people well educated in sci

ence and math natics

Mr ALDRIDGE Senator, I believe that the problem we have in sci-

ence and mathin this country particularly in scienceis the

layer cake curriculum We are the only country in the world that
expects a person to learn all of physics in one year Everyone else
spreads it uu. over several years. That's built into our framework,
a change in that direction

Imagine learning to play baseball in one .year You are going to
go and you are going to deNelop all of your skills and at the end of
that one year you stop, or learning to play the piano in one year.
These are low k.el skills compared to physics One has to des,elop
oNer time these different abilities, and that is a problem
I would point out some contrary achievement evidence, if you
will Remember that recently %Nhen ,e had the Physics Olympiads,
the international competition in physics, the top student with the

top gold medal was from the United States And there is a case
where by proiding the stimulation to the ery bright kids, as thes
haw done in the American Association of Physics Teachers, we

have been able to do something for that group
Chairman GLENN Yes, but I don't see how we can ignore test
scores. beause giNing kids particular problems to soke indicates t

leat some degree of the mastery of the subject You can't ignore
those cornpletely And we are falling so far behind that we Just
cannot ignore those. can we"
Dr Kt THERFORD Vl I. ti." results are embarrassing, at the
least. when we do so poorly I don't want to put down the tests, but
ar

just saing that one has to be careful about inferring from

test stores about how well otlwr cultures are doing. because thest
things are so losel twd Surely we should be doing better on the
tests. particularly the good ones There are an array of those kinds
if exairanations. some of which. it you look at them carefully,. aie
not ter ibly impressRe they reward memory
\ lot of the cuuntrws around tlw world -we did a study of fiw

,ountries, and w
o,einor%

found i lot of countries really press rote
winch pays off in e\arnmatiens But %5 hen you get into

the kinds of e\ams tha: do mole than ,tt. the results are a little
Clear But I dun t argue that tlw Japanese and the West Gertr du better on almost any kind of an examination
mans in pa
t

ri we do

%ou faor something like the French BatChairman
. alaureate before we gi%e kids a high ,chool diploma'
al%

in Met t

a national assessment

Lmilponent We are going &i produte tests that will be used nationally Thes tests are going to te.t iwrformance. measure the ability

,olw problems. and haw %el-% few ohjectiw iten, of the kind
that we find in the typical test

ser%ed Or ht hoard for the international assenwnt. so I am
ten. tannhar with those items. the tests and the way those were
.tifinini,t(red I also know the outcomes and I recognue that we
L.tme out deficient There are lots o explanations and reasons The
niajor reason is that we are weak is because we don't offer the appropriate curriculum Not enough children studs science--if you
don't study it you cannot answer the questions -and sewral things

like that

Dr Rt TI1FICAMI) I am nut terribly enthusiastic. ,t httle ambivalent, but not enthusiastic about student examinations But I would
examine ewry school and eNery state on performano, against total
outcomes In other words, if a school or a district or a state is not

producing graduates that add up, that meet nation d standards,
taen I think we ought to know that But you don't haNe to test all
the studenuz to do that You can do representative
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Chairman GLENN Should we have national standards')
Dr RUTHERFORD. Absolutely And we are far beyond the place
where you can believe that eery village in America will come up
with the high standards. We have hardly moved in standards from
the time when President Conant of Harvard went across the country in 1960 and visited the high schools and discovered Caat they

did have a standard curriculum, the same in every school in the
land, and that the standards were dismal So rhetoric zizide. I think
the Nation has to decide what it wants its schools and children to
be able to do.
Mr. ALDRIDGE. You can have national standards without having
Federal standards
Chairman GLENN You made that point earlier and I picked up
on that. It is a fine line If you are on a local school board. you are

going to probably refer to it as that Federal standard that came
down here
But at least we could start out by making certain that at least
schools give a math course up to a certain lesel. and physics
course. and any chemistry course
Dr RLTHERFORE) There could be standards for teachers There is
no reason wh) we can't do that on a national basis
could set standards right here
Chairman GLENN You think
and say, you cannot teach a math course in a high school in the
United States of America unles,s you pass X test You would set
that as a national requirement'
,.-tting a
Dr RUTHERFORD No. but I think one could start off
teacher,
and
then
standard of what wot Id constitute a prepared
each year say. this state and this state and this state and this district are falling below national standards
Chairman GLENN Okay That's different

Dr RI. THERFORD Let me comment on the teacher education. If I
may Two million of them out there, and eery time you talk about

trying the teeducate them, add up the dollars, you are talking
about multiples of billions of doll'irs I argue we need another

method tor the reeducation of our existing teaching staff, and that
is why we need to redesign the school system instead of ist believing we ^an do some summer workshops
Chatr.aan GLENN Senator Roth"
Seilator ROTH Mr Chairman. I am soriy I am late rid I am
going to have to l..?ave because of an a oointment. h ,,ever I do
think these hearings aie critically import,. It
Let me just make a couple of comments I had a oupie of science
teachers from Delaware visit my office a few days ago They were
in town to receive the Presidential awards for Excellence in Math
Science Instruction along with teachers from each of the 50 states
In speaking to them. I thought their comments were quite interest
ing
My concern, after listening to the, is that we continue to talk
and study and plan. but I gather, at least from these two individuals. that they don't see much happening. And that worries me
be
very much The Chairman has a legislative proposal which mayfiet
very significant in helping. I haven't had a chance to study it
Chairman GLENN You will love it
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Senator ROTH I am sure I will But I urn concerned that we have
spent more money . we created a Departrnent of Education, which I
was very active in developing with Senator Ribicoff when he was
chairman of this Committee And yet we have not seen any results.
Let me start out by say lag I am strongly opposed to Washington
dictating curiculum I think that that could be a disaster In fact,

after we created the Departraent of Education the first requirement that they laid dow n was that we had to teach a second lan-

guage if there were more than a certain number of students, and it
wasn t until after a bipartisan group of usSam Nunn and myself
in particularthat we reversed that So I don't think taking it to
ashington is the answer
But what worries- me is that we create more and more bureauzracy and we pour in more funds but it never gets to those we are
really trying to help How do we he overcome this'
Dr RLTHERFORD Well.

I don't know Some kinds of help are

going out For example. the Energy Department national laboratories are providing training opportunities for high school teachers in
National Science Foundation is developing some new
science
curricula and has some traimng
I think part of it. Senator. is that Ihe scale of investment is so
low that it reaches too few people I mean. what is it that these
teachers. ore expe ting to have come their way. might be another

way ot puttmg it, that could be pros ided for them' And the

sqates--

Senator Rom Let nw ask you. Yiiat do you mean by scale of investment" Isn t It true that we are spending more money per stu-

ient than most countries'

Dr RUTHERFORD Yes. but I don t understand the economics of
hat or how the numbers erk, arrived at But if we are spending
something likethe figure I saw was :i.:).2110 a year per student
compare that to what it takes to tducate a coli.ge student. which is
easier That runs :12.000 to '3I4.009 a year. and at:ycare runs of the
or ::c).000 a year So we r -lay be spending
order in America of
him some ot he. people hut tho.e are not
Senator ROTH But they are getting results

Mr ALDRIDOE Mr Roth. it cost us :32-1.009 a ye.r- to keep people
prison and we spend ,'4.000 a year on educaoon

senator Rom Let me say. I know we can make these companLet's face the fact there eren t tremendous sums of money
avadable right now
Mr ALDRIDGE Right Let me point out that some of your more
onz,

onset-Native colleagues in years past. in the last 9 years, systematii_ ally made sure that we didn't do any kind of national curriculum

implementation effort As a consequence of that. reforms and curricula that came out of the National Science Foundation died because they couldn t be implemented The bill that is being proposed

here reverses for the first time that I know of that trend We

evould now permit irApIernentation of national or large scale efforts
on a local level where the decisions are made locally or regionally.
but hull they are national efforts
When NSF puts :Mu million in a project where everyone in this
country is involved who Is concerned about it in developing those

materials or methodology. it ought to be implen.ented, not die
That is what has happem-d in the last 9 or 10 yea's and that's-Senator ROM Are you saying we should manoate it then from
Wash ington
Mr ALDRID( ,E Pros 1-i.Ing the necessary resources Is not mandating You are simply making it possible fol- it to be done by the

people who know how to do it and who have control over i at the

local and state lesels And It is this kind of national leaaership
that we need. not the sort of thing where we preventsystematically present things like this from occurring And this did in fact
happen

Dr Kt THERFURO For example, under the Eisenhower Administration it became possible to get local funds to put in scientific laboratories in high schools The schools weren't required to put in

labs, but if they wanted to put in a lab or update it, the monies
were prosided by the Federal Government So it wasn't coercion.
but It was support Incidentally. that was the last time that we
built new high school laboratories in America
Senator ROTH Well, unfortunately I have to leave, Mr Chairman, but I think nu area is mr)re important than what we are talking about today and I appreciate you gentlemen being here
Chairman GLENN Thank you sery much We obviously could go
on for hours with each panelist here this morning, and we thank
you We may want t.. .:.bmit additional questions to you, as other
people hase. ead good li.ck on your mission to Mesc'w here We
ish you well

Our last panel this morning is Dr Philip Uri Treisman Professor of Mathematics, Director of the Dana Center for innosation in
Mathemtics and Science Education at Berkeley, and Betty Vetter.
Executise Director. Commission on Professionals in Science and
Technology of Washington, D C
Dr Treisman was recently recognized by Newsweek magazine as

one of cur real innosators in American education His math work-hops hase an extraordinary record in helping minority students
learn calculus They have been replicated in over 25 campuses.

I was sery interested in that because I guess my thought was.
Dr Treisman, where were you when I needed you" I got through
calculus all right. but I struggled a little bit with it I could have
used your help

Our other panelist this morning, Dr Shirley Malcom of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science Dr Malcom
is a well regarded educator and expert on minority education problems

And I should say about Ms Vetter of the Commission on Professiona's in Science and Technology, she is an authority on human
resources issues, and particularly the underrepresentation of
women and minorities in he scientific pipeline as well as future
demographic. trends

So we welcome you this morning, and Dr Treisman, d you will
lead off we would appreciate it
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TESTIMON1 OF PHILIP URI TREISMAN, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF
MATHEMATICS, DIRECTOR, DANA CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Dr TREISMAN. I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you
about the difficult problems that we face as a nation in improving
math and science education
I think it is clear from what has been said alreadyand if I can
speak as a teacherthat everyone has done their homework. The
problem is quit.' clear Although it is true, as a popular back rap
song says, that "Denial ain't J.., another river in Egypt
It runs deep But I think that in my work in the university community in the m.:.:them -Ales community, and in the community of
teachers. es ery body understands that this is no longer a question of
national pride or social justice, but fundamentally a question of natirnLil survival

Because there are distinguished panelists here who know the demographics and know the dimensions of the problem. I would like
tu Just speak as a teacher who works on these problems every day
A hat are the issues that I have to address as a mathematician and
mdth teacher in try ing to deselop mathematically and scientifically
hterate students. especially minority students?
The first thing, that was very hard to learn, was that most
people wurking on this problem. especially of produi ing mathematically literate minority students and scientifically 1 teral minority

students, are working on the wrong problems There are deeply
seated beliefs that the problemsw hen I go out to schools and look
around, when I go to other campuses and look at other classes, you
see that people behese the problems are munsation People believe
the pi oblems are poor preparation at the level that precedes theirs
People belies e that tamilv2s are a problem, and some reference was

made to that today People believe that income is tho issue, that
the pour perforrnce of itanoritws is an artift.ct of their higher
le:els of poverty
But %%hen in

fact Non actually go out and look. which I did,

Srwnding iS months setting up cots in the dorm rooms of my fresh-

men. going to their parties. trying to sit with them, put them to
bed, actualls, and see how they did mathematics and science, you
quickly con to see that society's views of what the issues are not

real. at least from the point of view of the teacher
Motivation is trivial. It is easy to motivate students to learn how
their bodies work, how the universe works The students who make
0 through high school and into college often pay a very heavy price
to do su The students who make it into graduate school have paid
an enormous price. yet at each level the presumption is that motivation is an issue
Prior academic preparation Someone mentioned that decisions

about suence are made by the ith grade That is true, but it

is

really a condemnation of the schools. In fact, when you look at who
does well, acadenw.: preparation is not clearly a factor at all even
in college. When we looked at Berkeley students over 20 ye --s, and
MIT and Stanford students, we found that in fact the students who
were compelling, among black students in particularid students
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of Mexican descent, were not the students with the strongest levels
of preparation. In fact, there were marked negative correlations. So
our presumptions about the difficulty were not right.

It wasn't just the fauit of the schools, the hibh schools, who

blan ed the middle schools, who blamed the elementary schools,
who blamed the parents, and then someone's mother-in-law blaming the person for marrying that character It was much more complex.

In my studies of the families of students we had beliefs that the

families were not supportive, but we found when we went out
many, many mothers with heavy kitchen implements, pointing out
their children were going to do well in school. Ad I have been told
by a relative who is an encyclopedia salesman that minority communities are the easiest mark for encyclopedias. The idea that families don't care about their children are at the source of the problem is sort of genetically impossible. The species doesn't work tF at
way.

Income doesn't correlate I will mention, if you look at black per-

formance, income correlates negatively, principally because so
many black children sho make it in higher education have parents
from one professionpublic school employees, which is why their
incomes correlate negatively

So we also saw that there were large numbers of students, the
idea of families being the problem. If you look at the schools that
produce my best students, minority students, Garfield in LA, Jaime
Escalante, 27 percent of all the Hispanics in the United States who
passed the advanced placement in calculus exam last year come
from this one high school
Chairman GLENN. Say that again
Dr TREISMAN Twenty-seven percent of all the Hispanic students
in the United States who passed the college board's advance place-

ment calculus exam came from one high school. Was it families
that createdfamily support that created that school9 No. But I

will tell you that family support followed the work of that school
and those teachers As soon as good things were happening in that
school enormous parental and community support emerged. And
are those students good? He has 200, 250 students taking calculus
every year, low income, lower middle class Hispanics. Yes, 50 of
them are pretty medwcre from my perspective at the university,
120 of them are really good, maybe 28 of them are fantastic, they
could go to Stanford

Chairman GLENN Was the movie pretty accurate on how he

treats them?
Dr. TREISMAN The movie was quite accurate. I have had 65 of
his students up through 2 years ago. And then every year he pro-

duces one or two students of awesome brilliance Rose Escoval,
Roger Para this year, absolutely first rate students who I hope will
replace me w hen I retire at Berkeley. So it shows what the potential actually is.

And when you look at the solutions, what ultimately are they
from the point of view of a teacher? For us, we had to thinkwe
had to realize that this issue of developing science-ready and talented minority students and mathematically talented students was
being treated as an administrative issue and as a political issue,
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and that insti.utions had developed complex bureaucracies separate from real education to deal with these students.
Moreover, in schools that started improving the performance of
students in certain courses, like algebra, it was quickly cleAr,
Stockton doubted the number of minority students excelling in algebra. What hapi.xned? Not enough teachers. All right. Double the
load moving thruugh any important point and the system collapses
because the teachers ale gone

Where are the successes? The Garfields, Berkeley now producing
a significant number of minority students, Soledad in Saint Louis,
Clara Barton in Brooklyn In every case it is a group of mathematically and scientifically strong teachers who work in concert with a
reasonable administration. And the focus is on solid mathematics
and science Building community around the school, mimicking
what I learnen about the success uf my Asian students Integration
of an intellectual life with a social life, formed around schools.
h it hard tu do? You have seen increasing numbers of schools
producing these kinds of communities Perhaps four, certainly
fewer than SIX, high schools producing half the successful black AP
test takers What are they' Poor, lower middle class schools with
teachers who are -..athematically trained, w ho love their disciplines, perhaps receniiy divorced su they haye time on their hands,
but working hard with kids
Now, I think what is clear and what must of these teachers have
legrned and that we have learned is that these problems have to be
treated as educational problems, and une of the difficulties is that
these students are being taught a curriculum which is essentially
irrelevant
Bill Aldridge said It quite beautifully, the pancake approach Students now are learning in high schools the same math curriculum
that George Washington would have taken had he gone to high
.choul Students come out of American high schools without learn-

ing a single Idea conceied in the last 100 years, a single idea
learned in the 'ast 100 years The time has come tu really look at
th as an educational problem

paration ot teachers is going tu be essenti..! The average age

,)t tec,hers teaching calculus, chemistry and physics in high school

is the over 50. AP courses As we age average energynot everyencip axeiage energy goes down We hae ery few college
-rudent, inteu.sted in becoming teachers Fifteen out of the 3.500
Berkele freshman as une uf their tup five choices expressed a posthle interest in becoming a public school teacher
We need tu construct strong national messages from every sector,
prufessional su,ieties and Government, valuing teaching I think
the religious sector alsu There is a slogan of my people that says,

Those who Lhouse to teach the young stand at the right hand of
God,- and I think that has to be really put out there clearly
Enormous amount has to be done to strengthen communities, to
strengthen families, tu strengthen school administrations But if
there are nu teachers there, nothing is going to happen In the professional communities I think we do need to think about national
nut Federalnational standards. We need to Figur out ways of
supporting the scientific community, the AAAS, the National Science Foundatwn in exactly the way that you propos,' in your legis-
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lation, to make it possible for usrnathematiciars uild scientists
to work on this problem.
The Federal Government created the research university with its

funding policies. Now it needs to figure out in what ways it can

help to change the professional definition of the research and facul-

ty communities to make it possible then to work on these ques-

tions. Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much. Ms. Vetter, Executive
Director, Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology.
TESTIMONY OF BEM' M. VETTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
WASHINGTON, DC '

Ms. VETTER. Thank you fof the chance to talk to you this morning about some of the ways that we need to go about recruiting and
retaining women and the minorities, and I am going to stick with
women because we have got two minority specialists here.

You are already very familiar with the depressing staistics

about tht performance of American youth, and especially girls a:
minorities, on both the national assessments in math and science,
and in the international competition with children from other nations. You are also aware uf the need to recruit some individuals
out of that 66 percent of the population that is not white and male
if we ever have any hupe of ha% ing enough scientists and engineers
in this country.

But what I would like to stress this morning is what it would
take to have a little leadership that would do something about the
devastating effect on aehie%ing uur objective that is wrought by our

societal mythologies about girls and boys and minorities of both
sexes The pervasive attitudes about the superiority of white boys
in math or in mechanical or spatial concepts over either girls or
minority boys, except, uf course, Asian boys, assure that neither
girls nor minorities w ill generally make the effort to do so well in
these things

Of course, since we hae convinced ourselves that the Asian
youngsters in our midst are inherently superior in science and
math, then most of the non-Asian youngsters, including many

hite American boys also, drop uut of the competition because we

also teach our boys that it is shameful if not dishonorable to be
beaten by unworthy opponents like girls, or even Asians.

So the number and proportion of American boys planning to
enter these fields has dropped steadily ever since we let girls in,
and since Asian immigrants increased in the 1980s.
The accomplishment of the Asian students, incidentally, and par-

ticularly the immigrant Asian youngsters at the precollege level
over the past few years, gives us an excellent demonstration of exactly what ! am talking about. What happens when everybody as-

sumes that because you are a member of a particular groupin
this case Asianyou are particularly good at something such as
mathematics. And, of course, the mythology tells you this. Every
thing that comes up tells vou over and over again how good you
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are at this 13:?cause, of course, you are Asian and all Asians do
math
Of course, the opposite also is true. If you are told often enough

that girls aren't very good at math, or, "Oh, that's okay, honey,
you don't have to do this, I couldn't do math either", or that black
children aren't as smart as white children, then the individual will
give up when something is difficult or not understood.

And the conclusion of all this is that it is not just our children
that need to be educated, it is our whole society It also shows us
valuable it might be if we could provide our girls with enough
self esteem and confidence about their abilities that not only would

they not drop out of math and science as soon as possible, but
many of them would be persuaded to enter science and math fields,

particulaily if they understood that the Nation needs them They
don't understand that because it is never told to them.
We know both from researA at the University of Minnesota
must recently in a program for gifted mathematics precollege students known as UMDTYMDand from seeral other studies, that
girls ,w Ili) are mathematically tal-nted are much less likely than
similarly talented boys to be selez.t ?d by their teachers or by their
fur special programs for nie mathematically talented, or
si.
t-N,en to be recognized by their familie, as being exceptional and
r,r;..ded with a supportive home base

Girls kS, ho do well in math are assumed by their parents to have
orked cery hard Boys w ho do well are assumed to be very talentt 1 When found qualified, the girls were more likely than the boys
to reject admission to an special program for the mathematically
gifted children And of course once in such d program, given equal

ability and equal g,ades, the girls were less likely to persist The
lat.k ot appropriate support, either from school or especially from
yell a, lack of other girls in the class, al-, all importhe family.
tant issues Lt it Is also important that the message of society to
.ftrls is that hoc s won't like them if they are smart That is what
we tell then) now Girls ,u en't supposed to be smart, they are sup,

posed to he pret ty

Your proposal tor scho1 arship,. one each to a girl and a hay in
ecer c State w,)rild (1,, a tremendous amount to sac in a :cry direct
way, girls .:an us science and math We have extensive evidence to
show that differences in capability and talent and personality are

much greater between mdicidual, of the same sex than are the
generalized duierences between the sexes But teachers and parents and society in general continue to assume that little gii.ls, in
conipansor, %al, little boys, are better at reading, not so good at
math, less naturally aggresso,e, mutt, interested in nurturing, and
-o nn ad nauseam
The assuniptions are darnoging to both the girk and the boys

The teachers ,:ontinae to treat girls and boys differently, even
those who would swear they didn't They call on girls less often,
pay less attent,on to their answers when they have becn called on
They pros ide le,,s praise for then ideas, and they cut them off or
allow the boys to interrupt them before they complete their statements

The,e well documented differences continue in college and into
the world of work There has been no national effort of any kind to
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try to encourage girls to prepare for science and engineering careers There have been a lot of programs aimed at minorities,
which are good and should be continued. The one program that
was set up many years ago in the National Science Foundation to
support one-day workshops to encourage women to come into science and math were stopped a decade ago. So were the programs
for reentry women, to take women who had a bachelor's degree in
one of the science or engineering fields, science particularly, and
retread them, get them ready to come back into the world of work
Today's young women are not encouraged to consider careers in
science or engineering They have never been told they are capable
cf being excellent in science and math, or that they are needed
And the perhaps equally important piece is they don't even understand the importance of math and nobody thinks to tell them Boys
do understand why it is important to go on in math They are not
quite sure all the time, but they get the good message that it is important. Girls never get the message.

We are now producing fewer baccalaureates in the natural sciences and in engineering every year, starting with 1986 as the
peak We will drop now numerically. In engineering, for example,

we are dropping about 14,000 degrees a year at the baccalau:eate
level, and we will cortinue to do that for several more years, but
women are not only decreasing numerically, they are now starting
to decrease proportionally, and they nel,er began to reach parity
with the men in this area
Both men and w omen freshman indicate a declining interest in
majoring in the natural science or engineering fields, and at the
higher degree leels which are required for professional positions
in the sciences, women earn only 1 out of 5 of the Ph Ds in these
fields While their percentage of doctoral awards is continuing to
rise, very slowly, that is due as much tu the reduction in numbers
of American men as it is tu the increase in the numbers of American women

There are a number oi excelkmt programs scadered through the
Nation's schools that have started in the past few years to improve
science and math education, and you ju,t heard about a couple of
the more far out and long term ones that I hope ultimately will be

widely available But the prubkrn is to locate the small, healthy

trees in this great 1ast forest of mediocrity, and then to make sure
that the root-stocks are al,ailable for transplant into other school
systems that are ready for the change
The National Science Foundation, which has funded several of
the pilot efforts, ought to be perhaps responsible for determining
which ones have been proved effective and should be made avail
able, but certainly the clearinghouse that your bill proposes is very
vital wherever that clearinghouse is located.
Several States are moving ahead, both separately and in groups,
to institute new educational programs and policies at the precol-

lege level. Many professional groupsand you have heard from
some this morningare working on new curriculum concepts. Industry is providing more and more support to individual schools,
and to individual school programs All these activities are needed
and they must continue
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There are very few programs that are d.?..signed for women One
of these is the Math. Science Network, which got started at Mills
College about 15 years ago It now rea,:hes about 75,000 girls a
year. That is great. It is nationwide, but 75,000 girls is just a drop
in the bucket It should be available to every girl, but it isn't because they don't have enough money. The University of Minnesota's program, known by its acronym, UMPTYMP, has obtained 3
year funding front the Bush Foundation for an intervention program to solve some of the problems in the participation of mathematically talented girls, and to select them. But the problems that
have been found in Minnesota for that program are not unique to
Minnesota They are everywhere
To reach the important goal of :ncreasing u'ir output of scientists, we need more women out of the shrinking baccalaureate population to go on into graduate school aid to continue their gi aduate study, but the y. are going to need some additional assistance
that isn't now available Women science graduate studentc now are
presently less likely than men, including foreign men in tiie same
field, to haw either institutional or Federal support during their
graduate studies f hey are more hkely than men to be self support
mg or to have to borrow money tu get thiough National fellowships to support graduate students hae dechned very sharply over
the past decade, and instead, fund: for hiring research assistants
have gone to academic researchers, w1, are mostly men
Typically, the male faculty w ho get most of the research grants
because tlwre are so few female faculty in these fieldsprefer to
use !nide graduate studcnts to help with their research, or prefer
ably esen male foreign students So research assistantohips, which
prov ide an apprentict,aip u researcher- working on their Ph Ds,
are Just generally not as available to women as to men
Women graduate students are more likely to have institutional
support. which is usually in the form of a teaching assistantship
and, unlike a research iissistantship, reto,res extra time from the
graduate research program to prepare teaching materials, and in
some cases, to grade papers
It should be noted that although Ow cost of a graduate education
in the swne institution is the sanw for mil and women, th:

to repay education loans is affectc-d by. the fact that women are
paid less than men once they ent-r th kork force Among full
tmw workers. IA omen earn less than men with the same degrees
and exp, rience leNel iii eNery field of scw-ce, and the difference in
creases with years of experwnce

Women have oiw adjmonal nee.: which results from the iact
that their best years tor graduate stody and for the early profes
sional years and the best years for t.hddbearmg coincide While

child care should be a Joint responsibio y fbr parents, the reality is
that wonwn with small children nee:i Iditional monetary support
to cover child care expenses whil they complete graduate work
and do their early years J n a post-doc.oral level

The lack of funds for child care mi,y require even the best

women graduate students to withdraw from a graduate program
Beginning next year the National Science Foundation has just des
ignated 80 of its 1,000 graduate fellowships as a set-aide !'or
women in engineering That's great but there aren' enough
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women in engineering to take them yet. It is too bad they don't
allow some of the fellowships to go to women in the physical sciences, where we need them just as much. It is a step in the right

direction, but it is not enough
While the role cf the Federal Government in precollege education is limited, I think it is also a vital one. Some of the legislation
of the past, if fully implemented, could go a long way to take care
of some of fte pro5lems of recruiting minority children and girls in
science. Even small amounts of educational difference make a significant difference in the outcom,- If intervention dcesn't occur
here, doing it later is too late
Head Start, for example. is a proven program which compensates
in many ways for the lack of enrichment that is suffered by many
Lhildren prior to entering kindergarten, but in 1988 only one out of

live eligible children was served by Head Start There was no
money

Education, including intervention education, pays. It is the alternaties that are so costly Tomorrow's college age population from
which we are going to haNe to draw tomorrow's scientists and engi
neers. is going to continue to contract through the mid-1990s This
provides a window of opportunity for young men and women which
apparently is not yet visible to many of them.

It also provides a real challenge to the Nation. America's talent
pool includes equal numbers of males and females, and they come
in all skin colors As a nation, we can nu longer afford to waste any

of the talent But alloiding the waste is going require equalizing
some treatment in the school and the workplace, some shared responsibility for hume Ind family, and psirhaps most important of
all, a change in societal attitudes toward girls and women A little
leadership from the top could make a big difference That task is
Immense, but the alternative is unthinkable
Thank you
Chairman GLENN Thank you. Ms Vetter

Dr Shirley Malcom. the head. Directorate for Education ,,nd
Human Resources Programs. American AssuLlation for the Ad

vancement of Science, welcome
TESTIMON1 OF SHIRLEI M. MALCOM, PH.D.. HEAD. DIRECTORATE FOR EDUCATION AND III MAN RESOUR( ES PROGRAMS,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF S( IENCE, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr MALCOM. G000 morning Thank you very much fur the oppor-

tunity to come and talk about the issues that relate to the participation ur under participation. we should say, of minoritiesblacks.
Hispanics and AmeriLun Indiansin scientific and engineering Lareers.

I am a big fan of puzzles and detective stories Now, imagine

yuurself in a detectiNe story You are a detective who is brought in
to solve the case of the leaky pipeline. You are shown a statistical
picture of the kindergarten class of 196-I There are a lot of black,
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Hispanic and Anwrican Indian student:, th(re They make up at
least 12 percent of that class

Then you are shown a picture of the Ph D class of 1988 What
you find is that of the 749 doctorates that are awarded in mathematics b U S universities, only 341 were received by U S citizens,
only six of whom were American Indian, black or Hispanic i want
to repeat and underscore this point Only six Ph Ds were awarded
to black, Hispanic and American Indian citizens in 1988
One Ph.D went to a black American Similarly, I of 514 Ph Ds in

computer science. 28 of 1,302 Ph.Ds in physics and agronomy, 60 of

2.018 Ph Ds. in chemistry. 12 of 726 Ph Ds in earih, atmospheric
and marine science, and fifi of 4,190 Ph.Ds in engineering were received by members of these racial ethnic minority groups
And would venture to guess that of that hei. a disproportionate
share probably came out of Howard Adams Graduate Engineering
Programs for Minorities This is Ow magnitude of problem that we
are facmg here
Now, can we afford these low !e% els of productiv ity when minori-

ties beconw one-third of our Nation at the turn of the century.' I
think not Why are the. numbers so low at tlw Ph I) level.' Where
(hd the people go.'

Well, orw of my bosses. W dter Massey, ,t bl,tck physicist who is

the chair of the AAAS board or directors. ,ays that there are
tew minority Ph I) scientists because there ,tre few undergraduate
and engineering, because there are so few
minorities in SI.
who conw from high s(.hool headed toward s(.ience and engineermg.
And On and (in

Some of t'.e students went to work atter they compl(ted the bac(alaureate degree But we kno- th,tt it wasn't many. becouse rmnoritws are underrepresented d t the hatAalaureate levels just as
they are at the Ph I) levels
Why can't we get more people ' think that the parwhsts
lot of the hwtors th,tt we are
hay e preceded nw ht s. l outlined
lacing as to why we can't <it t ri t. t more minority students KE'
I

,11nOng those is that vve tend, for minor ity students. all too often to

pari.,ipate in a situation of weeding ratlwr than cultIvating

Rather than taking tlw students that we have, taking them

where they happen to be, -Nhatever they bring in, whatever
strengths or defk wncies or tnythingind moving them to some
place that we perceive they have to go in order to be successful. we
part icp,ite instead in weeding out ratlwr than cultivating

We don't retd1I1 th- minority students who come in with aa intention as freshnwn to major in science and engineering We don't
retain them to the bactalaureate degree Maybe it we had 30 more
Treismans running around Ow country trying to help people
understand yv hat they are doing to iwople. we would do a better jotof this, but we don't We have one Uri and one Betty and one Shir

ley and one of all of u.,ind unfortunately tlwre is just so much
that we can do

That is why we have to have things that multiply tlw effect

of

what we (.an do to provide the technical assistance to help people
understand how they, too, can put something into place that can
intervene, that can keep nature from taking its course

One of the things it is important to realize is that what we are
dealing with is a total systems problem which is going to require a
total systems solution There are problem, with regard to teachers

There are problems with regard to the way that our schools are
structured There are problems with regard to curriculum We
have no idea what we want our young people to know and to be

able to do We cannot yet articulate it. and we cannot teach that to
which we have not ourselves committed.
There are problems with regaiTI to just vesting the concerns in
schools, because learning does not only take place in the school, It
takes place as well in the community and in the home And we
have to ha\ e a coordinated approach that reaches out to all of
those places so that children are enabled to learn, that they are
given the opportunity to learn
Today we are holdn g a meeting at AAAS. a training session for
a group of ministers , nd lay persons who are participating in the
AAAS Black churche, program They are running math and sci
ence programs after school, on Saturdays Many of them have community computer learning centers that are there in their churches
as a part of them They are trying to reach out into communities to
make a difference We bae to multiply that effort and multiply
the effort of all of the other groups that are out there who are concerned , bout the education of black. Hispanic and American
Indian kids
We are not goini.; to sok e these problems working independently
of each other We all hae to do our part. but we must do it in the
context of a coherent strategy We are going to have to bite the
bullet and say, 'out system Is fa iii rig But we are also going to
have to realize that I n so many of t he,e cases it is not our children
who need fixing. it is our system
We bae programs that are out there, hundreds of them, thouof them Betty Vetter mention,A some of them We have listrigs of a lot of them Wt need more of them, but we cannot ignore
t.an neer create enough inforthe formal educational sstem
mal programs to replace or substitute the formal educational
st ern

But the informal progranis are instrut.tive. they hive a message,
the% teacli us a lesson that we hae to listen to When you have
academwally competent people teaching who are enthusiastic. who
care about their subject. who expect all of their iddren to learn,
when ou pros ide high expectations and an ot-port unity to engage
disco%ery and in mathematics learning, these children
st

I think that o i r historicall;, black colleges and universities and

our institutions ser% mg Ihspanic and American Indian students in

,ubstantial numbers hae taught us that when a nurturing and

ultkat mg strategy is employed. those students respond We know
what 1,4 e hae to do Now we must have the leadership and the will
and the commitment to nioxe forward with that knowledge
Than h you
Chairman GLENN Thank you %cry mut h Thank all of you I
wish we had se%eral hours here
lAa me try and simplify this a little hit and find out if I am completely off base on some of this I mentioned earlier, kids tend to
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rise to the level of expectation And we talked about the Asian
kids, there's an assumption that they are good in math "automatically No, it isn't necessarily that. It is the fact that the Asian
kids by and large have a very coIlesive family unit and the families
expect it out of them

What you, Dr Treisman, in effect do at Berkeleyand I read
background mt.-terial on what you had done thereis very interest

mg You did not take the remedial approachthat you are a

dummy, I'm going to prop you up in this area here.
You took the opposite appwach that said, okay, we are going to
have a workshop for excellence. It wasn't remedial; it was how excellent can you be In some ways you are sort of filling the family
role there. You are al absent family unit, if you w -tiled to oversimplify it. Does that oversimplify it9

Dr TREIsmAN I think another member of the family I think
there is a little danger in thinking about it only as a question of
examinations It is true that children rise almost to the level of expectation, but theie also has tu be substance There has to be suo-

stance

The human species, as Carl Sagan said, wants to understand If
there ure rich enironments in which students can learn and there
az e expectations that they will do so, everything I have seen in my
lite as a teacher ,;hows that ,,tudents will iespond

Chairman GLENN Any of the rest of you want to comment on
that.'
Ms VE'rrEit I think he is absolutek right
Dr MAIA'OM Absolutely

MS VETCER They v. ill also respond in the opposite direction If
you Sire assumed to be incapable you vs ill reaL11 thy level of incapa-

bility that you are assumed to have
Chairman GLENN See, we get t rn two ways here We are devel
oping new ;:urriculum. we ore doing ail these different things here

on curriculum There has tu be the substance there, I grant you
that But then you make a '.ery powerful. powerful case with the

examples of some teaLhers that Just by the dynamics of their teach
mg are centers of excellence beyond anything you would normall,'
expect out of whateer thy curriculum is or is not in particu!ai
s,:hools You point out a half a dozen schools in the United States,

high schools that you know of that are supply points for

that-7

Dr fithismAN But I 1R-se tea( hers lyain

kidi-

if you look at Gal field.

in the early days they started with the worst kinds of instructional
materials, Lrank and plug, rote drill They liked it, their students
liked it And they discovered a year or 2 in that their students
couldr't do anything And they were forced to figure outin thEir
wordshow much time they could buy to free themselves from the
textbooks

In my case it took 3 or 4 years of realizing that I could help students get A's in calculus That was relatnely easy Helping 'hem
really to come to the next level uf doing mathematics required that
I rethought what calculus was about Our college courses were
compressed post-Sputnik They were essentially sorting and selecting devices designed in a time of surplus

No student with intellectual integrity can learn physics from college physics course:, It comes o quickly that you Lan only learn it
formally So they are really twin problems There is the question of

constiucting academic community, of providing teachers who have
the fretdom and the ability to actually teach and to work with
kids, and on the other hand there is the question of substance
Chairman GLENN How important is this spreading out the hole
process of math and science education that was mentioned earlier

today so that is an ongoing process through a number of years.
rafter than taking kids up to a point and then saying, bang. you
are now immersed ol this and then you are out and immersed in
something else.'

Is that a very important factor or is that a minor factor.'
Dr TREISMAN

In the middle h is an important significant

factor

Chairman GLENN Ms Vetter. what 1,) you think'
Ms VETTER I agree that it is an important significant factor It
is not the only one. but I think it would make a lc, of difference
We bring children in too fast ,ind send them back out too fast. from
math, from science They are expected to learn all the physics they

are going to get in

I

year and so many of them don't even ap-

proach physics

Chairman GLENN Are the testing programs .ahdyou heard the

comersation here a moment areare the testing programs %Aid
that cempare our students with other students around the world"
MS VETTER Oh. yes I think they are
Dr THEISMAN

I behee that, unfortunately, they are and that

somenmes teacher& are defensi% e about thi& and look forin Chica-

go the awrage third grader some years ago test:d at the level of
third grade black student te&ted at tht legal of mental retardation And e r...&pon&e of the ,_ommunity and the teachers was test
n iirder ma-znitude
bia& %%ell maybe three pow,- I mean it
t hre order-. ot pLumitude
"hairman GLENN Well, if the test &core& are alid, then where
are we going wrong' Is it in the teaching then" Do the foreign
teachers have a better grasp of thing's' Do they mon% ate" Do thty
do the things like vou are talking about" Do they hae more expectation their students.'
What is different then ' Because in foreign nation's they have
black kids, they are nati%e Indian kids, they ha.e a!l sort& of kids
So we can t say that that is our big difference
Dr TREISMAN It is clear that the Soiet Union has roughly the
same kind of diversity that we do
('hairman GLENN Well, not quite as far as m,noi ity it is a different minority representation, but they have ,,ome minorities, yes
Dr TREISMAN They hae many minorities It is not a question of
diversity, I think I think it is also clear that none of the countries
in the world is doing especfally well I mean, the differences are
there, but there don't seem to be studenu, who are really excelling
in the large
But I think that it is a problem of numbers of hour,- and numbersjust raw numbers of hours of instruction, the working conditions of teachers, the things that teachers are responsible for If we
look in communities now ethnographically. studying the black stu

)

7,1

dents, M. t- see them ,oming home and watching DIN orce Court We
need in faa to rethink how many hours of schooling there needs to
he

Chairman Gu:NN Does that get back to tamily expectations

then. family control. family dictating what the kids are gumg to do
w hen they are out of school'
Dr TREISMAN I think that if schools in many communities NA. ere

, to "), mixed with daycare and were year round, there ould be

enormous support
Dr MALCOM You know. one of the things that we have seen is
that a lot of these after school i.rograms in fact provide the kind of

alternatie Where the aittrneioat exists, the kids actually flock to
it It is not a matter that :hey are looking to go tu see D,Yorce
Court, it is just that that is the on!y- thing that is there
If there were other things that were there, other options for enuld de
.:agmg in meaningful activity. I think that in fact they
that You asked the question ahuut the international comparisons
arid whether they are Yalid and what are we doing wrong. One of
the things that I see, quite frankl y. is that we don't actually gie

akar kids the Luntent that would be needed to answer the questions
to perform well on those tests We haYe so dumbed down and re-

duced tlw curriculum to a point where they don't get what they
need to make sense out ot :he things that are asked un the exami-

nation
We haye to naYe a relook it the currkulum I think that people

like Jaimi Escalante and Uri and othe, :eachers who are out there
ire successful in spite ot the curriculum and, in fact, have to
,gnore it in oruer really to make the kinds of progress with the stu-

cients that needs to be made
We do haYe to do something with that content, because eYeryon.,
is

not that kind of teacher

.V.ust

of these children will not he

heay hitters They are going to haye regular people who
somehow provide the students with "-e opportunity to
ir the subject matter that we think is im, ant and is necessary to be suuessful and productiye within the work force and as

serYed
haYe

citizens

Dr TRElt,MAN I think it is opportunity to learn, that's the largest factor that we can influence If students seelooking at the National Assessment uf Educational Progress and going back and
studying Ahat students haYe seen at varying leels uf performance,

students who haYe seen good mathematics and science du Yery well

on mathematics and science tests Student, who hace workbooks,
drill and practice. do very poorly
Chairman GLEN N Should we be putting a lot more into teacher
education'
Dr TREISMAN Absolutely'

Chairman GLENN T,acher qualification, teacher standards'
N,'Eri ER ,thsol ute!
We did swilething toially unintentional
twn 1.ke decided to open the world to women o that tlw.v could
be som?thing besides a nurse ur a teacher, which is the only thing

we used to let them do And we didn't realize that what would

happen is that we would lose this cadre of dedlcated teaLl ,Ars because they would now be able to go do something else, and we
didn't make up for it
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Well, as the teachers got worse and worse and we of course,
were trying to gr.w more teachers very rapidly because our students were increasing, and the teachers did not keep up, so we
started paying them less and respecting them less. and this went in
a vicious circle where the teachers got down to tL quality that was
so exceedingly poorand many of them are still in the school
system.

Now, we are gomg to lose a lot of the rest of those in the next 10
years simply because they w ill get old enough to retire But if we
don't do something very intensiye to make sure that therr replace-

ments are able to do a better job. I think we can send the whole
thing rl-,wn the drain

r MALCOM. I think that there is a key issue also in the fact
.at as the minority student populaeion is increasing, the minority
population is decreasing. Now, that is not to say that eyery
, ktd needs to be taught by a minority teacher.. but I think
mu,
that sends the wrong message to the minority kids as well es to
the majority kids when you do not see minority teachers And I
think that this is, something that w are really going to have to
deal with
Chairman GUNN I:, that
now

experience. too, with these groups

For instanceand I don't want anybody to misunderstand

thisit you take a couple of black kids, and you haY e a group of 2,
and y ru have got some .Asian kids and others, dues race play a
factor in then acceptability back and forth Do the Astan kids go
for an Asian acadenuc excellence group that they bat ideas off of,
as you describe in rhe literature, and if a black kid riles into that
he is lot accepted by that gr 7 And vice versa"
true, and
Dr TitFISMAN I thmk. unfortunatel y. on aYerage i
to work
it is sad It reflects a failure of our society I cert.mly
harder to reach out to mY students to make it possible r me to
really Interact with them as human beings And the fact that there

are no black faculty-Chairman GUNN Unfortunately, there are a lot of hurdles we
are not oYer yet, obviously

Dr MALCOM Well, you know. one of the things that makes that
tough is that when you are a black student in a physics program,
t9r example. at a majority in.,titution, in all likelihood you are the
only one You hay e no one to study with You don't have a support
system You haye to Find your support system some place else This
is often true with women too When you have this Isolation, it
makes it tough If you can reach crittcal mass, get enough people so
they can support each other. you are usually in pretty good shape
Chairman GLENN We are on a yoteand I hate to end this even
though we are way oYer time herebut we are on a vote and we
are down to our last few minutes So I have to go for tLie floor here
We appreciate you all being here this morning It aas been very
interesting We obymusly need a day for each one of you here, not
rts a panel So thank you all very much, we appreciate it
The hearmg will stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair
'Whereupon. at 12 30 p m , the Committee was adjourned subject
the call of the Chair
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Reform in Science and Mathematics Education:
Strength in Numbers

Mr

Chairman:

Let me begin by thanking you for the opportunity to appear before
this Committee today to share some of my thoughts on one of the

most troublesome problems facing our nation: the fate of our
children in an increasingly technological world
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Today we stand at (-r,ssroads, as a true emergen,-y in science and

mathemati, s edrwation takes shape all around us

fall to meet the
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For example,
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The percentage of ,ollege freshmen choosing to major in
engineeting has declined 21* in the last 10 years, while the

percentage choosing to major in computer science has declined /5

And in 086, 55% of all doctoral degrees in engineering

percent

awarded in the United States went to foreign students, and 23% of
all doctoral degrees in science went to foreign students

futther eia,-erbate the problem, oui changing demographics /.re

Blacks and Hispanics curiently make up 20% of the

startling

United States p/rulatrn, but acc,urt frr less than 2% of
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hut health, liusing, and the education of our
.hildreh The .-,mpetit,-h )t the limited pool of s:-.1entists in
the futilte
I
mately tea.h ,.ely one
b,Inhs and

The responsibility f r addressing this problem does not rest
solely with the federa- g-vernrnent - it must involve the private

se,toi as well as the ,,ast aitay of local, state and federal
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Thank you for this opportunity to present some ideas on hcw
the nation can go about the uigent busi-,ess of reforming science
Our failures in science education are ubiquitous,
education.
long-standing, nationally debilitating, and well-known. For toe
In my remarks,
long now, last ,g solutions have evaded us.
therefore, I will concentrate on suggesting finding solutions
rather than on defining, once more, the problems.
The
My comments are presented in three related sections.
first discusses why it. is that our prior efforts to refc'm
science education in the United States have yielded sc little
The second focuses on the curriculum as the centerpieee
st cess.
of reform and summaruzes the approach being taken by the America,
Association for the Advancement Lf Science. The final section I
will comment on the draft bill being proposed by senators tulenn
and Hatfield.

I. The Failure :I Reform in Sc.ence

Since World War II, the United States has experienced three
major reform cycles cenceriqg on science ed,ucation. The first
was largely in response to post-war industzialization, the second
to the space race, a^d the current one to intensifying global
In each case the country came to belie,e
economic competition.
that our ability to re8;.on1 effectively depended, in the final
analysis, upon radically improving education, especially, taJt ric,t
exclusively, in science and mathematics.
In each recurring manifestation of the "science education
crisis," there has been a flurry of actionpublic and private,
local, state end Federalfollowed oy a tailing off of effort.
The net result is not reassuring, for as the studies of the last
decade have ahown, the nation's schools are failing to produce
graduates who are able to participate responsibly in a world
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largely shaped by science and technology.
efforts not added up to lasting reform?

Why have the reform

My answer points more to what we have failed to do than to
the failures of what we have undertaken to do, more to how we
have gone about doing things rather than what we have done. To
be sure, time and again we have taken action: passed state laws
to raise standards, funded curriculum development projects and
teacher inservice training, created scholarship and recognition
programs fo: science and math teachers, established information
and support centers, formed business-school partnerships, put
some new technology In the schools, and much else. However,
viewed nati,nally and over time, our approach in all cf this has
been timid, sp,radic, and haphazard.
(1) As a Iation, we have vle4ed school reform as zerely a
matte: of fixing up the existing system instead of
All of the evidenceand,
completely transforming it.
:ndeed much of the rhetoriccalls for a radical
restructuring of elementary and seconaary education, and yet
we settle for patchwork solutions.
We have been unwilling,
it seems, to accept the notion that significant and lasting
reform will take time (a generation or longer) and require a
Contrast or shortsightedness in
maJor national invests,ent.
education with tne vision and Moldness with u1ich we
undertook the space program after Sputnik and the building
of the interstate h.ghway system.
.21 l.ack.ng a strong ratioral sense of the need to
completely trahsform publ.c education, our reform efforts .r
science education have core and gone in response to dr.fti%g
Long before the latest reform measures,
public mood.
whatever they may be, can take root, a complacent puolic
loses interest and the effort dwindles. Our political
leaders, most of whom m..st 1..rely understand how h.gh the
stakes are for the country and that reform by co-v.lsiowi.: not 40:',S, have fa.led so far to create a wav of
to change
s.sta.r.ng a nat.oh-ide reform ..:fort long eroug
the system.

;3) As sens:ble as they may .-d.vidually seem at the time,
our hundreds of p.eces of state and federal legislation and
our thousands of ;national, state, and local) proJects and
patches--and patches
programs have been as so many tempora:
Our
on patches--slapped here and there on a sinking vessel.
approach to reform .n science education has been, and
continues to be, a hotchpotch: try this anu try that, do
something here and something else there, start and stop and
This haphazard
start again, go one way and go another.
approach is as inescapable as it is ft:it:less, given the
absence of clear national goals and of a ocid national
strategy for reforT
2
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While there is much to be said about the first two claims-that our approach to reform in science education has been timid
rather than sweeping and sporadic rather than sustainedI will
focus my attention on tht thirdour chaotic approach to reform.
(Throughout, I differentiate between national and federal. The
former refers to scope, and may include local, state, and Federal
)urisdictions, and the private sector as well: the latter refers
o.ly to the legislative and executive branches of the U.S.
Government.)
A serious effort to transform the American school system
nationwide must, I believe, be focussed on the attainment of
specified national educational goals and must be part of a
carefully thought out national strategy. I do not propose to
spell these out--that is the 3ob of Congress and the
Administration in collaboration with the states--but to suggest
what their elements might be.
National goals

At the recent education summit meet.ng of the president and
the governors, it was agreed that the next step must be to
formulate national goals for the schools. This is an important
step forward, for the right set of ambitious yet attainable goals
will make it possible to bring coherence Into our necessarily
diverse reform actives. The right set, that is. The
temptation will be to set goals dealing such (some4hat)
measurable matters as time spent in school, the amount of science
and math to be taKen by students, the qualifications of teachers,
attendande and dropout rates, graduation standards, violence in
the schools. class size, performance or standardized tei., etc.,
More is needed.
and stop there.
ln addition, the nation needs a clear and comprehensive set
of goals spelling ot..t what all children should kno6 and be able
tc do by the time tney compriEe high school. By this I do not
mean what is taught out what residual K.-ow:edge and s-.11s rema,after the exams are over and the details forgotten. These
learning goals should:
: mean tne nature. end social
cover the sciences ;by
sciences, mathematics, and technology; and the humarities,

concentrate on t-le common core of kncwledge and sks we
expect of al: our citizens rather tnan on that for t-ose
students who .11.1 gc on to the various speclalized
occupatiors,

place qua.lty of understanding above quantity cf material to
be learned so t!-at the schools can corcentrate their efforts
on what is really essential, and
3
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be cast in a way that makes it possible for curricula to oe
developed for reaching them and for procedures to be
desiTned for assessing their attainment by sc'
districts, the states, and the nation.
National strategies
If it is to occur at all, the reform of science education in
America will require local, state and federal action.
But given
the extreme disaggregation of resources and authority that
characterizes our educational system, it is all the more urgent
that there be a national strategy for reform. Otherwise our
efforts will continue to be piecemeal, hit and miss, and often at
odds with each other. The kind of strategy we need is one having
components and characteristics such as these:
It would, as suggested above, call for the identification
and promulgation of national goals. All reform measures
would then be judged in terms oraeir ability to contribute
to those goals. These same goals would be uned to monitor
and report national progress (or lack of progress). What
can be done to identify ano promulsate national goals?
The strategy would be comprehensive, dealing with all
students, all subject areas, and ali aspects of the school
system.

A key part of the reform strategy must be the intrpe.oction
of new curricula In the elementary and secondary ._hools.
Such curricula should be designed to insure that all
students achieve the understandings and skills specified in
the national goals statement. They should also help define
what changes are needed In the design of learning materials,
the organ.ration of Instr,Ction, the preparation of
teachers, etc.
In this operational serse, curriculut refc.rm
becomes a centerp.ece in 'itle transformation of the education
svs'em

The division of respons.btyO'c does w)lat, who pays
whatwould te spelled out among local, state, and Federal
:urisdictions. As part of this, a capability for monitorins
and coordinating the various efforts needs to be created.
Part of the strategy would include reaching agreement on
4hat happens vhen particular districts or states fail or are
unable to carry out their agreed-upon responsibilities.
Responsibilities would be assigned to all of those Federal
agencies having a major stake in the quality and character
of precollege education.
Congress would provide appropriate
budgetary resources to each, and some process instituted for
mon, ,ring the performance of each. Included would be
4
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Defense, the individual military services, Energy,
Agriculture, Labor, Commerce, NIH, the Public Health
Service, NASA, EPA, and others in addition, of course, to
Education and NSF.
A mechanism would be established for coordinating
Congressional action as it bears on the reform of education.
With so many different committees being Involved in one
aspect or another of science, science education, and
education in general, It is difficult to formulate
comprehensive and compatible policies.

The strategy would include a provision for modernizing the
entire educat.on system technologicallyevery school and
classroom in every state. This would call on all that is
known about information and communications systems, about
learning and teaching, and about the cost-effective
Such an education
complex systems.
operatic..
infrastructure might be thought oc as relating to learning
and teaching as does the interstate highway system (with its
connections to state and local roads) is to transportation.
The recruitment of the nation's teaching faculty ought to
receive special attention. Current approaches, parochial In
concept-on and practice, ha,,e fatled dismally. Not only do
we not seem to be able to recr.ilt enough talented young
people intc teaching, we are do.ng even worse in attract.ng
This at the time when the
minorities .nto the profess.on.
proportion of minority st dents is rising in the schools and
science .ole models arc more needed than ever. Something is
needed or a national scale comparable to the recr,:iting
effort of t'e m.litary serv.ces. Th.s w.II involve fa: mome
that a fe.., scholars'.ps and lots of plead.ng.
:t .s
a.1 of th.s, the matter of m0-ey ca-rst be d.rked.
poss.ble. inceed likely, tna" a re.: system of ed.cation
e cost effective than the present one, but :co..d be order 'n get s.cn a system .t w.11 be necessary to invest
SImple
suostant:al capital in charging the ssterr.
ar.tnmetIc snows that popula: ti....sms, such AS "money is not
the problem," are beh.de the po.rt, tne pol-t being that It

taxes c...p.tal otner tha- wnat It takes to r,in a system to
from? A
charge it. Where is the reforT cap.-a: to come

nat.ona: pclicy should make It c.ear who has to pay for
what, and a p:an devised for aggregating and dispens.-g tne
Simply increasing the o.dget of tne
necessar-, funds.
Department of Ed.catron may rot be the way do tnis.
As d.ffic.ilt as .t is, we reed a strategic
Finally t.me.
plan fo: 'keeping us ,n the game ':.rg enough to implement
Orl'y a or; term effort can bear
changes that will
Programs, pro;ecrs, and r.-ding m.st have lifetime
fr It.
5
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expectations of decades rather than years, and evaluations
of effects must not be rushed. The "quarterly profit a-d
loss statemer*" syndrome is fatal ln education, for only a
long term approach has a chance to succeed.
Project 2061

In 1981, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) became very worried about the situation in the
schools of our country. While the AAAS was concerned about the
ability of America to pcoduce enough scientists, mathematicians
and engineers to meet our future needs, it was especially
distressed by the accumulating evidence that few of our high
school graduates are scientifically literate.
Believing that the future of America, and the future of
American science, as well, depends heavily on the quality of
science education of all of our citizens, the AAAS put scie.ue
literacy at the top of its list of priorities. Using its own
resources, and supported by grants from fotindations and ladustry,
the AAAS instituted a series of programs and projects (to add to
those already underway) intended to help the schools produce
scientifically literate graduates. Among these are:
SCIENCE RESOURCES FOR SCHOOLS -- hands-on activities
(involving math and engineering, as well as science) for
middle-grade students
CHALLENGE OF THE UNKNOWN -- a series of filmed sequences
(distr buted free of charge along with a teacher's gLiide) to
be used b,1 middle-grade math students in learning
quantitative pro'lem solving

SCIENCE SECNARS FOR TEACHERS -- top scientists meet wIth
small groups of ],,,n.or and senior high school science
teachers to discLss the nature and significance of recent
discoveries

SCIENCE EDUCATION NEWS -- monthly review uf new projects and
developments in science education distriouted free of charge
to interested scientists, educators, policy makers, and
business leaders

SCIENCE EDUCATION DIRECTORY -- an%al listing of
individuals, national organizations (scientific and
educational), and (federal and state) agencies and
legislative committees
each year AAAS convenes
NATIONAL FORUM ON SCHOOL SCIENCE
leaders from education, science, business and government to
d.scuss issues in science ech,ca--on and promote action
6
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a widely distributed annual
THIS YEAR IN SCHOOL SCIENCE
publication, based on commissioned papers and analysis of
recent data, that focusses on the topic of that year's
National Forum
SCIENCE EDUCATION IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE: LESSONS FROM FIVE
COUNTRIES -- an example of studies published from time to
time by AAAS on key topics in science education
But even as AAAS was instituting these programs, it Was
looking at the bigger picture in science education, including the
failure of previous such efforts to result in deep and lasting
reform, in an effort to come up with a strategy for change that
By 1984, the details of a long-term, comprehensive
would work.
reform project had been worked out, and, in 1985, thanks to
support from the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation, PROJECT 2061: EDUCATION FOR A CHANGING
FUTURE tas launched.

A summary of PROJECT 2061 is submitted as a supplement to my
Instead I will point
remarks, so I will not go into detail here.
out some of its features that bear on the matters before this
committee.
First it
The project is comprehenslue in seveta. respects.
defines science-Iiteracy in a way that cuts across all of
the natural and social sciences, mathematics, and
technology. These are so linked to each other and to
contemporary life that they need to be considered together
Moreover, It is comprehensive in that it focusses on al:
grades tin the belief that it wil: take the full K-I2
experience to produce scientifica.ly literate graduatest and
will dea: with all components of the system (curriculum,
materia.s, methods, teacher preparation, testing, etc.)

Project 2061 is long-term, bel-g designed to take two
decades or longer to acFieve nationwide transformation of
science and technology education in the schools. Because of
this time commitment, the project is divided into phases.
Phase I, now complete atter three years of work by
hundreds of scientists and educators, set out only to
define goals--what everyone should know and be able to
do In science, math and technology by the time they
graduate.
Phase II, now underway, is a three-year effort to
design alternatIve curriculum models for achieving the
Phase I goals and to prepare guidelines fo. action
syst-em.
deal -g ,ditn the other components of the
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Phase III is expected to take 10 to 15 years to
implement the Phase II designs nationwide.
Project 2061 is 92a1-directed, which is why so much time and
These are spelled
energy ,as Inves .d in defining goals.
out in the Phase 1 report, Science for All Americans,
probably the most comprehensive description of what
constitutes scientific literacy yet formulated.
The project is collaborative. It already engages
scientists, mathematicians, engineers, educators,
philosophers, historians, industrialists, and policy makers,
and in due course parents and other stakeholders will be
full participants.

A central feature of the Project 2061 approach to reform is
They
that teachers have a critical creative role to play.
are not being asked to impleme37CTITTicula developed by
others, but to take the lead in designing alternative
Phase II has been designed to accomplish this.
models.
Design teams have been selected from six different
communities representative of the diversity of America.
Each team is composed of 20 teachers, 3 principals, and
2 curriculum specialists, collectively cutting across
all grades and subject areas.
Over the more than two years that they will be
developing their models, the team members will devote
summers to the project as well as having four days of
release time each month.
Each team will be supported in several ways, including
dedicated work space; computers at home and in the
project space, the latest electronic and print
materials related to their work; funds for travel to
investigate unusual curricula elsewhere and to
participate In professional and educational meetings;
consultants as needed: and the physical and
intellectual resources of ore or more collaboratin,
universities.
In developing new K-I2 curricula in science, math and
technology, the teams are not bound by the constraints
of their existing syst.ems, and are flee to be as
Moreover, they are not under
inventive dS they wisn.
the gun to design curricula to cover all of the
traditional material but only that found in Science for
All Americans. Quality in scien,e education, rather
than quantiTi, is what they are about.

8
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It can be seen from this brief review that Project 2061
incorporates an entirely new approach to reform in science
Perhaps. it can, to some degree, become past of a
education.
At the very least, consideration should be
national effort.
given to adopting the learning goals of Project 2061, as
expressed in Science for All Americans, as national goals.
Comments on "The Excellence in
Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education Act of 1990"
I would be pleased to meet with staff to go over the
For the momcnt, let me note the
propcsed bill in detail.
follow:ng:
1.

I agree that a bill (or set of related bills) is needed
to "establish a leadership role for the Federal
Government in promoting pre-college science,
Indeed,
mathematics,and technology education reform."
given my earlier comments on formulating a nationAl
ably essential.
approach to reform, such a move is p:

2.

The draft bill, however, is not nearly comprehensiqe
It calls for the
enough to serve that purpose.
establishment of only two mechanisms--regional
consortiums and a national clearinghouse--when in all
likelihood many others are also needed.

3.

At the same time, more is being expected of the
regional consortiums than they are likely to be able to
dellver, especially since the funding level,
$15,000,000 is so modest, even given local matching.
For that amount, relat:vely few teachers can be brought
up to necessary standards of knowledge of science, matn
and technology and of new methods of teaching that
content, let alone all of the othe: functions listed in
Sec. 103 of the draft bill.

4 .

S.

If tnis is to be a limited bill. as It might well be
and still be wor'h passing, then it should be sharply
Of the choices
focussed on one particular function.
possible, training classroom teachers might not be the
one of choice. It is expensIve (as it is yenerally
done) and often futile unless other matters are dealt
with simultaneously.
But of course the draft bill says, in that section,
only that "such activities may include" any of the 14
"May," however, softens the bill from a
listed ones.
systems standpoint, once agaln resulting in
uncoordinated, patchwork activitles that do not add up
to e systematic ref.,rm effort.
9
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6.

Many of the activities called for are already beirg
carried out, though on limited scale. For example,
quite a few national, state, and lorAl alliances have
come into being in the lest decade, and some are quite
effective (although most of them struggle for
resources). And programs for under-represented in
science and engineering are numerous and funded by
government agencies and charitable foundations.

7.

It is not clear what services the Regional Consortiums
and National Clearinghouse would serve that are not
already being provided (albeit on too small a scale) by
the regional educational
1,
stories, ERIC, the
National Diffusion Network,
. Office of Educational
Statistics, NSF and other Fedtra' entities.
,

8

There is no provisi'..a to engag

9.

The bill does not have a focus on goals, such as those
suggested by the scientific community in Science for
All Americans or being developed by the governors.
Such an explicit orientation would make it easier to
coordinate the activities proposed by this bill with
those created by other legislation.

10.

Finally,

other Federal agencies
other than the Department of Education and the Naticnal
Science Foundation.
Yet a dozen or more Federal
agencies have a great stake In the quality of
precollege science educatiod and ought to be required
to participate in reforming it.

1 suggest that the proposed level of funding
is out of scale in relation to the proposed activities,
as noted earlier, but still more so with regard to tl.e
magnitude and complexity of the problem being
addressed.

10
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Introduction
The crisis in science, mathematics and technology education in
the United States is thoroughly documented by reports, studies, and
testimonies of experts. It would be an easy matter to provide the

committee with a repetition of the Wsmal md frightening statistics and
data which illustrates the seriousness of this crisis.* But, this has been
done over and oer again, and it is time to focus on solving the
problem

Let me summarize the most serious part of the problem and its
consequences The problem consists ot seeral parts. The United
States Is tailing to educate its citizens in science and technology. Not
t:11 are 1N e tailing to provide the essential science and technology
knov% ledge and skins to those citizens s ho are working in fields other
tban science and technolop, but w e are failing even to produce
sutticient numbers and sufficient quality ot scientists and engineers
trom our otn countrt, The tact that halt ot the engineering faculty in
the L nth. .ates not. consists ot toreign nationals is a stunning
admission ot our tailure to produLe graduae engineers A major part
or our problem has been the abject tailure ot interention techniques
in bringing w omen ,an2 minorities into sclenutic careers or een in
roaming manl, trom minont groups in our schools Without the
proportu,nal participation ot vomen and mmonhes in the scientific
and tochni,al oLcupations ot er the ne\t set eral Vears, the 1.:xted
States cannot po!-_;111% mamtam een its current level of deknse,
competitn.e edge or econom mu,h ICS', make the needed
Imprm. t ments

1.,17t_

:v the Scivn,-e and Atathernatks I du,ation Brie ing BA /4.* 01

z.)r 1Zeeanh In

U.

arel Hut, N C , August 1989)
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instead of sporathc intervention for specific population segments,
the entire country desperately need.; high-,quality education for all
oung people, not just future scientists, should be exposed
children
to core curriculum of well-designei: science and technology ccAirses
taught by wen-prepared teachers. All young people must remain in
science and technology classes throughout high school This can be
accomplished through reform efforts in science instruction and by the
development of appropriate curriculum so that all children can succeed
in science

Although some federal support tor reform efforts in science
education has been forthcoming, such tunus are largely serving the
purpose of teacher training and research, and development of curr.
at the national level The costs ot local adaptations and
implementat,oas arc tar higher and cannot reasonably be supported by

loial or state goiernments alone -I hese are generally one-time start
up k:ostt necessar only until the lok al sLhool districts can support the
normal operating expenses

Federal Role in the Support of Silence, Mathematics, and
Technology Education
I et me otter v. hat I belie\ C are reasonaHe criteria for the federal
role in s.lenot and mathematics edu,ation and mdicat kshich agencies

hake the appropriate responsibilik IA hen national needs, like defense,
k.omptit.k ene,,, or tne nanon s ekonoirk, are seriously jeopardized
ther, is a tederal re:Tonsibilit to deal vkith the problem lids
s titation pre.enilk e\t.ts ifl sk.lenke mathemanis, and technology
%%nu

11,,

problem recHris reeark.h or the do,

ot
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onginal matenals of the kind that can be generalized and used
throughout the nation, it is unreasonable to expect these costs to be
borne by state or local governments. This is clearly a federal
responsibility

It new developments in science, mathematics, and
technology educat1on require unusual start-up costs, such costs would
be so disruptiNe of loial budgets or eNen cf state government budgets,
that at least part of the costs should be borne :)y the federal
government Once a program k)r delnerN of science and mathematics
education is established, then it becomes the responsibility of local and
state goNernments to tuily support it The federal government sho..ild
not he in the business of pros iding routine costs for instruction or for
routine in-serNict training for teachers It is die larger expenditures
required to addrkss a crisis, national in scope, that should hring f}le
federal goernment into the support of science and mathematics
education

Specific Ageno. Responsibilities for the Federal Role
\ow cor,ider the responsibiht ot different agencies rhe two
maio- go\ ernment funding agencies tor science education are the
National Science Foundation and the Department of Education The
\ationai science Foundation ha, prinurv responsibility tor basic
re.ear 1
n.
c, engineering and in science and engineering
education inc:uding researc;) and do, clopmvnt associated w ith
in!..truL
methodolop or cun ic,dum Inc development ot original
materials 1, also tilt. >pon'qbalt \ (it the National silence F( unuation
But, the implementation of new materials that will be used
nanonw ide should be the function
the Department of Fdukai.
Also ti r tt,t&n,n ot lar4e nt-nt'vr, it tea her.. tdr national

Si
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impHnentation of new programs and curricula should be the
reponsib.lity of the Department of Education Basic generic research
in eclucation should be the responsib:Iitv of the D .rartmem of
Education If the educational research is specific to science,
engineering or mathematics, t'en the research should be the National
Science Foundation s responsibilits There should be a Lontmuum of
responsibilit\ trorn one agency to the other, with basic resea7-11
presided by NST at one end, and implementation of that reseaLh for
new programs pros ided by the Departmen: ot Education at the other
end ot the .ortiruum The same kind ot Lontinuum ss ould follow for
the relatedness t t research and deelopment or implementation
s,ien%e to non-scien,e areas ot education
Needs of Science, Math and Te nolop Education
tn% tederal role established and the appropriate functions
denred tor the N:sf- and the 1)%;-,arlment ot Fouc-ation, let us consider
urgent national needs and ho%% the% might be met

these agencies

he presc t National `,Lien%e Foundation programs proside the base ot
suiTort tor r. sean:h and de%elopment and for teacher enhancement in
:er,
ark

t

\ hat are as ld,tionalk needed ho%% e% er

(1inologN

reinoni1 corisornym, to disseminate ne%% reformpod materials and teachn.g ini'thodoloizies an
national
su,i) material,
i methods bach en rtium

:on.:

shoulc.

pr )sid,

enter :l',Jted at a sollege, unitersity oand de%111'illent e:,tcr k(i.ular funding should he
ra:ional ,os:s
h a :enter of
th.
si

151

Is,

tor

Rog,ona:

.
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Consort:urns would identth, adapt disseminate, and implcment
science, matl'ematics, and technolog% educ Lon instruction materials
teaching methods and assessment too's for use in elementary or
secondar schools Regular t ming should not include funds for
research or de\ eloprnent Such consortia or cente-s should seek
support fr,_,rn the Nation-1 Sc:erc,- Foundation or the Department of
:7,roups to these ad ttional funds
ei%
ith
Educanon
the tunding t at they
rdir
their
and e\pat'd
-7s tne traL re,po-s.:::,:\ .) rra:ntaln the ...nters as a
t the research and
:c.r R
,:';:r ..lett.,r:r,ret that corrroncnt
a:
de% elopment
tor perzods not
e u nd
t.,

"..

tor
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anj tor
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ith n..rdtrw:, rt-onl tht, Nationa: Science Foundation

e US
Dkpartirent or Eduati.n the National Science Teacl s Association
a inalor national rerorrn ot secondary school science
o:

i-erorrn %%hid, t.,-n.,%Ides that eery child %sill study
.se.1-coordinated
hiects tor six years, has

and -trorc -t.prort iron: snence teachers,
st1,.-t-rt,rdents ard 7-; - .enttri, soL:eries (Attached to this
.- a
si..r.--rran or thi- proet its

NST-k t,cope Sequence and Coor, lation Reform
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Some of the costs are the responsibility of the state and
It b in this latter phase that the federal consortia
funding would be especially appropriate With even 50% federal
support, a consortium in Houston, for e- ample, could fully implement
the reform in all secondary schools in 1993 that -ill begin with only
schools

federal gos,ernmem

three schools in the fall of 199C

National Clearinghouse
Let me comment now on the reed :L.,. a national clearinghouse
ro- dit-,seminatior ot retorm materials and methodology Presently, the

Natiiia. S:ionce Teachers Association ts sen.ing 3' '" e national
cleari:s .1..,se and coordinating bs-d . ror our scope, sequence and
coordination retcrm errort NSTA ): a gr_,,Ip ot organizations with a
contra.

ci:t cd provide a comprehensRe national collection and

distributii,n tont ror instructIona. materials methodologies and
,.onivuter data A: ,:xpanded nat.x1al ciearinghouse would be a tw. ow al. operan,2n receng the exce:lent new materials and information
morn tne

,:onsortia an 4 trom tne N.arious federal agencies and

c:issemirat.ng :nose materials throeghout the US One important wav
.;:rougn 'he electronic bulietin
be ..:complished
:or :his :as:.
board S:t.'n Prts>ntiv, \ST A has tnree builetin boards up ard
runmn 24 'ur s a da serIr,: tn yisands or science teachers and
Th-ougt such bulletin boards teachers can communicat2
edu.:ators
and trar,ster lesson materials bac& and torth rapidly in a rorm that can
te printed and used immediatel% The electronk data bases have the
experiments for students, test
potertia t proiding simulations
.tams t, re ,.s.td ts eachers tor student ealuation, and new text or

reading material lust going :arough the development phast The
electronic bulletin boards also proide ior communicanons on critical
matters like laboraton safety, res+, local, state and federal programs ot
support and intormation on institutes and jobs A national
cleannghouse should serve as an e,Nample ot Amencan technology It
shoi1d rot mereh ze a distribution point for printed material, films or
:apes No, ac;:an,es in compact disk ted.nologv are revolutioruziAg
data sto.ar:e retnes,al and the mixing of arious med:a in educational
de:P.er%
A :ationa: c:eannghouse mast tal.e athantage of this nev,
AS 'Ael: a the computer
Conclusion
.cat:cr

t., de:a% ,ol.1r.;.: its problems o: science

17

:.,roposed re:onal conso,turns an
rat:ora. ..r:::1-10List are essertia, tc tte success of am reform enort
rrt. Nat: Ta:
reacners A,so,ciation stands ready to assist the

reierIcen.ie

ensure this su,cel--,;
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1ST k Project on Scope. Sequerce, and Coordination
of Secondar School Science

Project Director - Bill G. Aldridge
,:ou-ses al the l'inted States riot 00; fail to prepee
..t.zer.s .,r oar :e.rnowci.a! soLiev., the:. are 31s0 major filters tv careers in
re.ated ields I.,* our best and brightest students With increases
sd.ence reit.reents ;or gradvati, ii trom nigh school in almost all states. our
nase gained the additional reputation of
ndar.
ex.s'.r.z
pout rates .4 ',lore than 29q betvveen grades
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The following trametxork has been proposed
Proposed Example of a Revised ',Mete CU-liculurO

for 6rodes

Through It in the laded States
Total
Time
spent

totts Per
81ms3s

ttaa

Osem.str.

Rat,

Phys.,
,

Eara't Stts.,

^. urs

,
tea
-

The -rnew
.st ae, r heal rep-xstt o a radlk.a. rL: --"1 of
eduLanon
the t rat:td st .es &to.: -401. ...no,- d tri,ts ha%e alreac . expressed an merest
10;A/wanton prostdtd the program
SA montl al,. :he
rtal
plannIng lunds rd
tP,n the la,: n loh the Depampent of Education has
awarded \ST Bc. r
llege t \led,..ine and the Houston Independent S,P.,
Distnct. a.ong
the State Departmant of ducamm tor Cahtorma, grants
otatItng SI 6 mil ion to inmate this ith:)ortant retorm .5idditional centers are
re:Jed to allow other ,,hA'ts to ma,a the neLessars t.hanges for the reform ettort
IThs tramework a°les ssience teat.hers with tne support c local college or
unAersin.
,,r -ten,e eduLators the orport,duty
k.ft
aeir J'An
:
'Leo
lo,a1
VI, can re ac.ompashed txhile
rur.: the ...tai .ng-edient, t spa-et learning in a doelopmentat
se,t.t .,e ssthe \SI added to that already -ro%ided oc
'

the: Deea-:,-

n-

'h.2.r ...enters to mitiale the, important

A

.a ,rtst pe tt, c

a.r

t-

-,nated sume,:t

.tten.:StA

oety s propietp l
_oncrete t,

geolop at d other

tudents m a coo:dinated ,Aas from the

tOO ar.,:rau with practo,a. ippiwattons oar future citizens Atli he more

oremeJ Ihes
t,

nioiog!

st-,e to pply to thetr me, apd to ,,

at
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ath-- that, .

kn,,,k h. w and %%hen t. a,k 4uestions, how to think

:Tenant de, ',dons haced on reason
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accessible tu all will also mean more and better scientists and engineersand a
dfferent mix among them int.luding larger numbers of sui.h now underrepresented
groups as women and minorities

4
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The Origin of Scope, Sequence and Coorlination
of Secondary School Science Education

"...the basic ideA, that lie at the heart of all
science c.nd mathematics and the basic themes that
glve form to life and literature are as simple as they
dre powerful. To be in command of hese basic ideas,
to use them effectively, requires a continuul deepening
o one's understanding of them in progressively more
complex forms. It is only when such basic ideas are
put in .formalized terms as equations or elaborated
verbal concepts that they are out of reach of the
young child, it he has ;tot first understood them
in tuiti:Thi and had a chance to try them out on his
own. The early teachmg of science, mathematics,
social studies and literatuie should be designed to
teach these subiscts with scrupulous intellectual
honesty. but wHt an emphasis upon the intuitive
rasp of ideas and upon the use of these basic ideas.
A curriculum as it develops should revisit these basic
ideas repeatedly, buildmg upon them until the student
has grasped t':e full formal arparatus that goes with
them."

leroine S. Bruner

The Process of Education
Harvard University Press
Cambridge, 1960
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American girls are told and shown very earlv in school and elsew here that
thea are not expected to be as good in math as boys, and SO of course, this
Jecoiiies a self-fulfilling prophecy. . Minority children in man', schools get the
same ,aessage of inferiority and leek of ability. .

Although there ire some inoicatons that high school students of both

sexes are continuing tneir study of mathematics longer than was true five years
earlier, women are not increasing their registration in the advanced mathematic,
courses ^equired for entry to engineering and the hard sciences (fig. 1).
urther, when oven their vhoice of course selection beginning at ninth grade,

,ore girls than boys drop out of mathematics. ard non-Asian imnorities are

considerably less nicely than majority high school students to enroll in a college
reparatory mathematics sequence.
Pre-eigactr

WOMEN

A4gebra i

ey
Gwentr
Akron. 2

1982
`, 1986

ore-csioicale
Pee-wooers

eagetre I

tvt-N

11111M2111112111.121111

Geometry

AJO*Xs r
Perceic.icaic

0

1111101111.1.111111

10

20

30

40

00

Percent
I ,gar.

.

Highest Nistheinatics Course Taken by 17 ythr oh s. 1982 and 1986.
rhe Mathemattcs Report S ard
Data ,ource

who are Jathematically talented are less hsely than
be selected by their teachers for special programs, or
b5 their families as exceptional and pros ided with a
file I niveraity of
supportive home environment to achieve ir mathematics.
found that girls were
Minnesota 1 alented Youth Mathematics Program (Ltri Y
substantially less likely than boys io be chosen even to tan.' the qualifying
examination for the program when the selection was made )y 'whool officials.
hen found qualified, girls were more likely than boys to reject admission to
the program. and once in it. given equal ability riad equal grades, female
.w.rsistence was lower. I he lack of appropriate support either from the school
or especially from the family, , as well as the sok of other i.:1;ls in the vlass,
edit

girls

as en

auntlerl,, talented
c yen to be .'ecognized

)

were important issues.
'having

al

family

indifferently request withdrawal

of

a

girl performing

near the top of er -lasa while another tenaciouso pleads to continue a boy
occurred all too frequently," aCCoding to the progr
who is strugglar
director, Harvey Keynes. Girls also had to deal with the cultural Issues of
,uldng socially 'tab being a smart girl, and wIth a lack of realization of the
:t of mathematics.

Issues affecting personal esteem, such as lees of self
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Solutions

There are a number of excellent programs scattered throughout the
nation's scbools thai have been started in t - past few years to Laprove science
and math education. The probleia ts to locate be small, healthy trees in the

vast forest of mediocrity and then to make sure that stocks are available for
transplant into other school systems that are ready for change. The National
science ioundation, which has funded several of the pilot efforts, should be
responsible for determining whica ones have proved effeetive and should be
made available n a wider basis.
'Several states are moving ahead. both sepamtely and in groups, to
institute new educational programs and policies at the pm-college level.
erofessional groups are worhing on new curriculum concepts, and industry is

providing more and more support for local school systems.

All of these

activities Must continue and in some cases be strengthened.
Women

The Uath/Setence Network, started at Mills College and now xpanded
throughout the nation, encourages young women to take a full complement of
mathematics

courses

in

high

school,

and

exposes

them

to science

and

This
About 70,000 students participate each year.
excellent program needs to be expanded to the place that every girl has a

engineemng careers.

chance to participate.

The University a Minnesota's 1.4IPTYMP has obtained three year funding
from the Bush Foundation for an intervention program that will solve some of
the problems in the participation of mathematically talented women. But the
problems found for women in that program are surely not limited to Minnesota.
A substantial effort is needed to educate parents, teachers, and society in
general about the damage done to talented girls who do not fit the societal
gender stereotypes. iThe damage done by these stereotypes also negatively
affects boys who do not fit -he molds.l

To reach the important goal of increasing our output of scientists,more
of
natural
population
shrinking
baccalaureate
from
the
science/engineering graduates will need to continue with graduate study, and
some additional assistance that is not now available is required. Women science
graduate students presently are less likely than men, including foreign men in
the same field, to have either Institutional or federal support during their
graduate study: and they are more likely than men to be self-supporting.
National fellowthips for graduate student4 havc declined sharply over the past
decade as resmrehers, iao-fly men, hay., obtained additional funding in their
Typically, male faculty (who
grants to support some graduate students.
receive almost all of the research grants because there are so few female faculty
use
male
graduate
studer's to help with their
prefer
to
in these fields.)
Research assistantships provide an essential apprenticeship for
research.
women

tomorrow's research scientists.

Women graduate students who hit*.e institutional suppor n. are more likely

which,
unlike
research
teaching assistantships,
to have
than men
assistantships, require extra time :coat the graduate research program to

93

prepare teaching :-aterials and in sc.., eases, irade papers.
arprenticeship to teaching. ,,ut not to s..nentific reselt-L.h.

1

it may be an

I. should also ne noted that although the cost of a graduate education is

the ,aTte. at the sane institution, for cien and women. their abdity to repay
oans that may ne required is affected by the fact that women are paid less
than -en once they enter the work teree. Among full time workers, women
earn less nun men with the same degree and experi.i.ice level in every field of
snd the difference increases with years of experience (fig. 4).
70

60

20

42

2..4

5-9

10-14 15-19 20-.24 25-29 30-34 35-39
YEARS CF ExPOAIDGE

Figure 4.

Salaries of Doctorate Scientists and Engineers by Sex and 'fears of
Experience, 1981.

Data Source:

National Research Council

homen have one additional need, resulting from the fact that their best
years for graduate study and for child-bearing coincide. While child care
;pint responsibilit7 for parents, the reality is that worsen with small
h0old
children need additional monetary support to cover child care expenses.
iar.duate programs in natural science and engineering require long laboratory
hours that ll infringe on normal homelife patterns.

Lack of funds for child care may require even the best women graduate
students to withdraw from a graduate program. The alternative - req dring
women graduate students who are not independently wealthy to remain childless
at least through graduate scheol and perhaps the important early years of a
postdoctoral career - is an unacceptable choice either for women or for viciety.
Beginning next year, the National Science Foundation has designated 80
a its 1,050 graduate fellowships as a set-aside for women in engineering. This

is a step in the right direction, but it is insufficient. Women have always been
eligible to compete for the NSF fellowships (except, in the case of non-minority
women, (or the ISO that are set aside for minorities) and the new designation
will assure that women obtain at least ten pe.vent or the remaining federal
fellowships. Women are half of the population and earn 39 percent of the
bachelor's degrees awarded in the NSF science and engineering fields. The
nation needs more ,A them trained to the doctoral level.

27-181 0 - 90 - 4
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Minonties

nce and engineering requires .i.tervention
-ireuenes into
so=e programs already in place, ineluding particularl)
kl..attiematics, Engineering, science kehievementl,
such proven efforts ds
4-oe eoncentrated in the west, need continuing support and expansion. Once
into :ollege, minorit 2. students need additional support programs. such as the
'Amore} hcgineering i'mcgram itaLl') now operating in most engineering schools,

tietting

at ir,e

which provides; a s:.ste-t. ot upper dass aentoring support for freshman and
s'ai`hc-Tolres, a'-tong other toings. The federal program of thnority kccess to
Research tamers
ot the National Institutes of Health is a hi hly
successful Federal intersenuon program estaolished to increase the number a
ore tuan Sao students and tit; institutions have
,ainortly biomedical scientists.
participated in MARi. since 1977, and the track record for the ultimate
euirollment of about t iree fourths of %ANL participants in a graduate or
The NIH 4inorit7, Biological
:..rofessionai program is .iighly impressiee.
earch support ,:lbitts, orogram also nas been elfecti:e to enhance research
csreers Jf iflOnt, tleuitt. iiut the numbers are k.mall.

ttost of the interv-iition programs. if replicated wan care and provided
Aith -table funding. ,an make a substantia. contribution to the bleniification.
recridirent and istacatiun or minority' engineers anti seeentists.

intenention is. of course, a bandage for a wound previously inflicted.

.anorit ..hudren isproportionatrly enter large urban school districts where
there are c.hronic shortages of goc,I mathematics and science teachers, little or
no hands-on laborators science, and most important. low teacher expectations.
As wan girls. the to4 expectations become a self-fulfilling prophecy as students
avoid the -;ore difficult :-.4ith and science icourses, and consequently attain lower
,achaivenwnt scores than the white and Asian boys.

while the role t the federal government in pre-college education is a

limited one, It also can be a vital one. Some of the legislation of the past, if
fun; impleeented. could go a long way to remedy some of the problems of
recreiting unority cruldren into science Even small amounts of educational
difference nake a significant difference in the outcome. Head Start is a proven
program which ccmpensates in many ways for the lack of enrichment suffered
by many children prior to entering kindergarten. It has been shown that
children given the Head Start program are far more likely to complete high
hchool. Li enter college, to becmr.ie tax-paying citizens than their peers who did
nOt have this advantage. They are much less likely to be arrested, or to be
on welfare (Table l). Yet, in 1988, only one in five eligible children were
Education, including
served by Head Start, due to inadequate funding.
intervention education, pays. It is the alternatives that are costly.

Pre-kindergarten children can be helped if their parents - pardcularly
those of children in poverty - understand the importance of science and math
education. Programs stressing parent out-reach. such as the Linkages project
of the Office of Opportunities at the American Association for the Advancement

of S-Ience, should be supported and extended

Children in large cities,

particularly, should be enabled to participate in the
experiences of science museums and library media centers.

in ormal

learning
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TABLE 1

hEll) ST1RT; RLSCLTS. FALL 1984
',Cohort Now 19 learS Old)
Head Start
Percent Employed

S95
67i.
385
611
315

Control
325

49's
high School Geaduates
215
Enrolled in College
385
Function Competem.
515
Been Arrested
18,
32's
Un 1,elfare
Sourer. High/Scope FouriNtton, Idehigan, September 1984

Intervention programs at the level of junior and senior high school also
will cantinae to be required until the aation's school systems are sufficiently
repaired to provide every student wtth the education and skills needed to
participate futi:. in our advanced indu5trial society. But those repairs cannot
be completed without the co ,,erative and concerted efforts of local, state and
federal legislators and officials in collaboration lth parents and educators.
America's College age poulation. from which we must draw most of

to.morrow's scientists and engineers, will continue to contract through the mid199cis. This provides a window of opportunity for young men and women which
apparently is not yet visible to most of them. It also provides a real challenge
ta the nation. ISe cannot maintain a cadre of bright young scientists and
people
engineers without utilizing the talents of that 65 percent of our
who are not white and male.
America's talent pool includes equal number; of males and females who

core in all son colors. As a nation, i.e can no longer afford to waste any of
that talent. But avoiding that waste re.;uar,,s equal treatment tn school and the
workpl ice. shared responsibihty for home and family, and perhaps Most
yoz,ortant of all, a change in societal attitudes toward girls and women.
tas's i immen,e. hut the alternative is unthu %able.

The
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I am Shirley M. Malcom, Head of the Directorate for
Edtcation and Human Resources Programs of the American
I come today

Association for the Advancement of Fcience (AAAS).

as an individual to add my voice to the many others who are
concerned about the quality of science, mathematics and
technology education in the United States.

I appreciate the

opportunity to address this distinguished committee.
An upcoming PBS special raises the question
Science?"

"Who Will Do

Its focus is on the low numbrrs of minorities in these

fields and the implic.itions of this in the face of America's
changing demographics.
America is changing.
older.

On average our population is getting

There are declining numbers of coiiege age young people,

a trend which began in the early 1980s and which will continue
until the mid 1990's (Figure 1).

American Indians, Blacks and

Hispanics are an increasing proportion of these young people.

By

the year 2000 minorities will be 47% of the school age
population.

They are already the majority of the school

population in Mississippi and New Mexico (and soon also will be

in rthfornia and Texas), as well as in our major urban centers.
On the other hand, minorities comprise a disproportionately small
share of the science and engineering workforce, of doctoral
scientists and engineers, and of students intending to major,
enrolling or graduating in science or engineering.
In 1988, of 749 doctorates awarded in mathematics by U.S.
universities, only 341 were received by U.S. citizens, only 6 of
- 2 -
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whom were American Indian, Black or Hispanic.

Similarly, 4 of

514 P'D's in computer science, 28 of 1,302 PhD's in physics and

astronomy, 66 of 2,018 PhD's in c.emistry, 12 of 726 PhD's in
earth, atmospheric and marine science, and 66 of 4,190 PhD's in

engineering were received by members of these racial/ethnic
minority groups, according to National Research Council data.
Low minority doctorate production contributes to low
minority faculty percentages; these in turn decrease the number

of role models available to minority and maJority students (Table
1 and Figure 2).

This imparts a message that minorities don't do

science or engineering and affects perceptions and expectations
for minorities in science and engineering.

Low numbers and the

isolation that is often born of it feed lowered retertion and so
on.

The cycle is vicious, and its effects are devasta-ing.
In the doctorate numbers we are looking at the trickle of

students from the end of the educational pipeline.
To understand why the numbers are so few at the end, we must
look to earlier school and college experiences.

For only by

exploring the barriers can we begin to understand the specific
interventions which must be put in place, the interconnections

among these elements, and the complexity of the sfstem we must
influence.

It is my hope that this will lead us to understand the need
to develor and respond to a coherent plan, articulated across all

educational levels; to Involve ail the stakeholders; and to avoid
Bandaid responses to system wide problems.

3 -
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Barriers to minority achievement in science and mathematics
appear early.

Many of these are related to the fact that

minority children are more likely to be poor.

These children may

have less rich experiences; fewer opportunities to explore

phenomena; fewer educational toys; fewer reading materials; and
parents whom the educational system may have failed who cannot
guide their children's encounters with the world.

These parents

may be no less willing, but perhaps are less able to provide
their children with the good beginnings they need.

Quality early

childhood education may not be available to compensate for a less
rich home environment -- i.e. one that may not include pre-K

experiences where children are encouraged to ask "why" and guided
in discovering the way that answers are found.
EMILY SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
Ready or not, they go to school.

Here minority children

often find less experienced teachers and a less rich environment
in inner city or rural schools which are inadequately supported.
Even in our more affluent suburban schc-ls they are all too often
tracked into an inferior educational program. The mathematics
that is offered is too often basic skills with little opportunity
to develop problem solving abilities.

Hands-on science costs

money, requires teachers who possess knowledge and comfort in

delivering instruction in this manner, administrative structures
which support it, and, quite basically, TIME.

The deficiencies

which students may bring to school are magnified over time as the
disadvantage accumulates.

The performance gap between minority
- 4 -
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and non-minority children increases.

Early grouping based on

perceived ability (or inability) becomes later tracking,
transforming expectations af failure in the reality of low
performance.

If the students have access to computers it is

often for uninspired purposes, in contrast with the potential
power of the technology.

They are unlikely to see models of

American Indian, Black and Hispanic science ot engineering
professionals.

Many know little about how you become a scientist

or engineer or about the lifestyle or lifework of such
individuals.

HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND?
In high school minority students are less likely to take
upper le,/el elective courses in science and mathematics, even

where they have completed the preceding level with a grade of A
They are less likely to c,ntinue on to

or B (Tables 2 and 3).
postsecondary education.

Where they do, they are more likely to

attend a two-year institution from which transfer to four-year
programs, especially in science, is low.
Loans rather than grants dominate the structure of financial
aid in college.

Where loans from college exceed the families'

annual income, minority students may be unwilling to assume this
burden of debt, unsure that financial rewards on the other side
of the degree will be sufficient to retire the debt in a
reasonable period of time.

The general barriers in the education

of minorities converge with the specific challenges of education
tri science and engineering, producing the effects of cumulative
- 5 -
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disadvantage which are so obvious in the doctoral data.
It must be said at th's point that the news is not all bad.

Recent research by Hilton and Hsia at the Educational Testing
Service revoals that minority students who have high mathematical
ability (as measured by scores of 550 and above on the SAT) are
as likely or more likely to majcr in and be retained in science
or engineering fields as are majority etudents.

Persisters are

characterized by a number of pre-college characteristics that
include participation in math or science clubs, exposure to role

models, and contact with college-based programs spr4ifical1y
aimed at attracting minorities to science and engineering fields.
Strong academic preparation coupled with specific
recruitment and enrichment seems to increase the success
minorities experience in science and engineering programs.

Bridge programs that facilitate the transition between high
school ane college have been demonstrated to be effective in
later retention of minority students in science and engineering
fields.

Specific interventions to enhance success in calculus by
minority students have been demonstrated by Jaimie Escalante with
students at Garfield High School in Los Angeles, by Uri Treisman
at the University of California, Berkeley and by hundreds of less
1:amous other teachers.

There is no secret formula:

high

expectations; a focus on challenge rather than cemedia.ion;
working tosether productively; effort (time on task) and desire;
jt.,t good teaching, and the belief that everyone (including those

- 6-
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of us who do not fit the image of the scientist or engineer) can
learn.

In 1983 AAAS conducted a study of programs designed to
increase ch

participation of minority, female and disabled

students in science and engineering careers.

This work was done

in support of the efforts of the National Science Board

Commission on Pre-College Education in Mathematics, Science and
Technology.

These so-called intervention programs, many of which

took place outside of the formal school setting, had tremendous
success in improving education for minority students.

When

provided the opportunity and tools to achieve in science and
mathematics, minority students do in fact achieve in these
fields.

It is instructive to remember that dilton and Hsia cite

the "pull" of specific targeted programs to recLuit such students
as a finding in their research of high ability minority students
who persist in science or engineering.
We found common elements among out-of-school programs that
work, that are instructive for our efforts to improve education
inside of school.

These include:

teachers who are competent in

their subject matter, who are excited about their subject and who
convey this excitement to their students; hands-on involvement
with science; project-focused, multidisciplinary work that
emphasizes science, math and communications skills; clearly
articulated goals; high expectations; contact with role models

who convey a sense of the connection between work in school and
future careers; and parental involvement.
- 7 -
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If we think about it we will realize that no single sector

alone will be able to bring about the kind of systemic change we
need and at the same time capture the stAidents already in the
pipeline.

For a 1cng time to come we will need the inPcrvention

programs ^-,st exist outside of school -- academic enrichment

prograr: run by professional societies, cclleges and

universities, museums, churches, and other community-based
organizations.

but we alsC need a systematic approach to fixing the formal
system of schooling in se,..h a way that it supports learning for

all students in science and mathematics.
(1)

We must appreciate the comp exity of the system;

(2)

We must develop a coherent plan for reform of science and
math education that begins with setting high goals for all
stuaents--what we want students to know and be able to do;

(3)

We must seek leverage points that support system wide

(4)

We must de%.eIop collaborations and 7;onnections to tne other

change; and

stakeholders that will promote this system-ide change.
We already have in dlace strong program models that sht..w us

how we mignt address many of the barriers to participation in
science and mathematics which minority students encounter.

PAREMS
Programs such as Family Math and Family Science involve

parents and children in experiences which are fun and which
support learning.

Parent workshops such as the models we at AAAS

- 8-
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have developed explain how parents can support their children's
education in math and science, which courses to take, how to
negotiate the educational system, etc.

Booklets for minority

parents such as those developed in a joint activity of AAAS and
The College Board Project Equality are made available in these
sessions which are sponsored by community groups, churches,
clubs, colleges, schools and concerned individuals. ("Get into
the Equation:

Math and Science, Parents and Children and

"Contamos Con Ustedes")

TEACHERS
Many effective models exist for assisting teachers to
provide an e<cellent and equitable instructional setting for
minority students, including activities of the Lawrence Hall of
Science EQUALS program, teacher inservice programs of groups such
as the Southeastern Consortium for M4norities in Engineering,
North Catolina Math Science Edt.cation Network, American Indian
Science and Engineering Society.

Mary models also exist as

components of a number of the NSF-funded Comprehensive Regional
Centers for Minorities and of many other institutions.
The fundamental issue is to increase competence in content,
and also to provide teachers with tools, skills and resources
related to materials, methods of teaching, ways of adapting, and
specific research findings and recommendations on how equity can
be achieved in the classroom.

They must learn that they often

need to add minority role models to their lessons as well as how
to do this.

They should understand how the culture of their
- 9 -
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students may affect the ways they might be taught.

They need to

understand why parents of minority students need to be involved
as well as assisted with specific ideA:, e:,,,ut how to involve
In providing inservice to teachers, single minded focus on

them.

content will not get us the results we desire.

SCHOOLS
Models of school improvement such as those developed by Dr.
be
James Comer in New Haven give ample evidence that schools can

helped to work for all children.

If we assume that the will

exists, specific strategies are known that enable such changes to
occur.

Effective science/math and engineering magnet programs

cities.
can be found across the country, including in our inner

The challenge is in making more widely available what we know
about changing schools and developing programs and being
assistive in applying these to entire systems.

STUDENTS

Programs exists that provide direct intervention with
students.

These serve children as early as the primary level in

efforts such as the Satumay Academy (which was developed in 1978
by the Atlanta University Resource Center and which has been
adapted and spread to many other insti'-utions in the intervening
decade.

DAPCEP (Detroit Area ?re-College Engineering Program),

the American Indian Science and Engineering Society and the
Puerto Rico Resource Center have promoted participation i"
science projects and sciences fairs to develop interest by

- 10-
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minority students in science.

Project SEED and the American

Chemical Society as well as many of toe federally funded research
and development labs have provided summer .zsearch experiences
for minority youth.

Summer camps and comprehensive summer

programs are sponsored by many different organizations.

Academic

year programs attempt to connect to schools, providing
enrichment, role models and counselling to students.

Among the

array of programs one can find "Explainer programs" sponsorea ,y
museums, comprehensive after school science programs such as the
Science Skills Center in Brooklyn and pre-college minorities in
engineering programs such as MESA, PRIME and PRISM.
These are programs of high quality and high expectation.

In

spring 1989 16 students, ages 10-13 from the Science Skills
Center took the N.Y. Regents examination in biology.

That is,

minority students in 4th ... 7th grade took a 10th grade

examination.

All 16 students passed the Regents, the youngest to

pass in the history of the exam.
PlacGment Biology.

All 16 are now taking Advanced

When they pass the examination next spring

they will be in middle school with college credit.
programs are rigorous and the expectations are high.

These

But unlike

too many of the schools which such students attend they provide
an environment to learn which is ripe for success.
As ti.. efforts toward education reform a7e mounted, it must

be remembered that learning must c-icur in the community and the
home as well as in the school to be maximally effective for
minority youth.

We must recognize the role of and provide
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mechanisms to support out-of-school programs.
Programs also exist that have proven effective in overcoming

the considc:able obstacles that exist at the college and graduate
levels.

Many of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities

and institutions serving significant Hispanic and American Indian
populations have demonstrated that minority students can be
successful in rigorous science and engineerihq programs.

Using

such strategies as bridge programs between high school and
college, peer counseling through student chapters of minority

science and engineering societies, regular faculty contact and
monitoring of student progress, and early exposure to research,
minority students are being retained.

In essence, a strategy is

employed to nurture and cultivate rather than weed students out.
GEM (Graduate Engineering Degrees for Minorities), NIH
Minority Access to Research Careers and other such programs
suggest that it is possible to impact graduate education for

minorities as well.

CONCLUSION
We have been slow to recognize the threat that is posed by

failing to develop a dwindling talent pool -- a talent pool which
is very different from that which we drew upon in the postSputnik years.

American Indians, Blacks and Hispanics can and

must be a part of the solution to America's need for scientific
and technological talent.
Tinkering around the edges will not help us maintain a
world-class scientific and technological enterprise.
- 12 -
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rethink and restructure the system for the production of
scientists and engineers from pre-K through graduate education.

What needs to be done?
(1)

Iwo tasks are primary:

The agencies and departments of the federal government must
find targets of opportunity around a single coherent plan.
The final report of the Federal Wide Task Force on Women

Minorities and the Handicapped in Science and Technology, on
which I serve, can be a focal iviint for discussions of

cooperation and collaboration which need to take place.

Gaps in programming need to be identified and filled by the
appropriate agency or department.
(2)

Congress must support these efforts.

We would encourage the

Congress to look at the need for legislation to support
improved science, mathematics and technol:gy education in a
manner similar to the way it approached che Omnibus Trade
Hill.

The way in which legislative responsibility and

oversight for education is currently divided does not easily
allow for development of a coherent legislative strategy.
We call upon the leadership of both Houses of Congress and
the very competent leadership in this Committee to assemble
a Congressional summit on science, mathematics and
engineering education, to extend the dialogue and to model
for the agencies and states the way to develop a coherent
policy.

Everyone has a part to play in configuring and

implementing a solution.

The AAAS stands ready to assist in

whatever way we possibly can.
- 13 -
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Girls can count
on math careers,
students told
EV SCOTT WADE
Of The Morning Call

The two main speakers yesterday were De. Lilian Shlao.yern
Wu, a native of Beijing, China,

WC there are mathematicians
who spend long liana in stuffy offices, acratching their heads and
shirpening their pencils Isle into

and now a mathematician for
IBM In New York City, and Dr.
Linda Pateold, a munorical arte .
lyst at Lawrence LillaratOre Lab.
oratory In Califotnia.
Petveld said a numerical analyst uses mathematical method,
to solve seientific problems on
computers. To demonstrate how
math can be applied to situations
normally considered outside the
math field, Wu presented a brief
slide show of her work in Tantania, where large elephant horde
were ovaewhalnpig areas 016
na.lorud park.
The scientist drew laughs In
describing how a tree had been,
badly scarred by ap ratabutt
thou elephant.

the

1Lere are also mathematicians who work in Tanzania trying to figure oot how many elephants a park will hold without
turtling a vegetated landscape
luto a divert.
Mathematicians work on pro).
ecU such 113 solar beat,

high.apteei magnetic trains and
tracing nintron patterns in the
brain with the help of computers.
Seventh snd eighth grade girls
from 36 schools in the Lehigh
Valley spent ytalerday at Cedar
Creel College at a special event
called MathCoau 'U. Cedar Crest
Regina limner
prefessa),

and Dr aeries Chapmaa, along
with other teachers from the
ares, have Lzen organizing the
event slime hat summer,
Two nationally known women
mathematicians told about 200
Lehigh Valley students yesterday
not to believe friends who say
girls aren't good at math or that
It's Impossible to be a good mother as well as a good scientiat.
They also saki that moat science careers :squire a strong
foundation in math even careers in "soft sciences" such as
biology, ecology and economIrs.

limner said she and her colleagues created MathConn't9 to
address a declining number of
American students studying for
doctorates in math. fleyoud that,
ille hovd to address the fact that
fewer th.'n one in five math doctoral degrees In America go to
women.

-- --

The Morning C-11

Allentown, Pennsylvenro

6 April 1989

"Moot qf this kind of damage
Is done by teen Aga male alephanta; they're the rowdy bunch,"
she said. "When they're crowde4,

they really start kaockIng traria
down."
Both women said advanced
mathematics couzists of chnplify .
big larger problems Into understaudable formulas.
and others
Petzold said
use math formulab in conjunction
with computer); Out can save
companies hundreds of isousands
of dollars. For'example rather
than building an expensive prole..
type of a !WV I11041 of car, the
duign can be data by computer.
She said 70Ine car companies

can simulate how s car will react
on a bumpy road or how pollut,,.
ants can be reniove4 from fuel.
"If you don't like math, don't
do it," said Pctzold. "But Li yen
do like matli, don't reject It DeCallan you ate a girl."
'
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Table 1
Full-time Faculty at Research Universities, by Selected

Chardaeristks, 1986.
Total

Department

Engineering
Aeronautical
Chemica/
Civil

Electrical
Mechanical

Faculty

538
1,232
2,017
3,137
2,310

Computer
1,415
Sciences
NOM: Survey respondents were

Fr Irialt

8
34
44
90
39

Black

His

nic

Asia

58

9

10
31
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12
18
11

42
33
14

228
439
274

ic

130
33
tevanting departments at the 181 doctorate-

125

11

rescalch eitpenditures of $2.15 million or more in fiscal yea.
gaming universides reporting
indians
were too small to pennit correction for non-response.
1983. Numbers of American
SOURCE: National Sciance fount:ado% SRS
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Table 2
Percentage ot 1962 High School Graduates Who Went on to Next
"Pipeline" Mathematics Course Atter Completing the Previous Course
Percentage that took Percentne that took
algebra II after
geometry after
pusing algebra
passing 0oometry

Percentace that took
trigonometry atter
passing altMbra li

Percentage that took

55
52

43
34

31

82

62

47

74

61

55
45

so

47
55
54

36
29
ao

26
29
30

45
aa
so

48

calculus alter
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Table 3
Pircstitago ol 1962 MO School Oroduatel Who Wont on to Mixt
"Pipe Ins" Science Course MK Comp toting the Pm bus Courso

IftentsQ that took
biology altar passing

Ma las

Females

..

.

.

..

...

.

passing chemistry

39
37

47

59
50

61

79
71

21

72
75
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Local response planned
to mathematics crisis

The Chronicle of Higher

Education

To THZ Ent:Olt:
In response to Edward A.*ConflOell Opinion concerning declining
isderest in mathematics (Amerka's
Scientific Future Is Threatened by
She Decline in Mathematical Educa-

lion." January II). something is being done to tent the lids in this most
serious pioblem lacing snathentatks
educators today.

In East Central Pennsylvania, a

group of local administrators.
schoolteachers (1C-I2).
professors. anJ an industry representative heard Dr. Connoes pleas before

they surfaced in Ont. In May 1988
this group met and decided to address the runth ;risis
On April S. 1989. "MathConn 119"
will be kid at Cedar Crest College. a

women's college in Allentown. Pa.

On this Mathematics Awareness
Day. teachers from approximately 40

chools In a five-county arca will
bring over 200 seventh- and eighth-

gride girls to spend a busy day In
activities such as those recommend;

l in the Opinion pkce.
These girls will attend gro4 sessions led by successful women in
math-related fields. hear two rlot141-

renowned women matkctrmlickns.
and learn about current at future
career possibilities that requite math-

croaks training....
A group effort can do much more
than us individual one. "MathCoan
'19" has come to fruition by pooling
all the strengths of its members toward the goal.; of enCouraging girls to

pursue mathrelated careers and of
prescatbig mathematics itself as a
fun, vibrant. and integral par1 of the

world of today and thc future....
REGINA BRUNNER

Anhtsal Racism of Matheaulgs
RNI ConpuStf

CNba Cud Coi?
Co-chsir of "14NRComik

Atkatowa.

8 February 1989

"Letters to the Editor"
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Thwarting the math crisis
By Dr. Regina Baron Brunner
Asstistant Professor of Mathemefica
and Computer Science
Cedar Crest College
In May 1988. a group of educators
from grades K-12. school administrators.
college professors. and representatives
hom business and industry mat in
'brainstorming** session at Cedar Crest
College in Allentown. The outcome of this
meeting was the birth of a local network In
the Lehigh Valley area of east central
Pennsylvania. This support netwoik has as
its purpose the encompassing goal of
creating in the future 5 mith center for
research. teaching. and leaning.
Math Conn at CCC (Cedar Crest College)

developed in response to a need in current
society to address the problems of
today s present and future teachers end
those of todays stodents. The schools. In
cooperation with business. Industry, and
the community Os a whole must
encourage mathematical growth and
knerest at all levels for the United States
to upgrade ks Int:numerics education
prograins.
I hgh technology cannot afford to
overlook the power it possesses to
encourage yourigstws to plan for a career
in math.related fields. For exemtpM. are
women being used to their full potential?
Flow many women am employed in
nmth related fields? What percentage of
women have Ph D.'s in ruch fields?
MathConn at CCC lacked funds when
staned yet we began to plan a

the spkh f enthusiastic problem-soNing
isnd mathematical fun. Also. each gid wt
attend diwussions by successful women
math-telated meets. Hopefully.
exposure to poirtiva role modth and tha
exciting world of cuuent. vdxant
math-related activities will wicouraga
krterest In mathematics Itself and in
'm* 't-related smilers.
People do care and do want to help.
but you have to ask. MathConn 89 has
mushroomed into D spectactiar day
beyond Elny teacheer wildest ckeama.Hopefully. others also will be encouraged
to try to turn their bright Ideas kno reahty.
Such "grass roots- movements will lead
math educators into viable. workable
solutions to address and to rehave the
perplexing cutrent crisis in math education.

Mathematics Awareness 1:11ay for Aprd 5.

1989 to by hekl at Cedar Ciest College.
Via our developing network we were
rewenled with very suong school suppon
in ow area. We contracted various book
publishers. arid they also have given
wppon to our project by providmg various
gifts in-kind.
MathConn 89 will consist of many
vaned events. Each gal will take part in tha
Mary Ellen Rude* Discovery Problem
Session named in honor of the
mathematics professor at University of
Wisconsin Madison. Dr. Rodin, a

set-thaoryuc t9polugist noted for ability to
cOnUuct Cotinturexanipfesnplifies
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Excellence in Science, Mathematics and
Technology Education Act Of 1990
National Network of 9 Regional Science,
Mathematics, and Technology Education
Consortiums

National Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics, and Technology Education
Materials
Federal Support for Informal Science
Education
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"--''.'Ainerico's getting on IF in scien.ie ond moth. ra'o what?

Why We Need Taiderstand
S I GOT OFF THE
plane. hew as waiting

Science

fot me, holding up a
sign with my nanse on it I was on my
way toseonference of scientists andTV
broad:sum. and the agar:at:I had kind.
ly sent a driver.
Do you mind if I ask you a questionr he said as we waited for my bag.
"Isn't .t conNung to have the sarne name

at that science guyr
it took me a moment to undentand.
Was he pulling my kg? "I am Ittot sci-

ence guy; I said, lie smiled, "Sorry.
that'smyprobkm I dicught was)oufs
too; He put out his hand "My name is
William E Buckley; (Well, his name
wasn't rpm!), Witham F. Buckley. but
he did have the name of a contentious.
TV interviewer. fot which he doubtless
took a lot of good natured nbbing.)
As we settled into the eat lathe long

drIve.he told me he w..gia0 .archat
science gurhe ha so manyquesnons
toaskabout science. Would I muid?And
so we got to talkir g. But not about set.
ence.lie wanted tc discuss UF0s."chanfitting-(a waytohear what's onthenunds

of dead peoplenot . veh it turns out).
crystals. astrology. - lie introduced each
subject with real enthusiasm. and each
time! hod to disappoint him. "The c.o.
dencencrturuny."I kepesaying."There's

Ognoronce of science thresztens
our economic well.being;nationoC
security and the demoerutic.

process. We most do better.

a much simpler explanation." As we
drove on through the rain, I could see
him getting glummer I was attacking

to trickle through was main-

not just pseudoseienee but also a facet
of his inner I.fe
And yet there is so much in real science that s equally exciting, more mys.
terms. a greater intellectual challenge

And it had never taught him
howtodistinguishrtal science
irons the cheap imitation
Allover Mune& there are

as well as being a lOt Closer to the

111311=1.11.=1
ly pretense and confusion.

smart, even gifted, people

ufacture,iitugh quality and
low pnces.products people
want to buy, then industries

will dnft out of the United
Sutesand transfers linle pros.

pcnty to another part of the
world. Because of the low

who have a built.in passion
birthrate in the'60s and '700,
boaot blocks of hfc sitting out there fot science. But that passion!,
the tratiOnalScierwe Founds.
Carnival,
tion projects a shortage of
In the cold. gClt.OVIS gas Cc.= the stars? is unrequited.% recent bur.
Had he heard of the footprints of our vcy suggests that 94% of
net oy a million profcsSiOnal
ancestors found in 4.nulhon
old vol. Arnencans arc-scientifically illiterate." scientists and engineers by 2010. Where
A prescription Nr disaster. We live will they come from? What about fu.
came ash' What about the r. g of the
Himalayas when India wens mini:limo in &society exquisitely dependent on
sion. supercomputers. abOMONManiVe
Asia? Or how viruses subvert cells. Or ence and technology. in which hardly reductions in strategic weapons. addlc .
the radio search for extraterrestnal in. anyone knows anything about ICICACC non, high resolution TV. arlineandain
telhgence or the ancient clvdszation of and techno'ogy, This is &clear present:. pon safety, food additives. animal rights.
Ebla,Mr "Buckley 'well.spoken. in- non for disaster les dangerous and sh.
superconductivity. Midgetman vs. rail.
telligent. evnoushad heard virtually pidNr us to remain ignorant aboutglob. gamson MX missiles. going to Man.
nothing of modem science Ile wonted alwanning.say.orozonedeplcuon,Knut findingeures for AIDS andeancea Hoye
to know about ICICTICe. It t Ant that all and radioactive wastes, acid rain. Jobs can we decide national polxy If we don't
the science got filtered out before it and wages depend ors science and tech. oriderstand the underlying ham?
reached him What the society permitted nology If the United States can't man.
I know that sae= and tschraolorY
mots Did he know

t the molecular

-
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are not past cornucomu pounng px,..1
deeds out into the world. Scientists r..4

only conceited nucleu weapons: thev
also took political leaders by the lapels.

,.., arguing that:here r ^6winches er it
,

Save one fast
npened to be'
.en they anang. uo manufacture
,.9.000of them.Our tectevologyhas pro.
&iced thddoeude.CFCLAgentOrarige,

nervegasudindustnessopoverfulthey
cann.unthedanate edit planet. There's
3 reason PeOple are nenious about sci .
ence and technology

And tote image of the mad scientist

haunts= worldfromDr
Frankenstein to Dr Strangelove to the
uhttesCoatrel loomes of Saturday mom-

INt. club:bees TV (AU this Ocean t in.
'ipire boddng scientists )But there's DO
way back We can't past cooclude that
science pas too much rower Imo the
*Ands 'arm:ally feebk technologists or
commt.power.crazed rokomansand de

cde to gel nd of it Advances in inedi
cane and agnculrure bate SAN el monlines en:abate been lost in all the WU)

an tater), Adtances in tranaportation,
communzaton.andentertammenthane

try:M=440e switd The swordoiscr..
crice as double-eded Rauer. a awesome power forces en all 0 us. csl..,t
leg pAiNsatas, 3 rew tatspOltait.I.ty--more attemioa to the lertsecrrn Cnr,e

qaenies of echn-Nry 3 glObal ana
SienetataaySlartartstive,1nr .1n.

to awed east, 40t.', '0 CI''''

and Chau, ina,m Motiluts aa tu
costung'oo essxnuse
Sctencets a ach more that a busts a,1
know:C.4e Steno sa3va t u.,r.lcoaia I t s

Is central to .ts ,.... cess Soteree in,,,,

US to let the fart. m et en when tr..

.ion't coiorm to o.....rpeco^.cer,.., .. tt
cOanseSsus to cans iternatIse hspo,ts

cscs in oet head, at d ve wt. -1. t-,I

match the facts It sigr, ca3 us 3 I cc
oalance between, ..,4,. J, tiftWO;VO
ness lo otw &des', h.sacuet hetch,al.

ard then, scrituscuhtkeris el ssrsuoi
of csetehseca-ne4t:ta.soutlustethshcs:

wisdom 1ac fact J . de ,rprear nn o
th, kind a th t ,,,z it an fan II S an
esserust tiol fL e

,ccsocracy tn In

a tit., at CIO La, I la CO Sat f0 to, r
tn,t at cor,IS ta.,14,0t0,-.1cer41 PO!, siCsIraIaa 410,1 ,ce,..e
llow bad 1, If 'Scrht,ail "St s Ole

Ctml4ttted

SCIENCE/coma:tear

cal.'readsonerew,paperhou
Stollens Science

Lets Stan hlf 0 all

Arnencans ke..w ihat the Fuel rr net
Aes a year to
rourd the San
a -a fact estat ,sheut a few cenher,cs
s?o Is tents el ,coace 17 year o'ls aa
ta,,ett anildreg

.> rarked dead

in°4t5slettyp

Ito :sett, sr.'stoa

ta
last in algebra Co !dent cat
S lucis asersacd 11t at I IS e1
areye e,,unterv,r, >Sac In my 3.1.0k,
Ca ,cansayeeesanct

41 t asa,F.

:Aachen ,ntytt a an.:tnsaanc. In RAC. 0,
13r..ivons did nu no man tie
pared tOnis, Brit,
kOng orete501 toll^ cn uct r....101
SCSe, sod 2.5%,1Can. dian la y tar o',.ts
krew lust as rno . h tor ,tary ,m a ,e:.-st
12 ul Amencan hiati school senaois cm
their sesond eSenustry cl at, a.11,1ta >Ss

(,

of them in "advatoed proilams) Ire
best of 29 fart 'tole classrooms II

poverty ',deco( that is Inn today And
so sauce &cod other) teaching is too
often bicomperently or uninspiringly
done its raenhoners, astorushogly,

having hat/c of no training in their

sub;cossorretimesthenuelvesunable

MInneayoals was, att,sed tss even, ol.e

d.sunginsh science from pseudosci.

of 20 classooms ii Sendai, lapen. and
19 cut a N ata
Tussart South
rsccsanstudents cre far a^ead of Amer.

epee Those who do hoe the training
oftenget hightr.payingybs else.here
We need mutt money for teachers'

scan 5ca33...$ an all a4ec of rratt' tare

training and salanes, and for laborato.

sca sail science, and 11 neat oIds, in

resso kids .01 get hands on espen

Bnush Co'unstta Sol 11estem Canada)

terthan the Km,- s) Of the US SA,

cree rather than rust reading what s in
the book Botall across Artienca.school.
bond issues on the ballot are regularly
defeaed U S parents are much more

22% say they dtshIsc school only 8% of

saasfied with what their children are

the KOIVala do Yet two thirds of the
AantnCans, tnat only a snorter of the
Koreans. say they re 'good at math

learning in science and math than are,
say. Japanese and Taiwanese parents
whose children are doing so much bet.
ter No one suggests that property taxes
be used to provide for the mrlitarybudg.
el, ot for agriculture. or for cleaning tip

oatps.ed their U S countervail, actcss
the tvards (in Enne ateos sFey dd bet.

enlitICS

ti!tbysie'reflaitsk)rsl.IIvwdoBrnssls
Colurnba bout, Draw and Kora mare
sge so much better than ave do",

(unngthepreal Depression teachers
ch/oyed sob security, good salaries, re.

spetubility Teaching was an admired
profession. panty because reaming was

widely recognized as the road out of

tOniC wastes Why just educ anon? Why
not support it from general taxes on the
local and state levels, What about a sne

cal education tax fix those uurastnes
withspecial reeds fortechnicallytruned
weaken?

32.6

rt

- p4nri.rasi bius .on t 40 enough school.,
. lhe
average bgh school student spends 3 S hours. week
on homework. The total ttme devoted to stud
. in
and out of the classroom. is about 20 bouts
week.
Japanese ylph.gradcrs average 13 boon a week.
But most American kids aren't stupid. Part of the
reason they don't study hard is that they've received
...v tanybk tienefim whendey do.Coammency (that
actually knowtng the stuff) in verbal skills, mathe.

. atiCS and science these days doesn't iacrease earn.
ings fee average young men in their fest eight years
out of high schoolmany of whom take tenter each.
et than mdusuul jobs.

;

In the productive sectors of the economy. though.
the story is diffesent.Them are human intones. for
example. indanger of going out of businessnot be.
cause there are no customers but because few entry.
level workers can do simple anthmetic. A nano:elec.
uonies company reports that SO% of its lob applicants
can't pass afifth.grademath tenand diat's an A met.
KUL not a Korean. lifth.grade test. The United States

already is losing some szs billion a year (edgily in
Last productivity and the cost of remedialeducation)
because workers, to too great a degree, can't read,
write. count eg think. Parents should know that thus'
cluldren's livelihoods may defend onbcw much math
and sctence they know. Now. while the kids are in
school, is the time for them to learn. Patents might

encourage their schools to offeeand their kids to
takeeomprehmstble, well.taught advanced science
courses. They might also limit the amount of mind.
numbing TV their child:en watch.
iVhal we See do. Those in America with themon

:plume s Sialen I as r,ruwing up. my tubes ..A.a4
hnng home a daily pipet and consume (often with
great gusto) the baseball box scotes.ThCre they were,
to me dry as dust. with obscure abbreviattons
SS.
SO, W.I.. A B. R131). but they spoke to him,Ne. spa.
pens euery,,,hae printed therna figured maybe they
wesen't too hard (or me. Eventually I too got caught
up In the world of baseball statistics. (I know it helped
mein Intrungdecimals. led SUllenejealiele when
I hear that someone is -battings thousard."But LOBO
is not 1.0)0. The lucky player is batting one.)
Ot take 3 leok at the financial pages. Arsy introdue.

Mil Instant? Explanatory foomotes2 Definitions of
abbteviations?None. It s unk or swim. Look at those
acres of stanstiniVet people voluntarily read the stuff.
Ifs not beyond these abtlity. It's only a manes of mon.
vation. Why Can't we do the same with:nub, sc.we

and technobv?

By (et the most effective means of raising interest
in science is television. There's lots of pseudoscience
on TV. a fair amount of medicine and techoology, but

hardly any smeoceespitially oa the throe big corn.

mciesal networks, whose exemativeschink soave pro.
tramming means ratings declines and lost prolits,and
toting else matters. Why in all America is there no
IV drama that bias as its hero someone devoted to

figtiring cut how the Uruverse weeksl
alDantog projects in same and technology attract and

inspire ymingstus. The neither of science Ph D s
peaked around the time a the Apolloprogram and dedined thereafter. This is an important potential We-

ems or suchpemocts assendmg humans toMars. eche
favorable view of science tend to be young. well.to. SuperconducurigSupetcollidet to explore the finestrut'.
do. collegeedue ated white maim. But three-quarters cite of lamer. or the program comp all human genes.
of new Amnon workers between now and 2001. will " Every now and then. I'm lucky enough to teach a
class in kindetganera oe the first grade. Many of these
women, nonwhites and immigrants. !linen mei at.
children are curious. intelketually
agaurotthemisrelordy unjust:a s alsosadefeaung.
vigorous, ask m.epnves the Amencaneconamyof desticcicely needed um/nye andinsightfulquestions and exhibit great enthusiasts. We Science. When l talk tohigh school
dulled workers.
&UT, I find tom-dung dirket:1s They memorise
Black andHimarsiestudetusaredousgbenerinsund.
lamed science tests now than in the late 1960s. tot guts." But, by and large. the yoy of discovery, the
life behind those facts. has pone out of them. hey're
they're the only ones who are. The average math gap
between white and black U S. high school graduates wnedaboutaskingdurvb"quesoioits:they'rewsllng
is still hugetwo to three grade levels: but the gap to accept inadequate answers:they don't pose follow.
tip mmuonst the room is awash voth sidelengglances
between white U.S. high school graduates and those
in. say. lapin. Canada. Great Britain or Finland is
continued

mote than mce as big. If you're poorly motivated
and poorly educated, you won't know muchft:mys-

tery here. Subutban blacks withcollege-educatedparents dojust as well in college as suburban whites with
collegeeducated parents. F.nrolling a poce child in a
Head Sian peogram doubles his or her chances to be
employed later an Itfe: one who completes an Upward
Bound program is four times as likely to get a college
education. If we're StriOus, we know what to do.
What about college and universityiThere are obvs.
cus steps synths to whet should be done in highschools

saltnes foe teachers that ..wrosch what they could
get in indusur mote scholarships, fellowships and
laboratory equipment; laboratory science Counts re.
ovued of everyone to graduate: ant special attention
pad to thou traditionally steered away from science.
We should also pow* the financial and ;tont en.
tOuragement fee academic Scientists SO Spend mere
Uree Oft public educationlectures,
newspaper and
ITagarlhe ametts, TV appearanCet.Thisrequutsscic...us to rmke themselves understandable

and fun to
s to, To me. n seems Uri rite that some scientists.
J depend on public funding fee 'licit Imes:eh. are
reluctant to captain to the public what it is that they
do Fonunately, the number of

scientists wiling to
speak to the publmand capablyhas

.1

tern InereaS.
1st each year, But there are not yet newly elsOuth.
Venially every newspaper in A =nes has a daily
Implore column. Hewe .thy have a daily science
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tqudge,second.by.second.the appro.,
al of their peers. Something hu hap.
pened between fun and I 2th grade. and

it's not just puberty. I'd guru thst it's
pertly pea pressure not to excel (except
In ;Ports): partly that the society teaches
Ibeft.14141 grauficauom partly the irn

puska that LAP= cc math won't buy
yea a sports cat; partly that so hale is
expected ofstudaus: and Putly Muth=
are so few role models for intelligent
discussion of science and technology or
for learning foe au own sake.

But there's something else: Many
adults am psi off when youngsters pose

scientific questions. auldren ask why
the Sea is yellow. cr what a dream is. cr
bow deep you can dig a hole, cc when as
'he world's birthday or why we button.,
too many teachers and Parents answer
with intuition or ndicule. orquickly move
onto something else. Why aduhnhould
pretend to omnismence before a Syearold, lean% for the hfe of me underuand.

What's wrong with admitting that you
&et biew? Qaildren soon recognise that
somehow this kind of question annoys
many adults. A few more expenences
like this. and another child has been lost
to science.
There are many better responses. If
we have an idea of the answer, we could

try to capful. If we don't, we could go
to the encyclopedia or the library. Or
we ma& say to the eluld:-Idon't know
the answer. Maybe no one knows. May.
be when you vow up. you'll be u.e lieu

to fmd out."
Pa mere entouragernent un'tenough.
We must also gave children the tools to

winnow tSe wheat from the chaff. I'm
haunted by the vision of a generation of

Arnenans unable to distinguish reality
horn fanusy, hwefully clutehm,g their
crystals for comfort. unequipped even
to fame the nght questions cr to recog.
airs the answen. I wont es to rescue
Mr."Backler and the millions hke hun.
I also want us to stop turning out leaden.
highschool tenkn. IthinkAmenea needs, and deserves.

a citizenry with minds wide awake and
a basic tindery anding of how the world
works
Public understanding of science is
more cereal to cut national security than
half a dozen strategic weapons systems.
The subtnerhotte perfoentance of Amer.
icon magmas in science end math, and
the wsdespread adult ignorance and a pa.
thy aboutscience and math, should sound
an urgent alann.

Call Sagan reaches and deer research

ar Cornell University Ills Errol/ and
PeahodyAward winnuignisesenee se.
COSAfOS has been seen in more
than 60 commies bv 400 million peo,

ple.Vuleoceutenes °fall lieprakswill
beavadable in stores latertlusyearfrom
TurnerlIonteEntettotnnient.Thtoreom.

permit: book. 'Cosmos: Is the Der,
sell., science book ever pubbthed ta
the English language.
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This statement describes the HATHCOUNTS program, a national
math competition for seventh and eighth grade students designed to
students'

increase

interest and ability in mathematics and

heighten public awareness of the ioportance of math.
Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE)

to

The National

is pleased to submit this

statement to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs for its
hearing on U.S. science and mathematics education.

NSPE is an interdisciplinary society of 75,000 engineers and

engineering students in 535 chapters and 54 state and territorial

societies employed in all technical disciplines and all areas of
practice,

including

industry,

education,

government,

private

practice and construction.

The need for improvements in U.S. math and science education
has been well documented.

In math skills, American students trail

discouragingly othind their counterparts in other parts of the
world.

If the United States expects to be a strong

global economy,

it

is

leader in the

critical that we start now to ensure a
To do so, we must challenge all

techrlically qualified work force.

aspects of our educational

system,

from curricula

to

teacher

training and compensation.

Sim larly, we must find innovative approaches to nromote math

and sciehce as exciting and challenging txperiences that lead to
rewarding career opportunities.

HATHCOUNTS was created in 1983 in

2

f-1
1. L.,

L.'

4
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response to the declining level of math literacy in America. As
noted in 1983 by Ronald Reagan, "We must create a new awareness in
our young people to meet our country's technological needs of today

and tomorrow.

We need mathematinians, scientists and engineers.

Programs such as MATHCOUNTS can help to encourage our young people

to develop their math skills."

Analogous in concept to the national spelling bee, MATHCOUNTS

is a national seventh and eighth grade coaching and competition
program that fosters enthusiasm and prestige for math achievement.

The program's success has been possible through the thousands of
corporations, individuals and foundations that support the program

MATHCOUNTS has received two

at the local and state levels.

presidential citations as an outstanding private sector initiative.

It is the first nationwide program of its kind, combining the

efforts of education, business, government and the techn71ogica1
community

to promote math cAcellence among junior high school

students.

HATHCOONTS is a cooperative project of NSPE, the CNA

Insurance Companies, the Cray Research Foundation, General Motors

Foundation, the National Council of Teachers of Mathemathics and
NASA.

The program h's three primary objectives.

1) to improve the

quality of math equcation and to broaden mathematics curricula in

seventh and eighth grades throughout the United States;

3

2)

to
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elevate the prestige associated with achievement in mathematics;

and 3)
general

educators and the

to increase awareness among parents,
public

of

importance

the

of

mathematics

our

in

technological society.

The program builds skills, promotes strategic problem-solving
and brings students together for a lively exchange of mathematical

MATHCOUNTS is directed at students at

ideas through competition.
an

age

when

they

are

formulating

attitudes

about

math

and

technology--when they can still elect to take college math courses

in high school to prepare them for future technical careers.

Through MATHCOUNTS, parents, educators and the general public all
are made aware of career opportunities in math.

Today,

MATHCOUNTS programs exist

in

all

50

the

states,

District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, the
Department of Defense and the State Department school system.

Each

year, 7,500 schools nationwidetwice as many since 1983regi3ter
to participate in over 450 local and state competitions.

program began,
MATHCOUNTS.

over

3 million students have been

Since the

involved

in

We owe this success to the commitment of MATHCOUNTS

sponsors and the entausiasm and hard work of more than 15,000
volunteers.

The competition phase of MATHCOUNTS begins in the schools in
the form of a qualifying test.

Students are coached in everything

1.3:5

-4

>A

from

arithmetic

basic

skills

to

.

logic,

statistics, linear algebra and polynomials.

probability

and

Betneen September and

the natiohal competition in the spring, students and teachers work

together in quizzes and *ills to develop teamwork and skin. They
are then ready to advance to regional and state competitions which
could lead them to Washington, D.C., and the nationul math finals.

h...
The MATHCOUNTS program is clot ly tied with

the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in development of program

materials.

Each September, teachers at thousands cot participating

schools receive a MATHCOUNTS handbook which contains study guides

and practice drills.

These materials include the most recent
Question writers are experts in

developments in math education.

Each year MATHCOUNTS selects a

math and are chosen by the NCTM.

special topic that usually is not taught in junior high school,

1

such as transformational geometry and probability, which gi:es
st.dents an opportunity to explore subjects to which they ;could not

normally be exposed.

The MATHCOUNTS program allows students to be identified 85
"winneret"

Competitors are referrew to 33

in an academic event.

"mathletas," and, as in sports programs, individuals and teams
receive

trophies,

competition.

plaques

or

certificates

at

all

levels

Winning students and CoN2 tes travel free to

national competition.

,

the

An exciting parc of winnii.; .-:.L the national

level is an expense-paid trip to view a space shuttle 1.unch.
.:

of

5
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Through publicity, community involvement and a broad base of
participation,

increases

HATHCOUNTS

importance of math.

of

the

Major sponsors and NSPE chapters cooperate to

publicize HATHCaNTS across the nation.
efforts, several governors have declared a
their states.

awareness

public

As

a result of these

"MATHCOUNTS Week" in

In order to reach the most students, HATHCOUNTS is

available to all junior high schools, regardless of their size or
financial status.

.44

There is no registration fee for schools or

students, and coaching moterials are provided at no charge.

Perhaps the best measure of MA-4COUNTS' success
directly from those involved in the program.

is to hear

Teachers consistently

report that confidence-building is one of the greatest benefits of
MATHCOUNTS.

Students who normally might not receive attention for

their math achievements are rewarded for success In math jUSt 3$

athletes are recognized for excellence in sports.

r3pect of tne program

is

that

all

An important

students benefit

from the

coach_ng sesslons, not just ,,s-ne who are 111:ely to compete.

Still a relatively young program, MATHCOUNTS is committed to

helping reverse the declining level of math achievement in the
nation's schools.
college.

The first mathletes of six years ago are now in

We are beginning to track these students to determine

their career paths and the imvact MATHCOUNTS has had on their
choices.

S.

6
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HATHCOUNIS will

focus increasingly on the development of

minority incentive programs, particularly in inner city school
systems.

Recognizing that the majority of students who enter math-

oriented careers are male, HATHCOUNIS makes a special effort to

invol.e more females in the program.
the

Society

sessions.

of

Women

Engineers

In many states, members of

conduct

HATHCOUNIS

coaching

As role models, these women encourage girls to pursue

math-related career:

HATHCOUNTS also will focus more on the

development of coaching workshops to help teachers get the most out

of MATHCOUNTS' programs and materials.

The United States must have a technically competent work force

to succeed in today's international marketplace.

As noted in

Workforce 2000 by William B. Johnso aad Arnold H. Packer, "Very

feu neu jobs will be created for those who cannot read, follow
directions, and use mathematics."

To this end, we must make

improvements now in math and science education.

By focusing on the

fun of learning math, iATHCOUNTS is striving to do its part.

7
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NSPE MISSION

NSPE membership. To
To serve the public, the profession and the
skills in the
advocate the application of engineering knowledge and
accordance with the highest ethical
public interest and in
standards.

To foster public

To influence technical policy.

understanding of the role of engineering in
licensing
welfare.

of engineers
To

promote

society and the

to

protect public health,

the

professional,

interests of NSPE's individual members.

c
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social

safety and
and

economic

Appendix 16

U.S.

Dept.

of Education

Office of Education
Research and
Improvement

(OERI)

ER/C

Date Filmed
March 29,

1991
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